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111.

ABSTRACT

The Yoruba modern travelling theatre traditions 
has been a major point of focus by som ; scholars of 
the performing arts in the recent past. Their 
interest in this tradition is probably due to its 
educative technique and its entertaining and didactic 
nature. Some of these scholars have deliberated on 
various aspects of Yoruba theatre and rama, and 
studied some of the Yoruba popular dra atists with 
the aim of highlighting their innovative techniques.
In their studies, therefore, they have suggested 
several ways in which the YordbSi cultural heritage 
can be revived for the benefit of the resent 
generation and the future Nigerian gen rations.

The renowned performing artists w o have been 
studied include the late Hubert ftgunde, the late’ K$l§i
(3g(inm$l&' Oyin Adfejpbi, the late Dhr6 :Adip£, Moses
Ql&iySi Ad6jdm0 (alias Bdb& Sdl&), and host of others.
Studies on these performing artists range from their
organizational ability, their physical presence on
stage, their innovative techniques, their style and
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their interest in traditional material for production, 
to language use and manipulation and their contributions 
to the socio-flultural, economic and moral development 
of the Yordbh society in particular and the Nigerian 
nation in general.

Unfortunately, however, the present writer has 
discovered that not much has been done on the work 
of the late K$l& 6ghnm$lfi who is generally believed 
to have been a seasoned and renowned performing 
artist in the 1950s and 1960s. Moreover, it has also 
been discovered that the folkloric plays of dgtmm^lh 
have been only briefly touched upon and analysed by 
scholars.

In the light of this situation, the present 
writer decided to look more closely into the content 
of the late E$l& 6g&nm$l&'s folkloric plays with the 
aim of analysing the philosophical thoughts behind 
them in a socio-cultural context. It is our hope that 
the findings of this research would be of benefit to 
the contemporary and future YordbS. societies and to 
the community of scholars world-wide. This is without 
prejudice to the enduring value of the plays themselves.
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V.

The first chapter is an introductory one which 
discusses the rationale, conceptual framework and the 
scope of the study, the methodology followed and the 
life history and philosophy of the late Kplk dgdnm$lh.
A typological survey of bgfcnm$l&.' s plays is made,

while a thematic analysis of his folkloric plays is 
briefly attempted. Finally, the significance of
folklore in Tordbfii socio-cultural life is discussed at

?*■some length.

The second chapter attempts a review of approaches 
to folklore, literature and theatre studies and 
highlights some topics which have been discussed by 
previous writers on the Yoruba travelling theatre 
tradition and on the personality of the late K$lh 
6{£&fim£>l&.. The views, comments and submissions of 
these writers are carefully examined in order to find 
out which, among these, still remain valuable or 
relevant and which ones need to be set aside.

Chapter Three makes an in-depth study and 
attempts a critical discussion in a textual analysis

 ̂ / f 'of each of Ogunmpl&'s folkloric plays and finally 
makes some comments on the socio-cultural and economic
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vi

messages in the plays with particular reference to 
the YorilbS. people of Southern Nigeria.

In Chapter Four, the stylistic features of the 
Yorrlbh language and 6ghnm61S.'s expertise in the 
manipulation of the language and the musico-poetic 
aspects of Ogunm^la's folkloric plays are discussed.

Chapter Five concludes the dissertation with 
comments, views and submissions on 6gflmm$l£"s 
contribution to modern theatre and drama and his 
philosophical message, as revealed in the plays, to 
both the people of his time and to future generations. 
Finally, it touches upon the future of the modern 
YoirilbS. travelling theatre and the benefits that are 
expected to be derived from it.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1. Rationale of the Sbudy.

As a matter of fact, it appears that our 
contemporary society is morally and socially sick, 
and that it is declining culturally and spiritually. 
There seems to be fear everywhere and at all times. 
There is the fear of political instability, 
religious intolerance, economic depression', famine, 
social insecurity and natural catastrophes or 
disasters. Consequently, some people are of the 
view that the future and stability of humankind in 

general ana of thefomlbSi race in particular seem to 
be unpredictable.

The increasing frequency of these problems is 
daily contributing to e untimely deaths, poverty, 
and other social vices that have plagued our nation 
in particular and the entire world in general. The 
reason for the multiplication of old problems is not 
far to seek. One of the major causes of all these 
things, according to Akinspl& AkiwpwS (1980), is
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2.

lack of character or the failure of individuals 
to develop the right values and1 the sense of good

T V ,comportment. He noted that,
There are evidences today, of an ever-rising 
current of aimowahu (loss of the sense of good 
comportment) in our midst (1980: 31).

Due to the loss of the sense of good comportment 
by the youths and adults of our contemporary 
period, criminal thinking and behaviour has 
jeopardised the well-being of all and sundry. The 
youths of the contemporary times are unwilling to 
work legitimately and honestly to achieve their 
life ambitions. They are not prepared to struggle 
with patience before they achieve their life 
ambitions. This is probably one of the reasons 
why many of our youths today resort to criminal 
ŝ cts to achieve their selfish aims.

It is on this note that Akiwowp, among others, 
appeals to all Nigerian sociologists and anthro
pologists, pointing out that they have a vit«l 
role to play in order to redeem our fatherland 
from an imminent societal chaos. Moreover,
Akxwpwp identifies five major problems which, he
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thinks, need urgent solutions and to which Nigerian 
sociologists and anthropologists should address 
themselves with the utmost despatch. These, according 
to Akiwpwo, include*

(a) the phenomenal rise in the number of the 
mentally ill, (b) the ebb and flow in the 
tide of armed robbery\ (c) the rising 
mortality rate of young adults from the 
age of 25 to 4-5 years, (d) the unabating abandonment of Nigerian children by young 
mothers, and (e) the discovering of a self- 
evident truth in the world around us to 
which the Nation can hold political leaders 
and upon which £y obi ̂ and sf.iogbfe sociations . 
must be foundedJ (Alcins 91a Akfwowp, op.cit. 
32-33).

To solve the above social problems, social 
anthropologists must try to look for the immediate 
and remote causes before they could, in an informed 
manner, suggest solutions.

Apart from the social problems envisaged above, 
the’re is also the problem of culture disintegration 
within the Yordbd cultural milieu. This, o-f course, 
might have been one of the cankerworms that contri- 
buted to the socio-economic imbalance within the 
general Nigerian economic system.
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However, it should be recalled that, before the 
coming of the colonial overlords, the indigenous YordbA 
culture was kept relatively intact. But quite unfortu
nately, with the coming of the colonisers, who tried 
as much as humanly possible to suppress the indigenous 
culture and implant their own, majority of the YomlbcL 
people were forced, indirectly or otherwise, to accept 
the alien culture. Therefore, the majority of the 
Yonlbh people embraced the alien culture and 
discarded, totally or partially, the customs and 
ways of life of their forebears. This is remarked 
by Bassey Andah (1982.5-6) when he says, of Africa:

... her peoples' cultural outlooks have been 
affected and have therefore had to take into 
account several recent historical experiences 
and realities which are still very much with 
them today. Principal among these have been 
Arab imperialism, slave trade, western colonialism 
and imperialism and accompanying missionary 
influence, the introduction of western concepts of 
education, religion, science, political and economic 
institutions and the likq£

The above question reveals that the African cultural 
outlook hag been grossly affected by acculturation. 
Several alien cultural traits have intermingled with 
the African traditions and this has given rise to 
cultural adaptations through time, either to the 
detriment of the indigenous beliefs and practices or
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to their advantage and societal development. However, 
it needs to be pointed out that the total abandonment 
of the indigenous cultural heritage, in some respects, 
has adversely affected the living styles of individuals 
or corporate groups. Many of the natives started to 
adopt European fashions and styles of living. They 
started wearing foreign dresses, some of which are 
unfriendly to the tropical weather. They sometimes 
ate foreign foods, embraced the "imported religions" 
and even spoke the foreign languages at the expense 
of the indigenous ones; and this affected their 
social integration in one way or the other.
With this state of affairs, there emerged some 
philosophers, playwrights, artists, theatre practi
tioners, particularly among the Toruba people, from 
about the early forties. These people started to 
point out the abnormalities within the society and 
to suggest (through action and performances), 
indirectly or otherwise, ways by which the contemporary 
society could offset her socio-cultural deficiencies 
and struggle for survival and ultimate development.

One of such playwrights and theatre practitioners 
of our time was the late Elijah Kblk OgCinm^lh.

5 .
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Several scholars have discussed Ogftnmblh and various 
aspects of his life and personality, his talent, his 
life ambition, his style of performing, his skill and 
expertise, his theatre group or his career as a 
director/producer of many plays. Notable among these 
scholars are Ulli Beier (1954-»1967; 1981), Martin 
Banham and Clive Wake (1976), Michael Etherton (1982) 
and Biodun Jeyifo (1984). These scholars, without 
doubt, have done a great deal of work on dgCmm§l&. and 
his theatre company. However, they have not given 
specific attention to the socio-cultural aspects of 
Ogtmmblh's plays. Therefore, this dissertation intends 
to carry out a fairly detailed study on the socio
cultural aspects of the late Ogfaimblh "s folkloric 
plays so that the philosphical thoughts behind them 
could be advantageously utilized by the contemporary 
and future Nigerian societies.

It may be recalled that, in the traditional past, 
our forebears usually adopted the use of folklore to 
instil sanity into the minds of youths or adult, members 
of the society in general. They did this through the 
medium of story-telling, proverbs, myths, legends, 
riddles and other forms of Yorilbh poetic genres. In
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actual fact, this medium contributed in no small 
measure to the socio-cultural and economic upbringing 
of many in the YordbSi traditional society. Finally, 
therefore, this dissertation tries to discuss, among 
other things, the significance of folklore within the 
Yoruba traditional society, its relevance and Contri- 
bution in the contemporary Nigerian situation and 
suggests how folklore studies could be manipulated 
for the development of the present and future 
Nigerian communities.

Theoretical Framework
Various approaches have been used to study

folklore by folklorists and other scholars over the
years, and there have been many submissions and
counter-submissions on the discipline. Scholars
all over the world have, however, agreed that the
study of folklore should be a thing of necessity and

*
not a matter of offhand, -jocular treatment.
This is probably why Ketner says:
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Nothing could he more humane than this 
important finding, established with the 
aid of a scientific mode of inferences 
that folkloric behaviour is not a 
curiosity, not a symptom of inferiority 
and ineptitude, not a mass of error, not 
the exclusive property of the stereotyped 
’’folk'*, but a sign of one's humanity.4

As we have seen above, apart from the fact that folklore 
studies are considered as necessary in the modern-day 
context, it is also significant to note that all that 
man does or believes is entrenched in folklore.

Folklore, according to scholars, is an extremely 
diversified subject which has been called a mongrel 
field because, in its name, men have studied apparently 
miscellaneous things. "Although folklorists have 
often understood each other impressively well, when 
describing and analysing objects of immediate scrutiny, 
the range and scope of the science have always been 
uncertain!' For instance, when the question of 
delimiting or defining the field arises, several 
folklorists and other scholars alike encounter 
difficulties and experience malaise. From Dorson's 
point of view, "the study of folklore entails more 
than merely collecting or presenting selected 
examples of human traditions. It also requires larger
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analysis and synthesis...^
Some scholars have approached the subject from 

the humanistic point of view, .stressing that the 
same tales are directed toward all human beings and so, 
can scarcely be said to reflect the ethos of a 
particular people, even when they have been strongly 
localized^ Some scholars, on the other hand, look at 
folklore studies from the psychological-psycho-analy
tical perspective which views the materials of folklore 
neither functionally nor aesthetically but behaviouri- 
stically. The exponents of this theory see‘myths, 
dreams, jokes, fairy tales, etc. as expressing hidden 
layers of Tinconscious wishes and fears. However, the 
present writer has decided to approach the study from 
a socio-cultural perspective, concentrating on a 
careful analysis of the plays themselves. This is in 
harmony with the definition of folklore as given by 
Botkin, Espinosa and Jameson showing a tendency to 
account for the fact that the phenomena which folklore 
must study are social facts, and that the point of 
view developed by the various social sciences should

—Qbe taken into consideration. Making reference to 
The Dictionary of Folklore. Marcel Rioux also says:
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There is practically nothing that folklore 
is not deemed, to includebelief s, mores, customs, traditions, religion, art, techniques..

In the above quotation, one realizes that the study
of folklore gives further leads for the investigation
of the content of culture, ensuring that important
cultural details are not overlooked; it also prbvides
a non—ethnocentric approach to the ways of life of a
people.1^ It should be observed that all genres of
folklore, as scholars and researchers delineate and
recognize them, have cultural and symbolic meanings,
and that all texts, framed into genres and performed
in socially defined communicative situations, acquire
significances beyond the literal meanings of their

• 11constituent words. Therefore, one may support 
Rioux's submission that folklore "could include 
anything from anthropology, sociology, mythology, 
musicology, to the study of oral literature,"12

Conscious of the fact that anthropology studies 
man as a biological, cultural and social animal, the 
present writer"s interest in anthropology has predis
posed him to observe the social and cultural behaviour 
of the society which creates the backcloth for his
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chosen artist's creative energies. If we also see 
anthropology as "the scientific study of :man—in- 
society, a people, their culture, material and 
non-material: that is, the ideas, values, beliefs, 
gods and goddesses, institutions,technologies and 
sciences,” ^  we would understand why, occasionally, 
the anthropologists stress the social and cultural 
mechanisms that enable a society to perform its 
functions.

It may also be reasserted that a major theoretical 
interest of a social or cultural anthropologist has 
always been the comparison of socio-cultural behaviours 
among different societies and at specific periods.
In such comparisons or analyses, attempts are made 
to account for similarities and differences in those 
behaviours. The scope of the present study, however, 
mak*.s it impossible to prove at this time our 
theoretical interest in cross-societal and cross- 
cultural comparison, but we have nonetheless attempted 
to find adequate information on the society which 
nourished our chosen artist.

Meanwhile, the present writer examines the 
materials of folklore using eclectically relevant 
hypotheses from the social sciences. We have looked
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for cultural norms and values and predictable 
laws of behaviour that form a consistent' pattern 
in the semi-literate society in which the chosen 
artist grew up and had his nourishment and 
education. We see folklore as an aesthetic product 
of a society, mirroring its values and offering a 
projective screen that illuminates its fantasies.

Considering all varieties within folk themes.,
therefore, we should accept folklore as part of a
continuous human procens to be studied in its social,
cultural and psychological dimensions, or as part of
a diffusionary and evolutionary process. As 
* 14-Akiwpw9 has said, all Nigerian anthropologists 

and sociologists should, as a matter of urgency, 
address themselves to the increasing problems of 
^ mdwdhhfl in our society which, as some people think, 
keep on jeopardizing the progress of the nation.
This could be partly achieved through recommendations 
and suggestions from research findings of folklore 
and other cultural studies.
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(iii) The Scope of the Study
Although the findings of this study may be 

universally applicable, the dissertation focuses its 
attention on the Tordb& geographical environment. 
According to the geographical delineation of the 
Yordb& country by Fadipe (1970:21),

YuRUBAJjAND lies between the parallels 5.86° 
and 9.22° North, and between 2.65° and 5*72° East. Its southern boundary is the 
Bight of Benin, and extends from the 
eastern limit of (former) French Dahomey 
on the west to the western border of the 
Kingdom of Benin on the east. To the east 
it is bounded by the territory of the same 
Kingdom, and by the Niger up to Etobe, at 
about 7«3°N. From this point the boundary 
is in a north-westerly direction, along a 
straight line drawn rather arbitrarily to 
meet 90°,of latitude immediately due south 
of Jebba. What may be called its northern 
boundary continues along the same parallel 
of 90° north latitude until it merges with 
the political boundary between the Northern 
Provinces and the Southern Provinces of 
Nigeria, which ends at the river Okpara on 
the French frontier.^

However, it may not be an easy task to delineate 
accurately the Yor&bS. geographical boundary due to

•mthe fact that the colonial boundaries have cut apart 
several people of the same stock, language and of the 
same or identical euhnic origin. Nevertheless, we may
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posit that the Yortib& people are found in large 
numbers in the present Lagos, dgdn, OAdb, M *  andjto 
some degree, Kwara States of Nigeria. Some of these 
people can also be found in the Republic of Benin, 
parts of Tog®, Ghana, Liberia and SierraLeone • The 
Yordb& people are also found in large numbers in the 
Americas - Cuba, South Carolina, Brazil, etc. In all 
these places, despite the problem of acculturation 
and culture suppression, the YorCtb&. culture still '

■fpersists in several forms. Meanwhile, for clarity of 
purpose and expression, and also for the attainment 
of thorough research findings, the YorilbS. people 
within the Nigerian geographical environment would be 
focused upon from dg^hm^lSL'g period till the present 
day.
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(iii) METHODOLOGY
In order to achieve the above stated objective, 

the life history of the late Elijah K£l& Ogunm£>l§. 
was carefully looked into. Several books which shed 
light on this seasoned actor/producer were also read 
thoroughly. Moreover, articles in both interna
tional and local journals were consulted. These 
articles were very useful for the numerous pieces 
of information gleaned from them on the late K$l& 
dgCmm^la.

In addition, recorded tapes on the late 
OgCmm^lh's plays and the recorded oral interviews 
between him, his theatre group and Ddpd Ad§liigbd 
of the then School of Drama (now Department of 
Theatre Arts), University of Ibadan, were consulted, 
played, summarized in an English translation by 
the present writer, the original being in Yordbh, 
the mother tongue of Og&nmolS.. Out of these 
numerous plays of 6gfcnm$I&, those relating to the 
Yordbh folklore and folklife have been selected for 
study under the socio-cultural themes.
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In addition, the present writer held oral 
interviews with some living members of the late 
KbId dgtmm^l&'s troupe, especially those who were 
his close associates during his lifetime. Oral 
communication was held with renowned and seasoned 
performing artists and scholars within and outside 
some Nigerian higher institutions of learning, 
particularly the universities and the colleges of 
education. Here those who had worked with Oghnm^lh 
directly or indirectly, and who had contributed to 
his success in the performing arts in one way or the 
other were consulted. Comments from these persons 
have served as a valuable source of information in 
this research work.

(iv) Life and Philosophy of Kfrla Ogunmbld
The life of the late Elijah Kbla CgUnm^ld was full 

of memorable events. According to 6g6nm$>l& himself, he 
had been interested in drama and the theatre profession 
right from youth, and the atrributes inherent in this 
famous popular performing artist started to manifest 
themselves from then.^
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The recording technician (left) with Dap^ Ac-elugba, leader of the 
recording team (right) in the studio (i960) during a consultative 
session.
Photikby courtesy of the Institute of African Studies, University 
of I^Jglan Photographic Division, 1968.
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Elijah K§1& dghnm^lA'was born at Okd Imdsi,

Ondo State of Nigeria, in 1923. He had his elementary 
schooling at tjerd — Ekiti, and later became a school 
teacher at Ad6-3slkiti. He then moved to a mission 
school at $tdn— fikitl, under Archdeacon Henry 
Dallimore who was his superintendent. It was from 
these humble beginnings that he rose to the post of 
a headmaster before he finally left the teaching 
service for full-time business in the performing arts.

When he was in the teaching service, the late 
dg&nm$I&. loved and was interested in drama and music 
to the extent that he quickly introduced innovations 
that rapidly brought drastic changes and developments 
in the teaching profession at the period. He organised 
parades to heighbouring towns and villages in order to 
draw more pupils to Western education. He also requested 
for some musical instruments from the local superinten
dent of his mission school and started teaching his 
pupils the art of drumming.

With these developments, he was able to draV 
children of school age to western education, thereby 
promoting the interest of the Anglican Mission which 
he was working for. After some years, 6gftnm$l& 
started organising and staging some dramatic plays
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in his school with his pupils as members of his cast. 
Later, he became famous in theatre production and drama 
but used the church, school and court halls for his 
plays.

In 1961, Og&nm$lSi left the teaching profession 
and became a full-time professional actor and director. 
As regards the theatre performances, the late 
<5gCmm$lh proved beyond reasonable doubt that he was 
endowed with extra-ordinary talents. For example, the 
innate ability and the imperative urge in him warranted 
the move to organise some of his school pupils to form 
his first amateur theatre group.

There is no doubt that, from the outset, the 
late £>gfi.nm$l& was an extraordinary man in several 
aspects of human endeavour, particularly in the field 
of the performing arts. He excelled many of his 
contemporaries with regard to acting on the stage, 
the management of his theatrical company and also in 
lively social interaction with other people in the 
society. bgtinm£l& exploited fully his natural,talents 
to rise to an enviable position before his demise. 
Therefore, he could be regarded as one of the greatest 
heroes in the performing arts during his period and
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The Arts Theatre auditorium at the University 
of Ibadan where the late K§16. wasappointed as an Artist-in-residence in 1962 and 
at. which he and his'company gave many performances 
d\iring his lifetime. Sitting at the extreme right 
is the late K£>lci dgftnm£l& while his senior wife, 
Thy$ 6g(inm61&. sits at the extrems left. At the 
middle are 6gunm61A's children. **
Photo by courtesy of the Institute ^f African""
Studies, University of Ibadan, Photographic Division, 1968.
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he has left a legacy which several theatre 
practitioners now emulate.

As could be rightly assumed, he was converted 
to the Christian religion, and his knowledge, 
experience and activities as a Christian contributed 
considerately to his theatrical expertise. With this 
background, bg(mm&l& could successfully produce his 
first play titled "Reign of the Mighty" which was
an adaptation from the Biblical story of King

17Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.

6gtmm'£>l&. was a man of courage, ambition and
determination. He usually faced the problems of
life with courage and perseverance. This view was
remarked by Ulli Beier when he said that Oghnmblh
"was a philosopher who could accept the hardest fate 

18calmly, . in . <spite of the fact that he knew not 
wh’at the future had in store for him, OgCmm&l§i faced 
his theatre business with much confidence and 
optimism, though he was financially handicapped.

Another attribute, of the late K&1& Cghna^lS. 
worthy of note was the managerial skill he possessed. 
It is far from an exaggeration to say that 6gtmm$)l&
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was one of the best managers/actors of his period.
He efficiently managed his business by giving necessary 
incentives to members of his troupe. He was neither too 
harsh nor too gentle. With patience and words of encoura
gement, he won the confidence and co-operation of his 
workers. This is in conformity with the Yordb§. adage 
which says, "Agbd t6 ni sdftrd, ohun gbogbo 16 nij* 
meaning, "An elder who is endowed with patience 
possesses everything."

CgCmm^lci was a man of proven integrity and transparenl
honesty. This can be deducedbfrom the statement he
made that he always promised his workers what he thought
he could afford to pay them, and this he paid them 

19regularly. This also contributed immensely to the
success of his theatre business.

As regards physical performances and acting on 
the stage, the late K$l& 'bgtmm&lh was a great actor.
He had a good command of YordbS., his native language, 
which he always made use of to arouse the enthusiasm 
of his audience. He was humorous, and bold, physically
active and mentally alert. This is probably why Wple 
$oyinka who is a keen admirer of bgtmm<£l£ remarked!
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dgunm^lh's presence on the stage is that 
of a theatre-breathing, theatre-eating 
fiend, and one feels that with a few 
demons of possession like this man 
ignited at the tail and let loose on the 
world a transformation might indeed take 
place in the public's aesthetic consciousness... 
(dgtmm$>lh's) verbal manipulations and facility 
with vocal nuances make him, quite simply, 
as consummate an actor as one may hope to find 
on any stage in the country.20

The Nobel Prize winner also pointed out in one of 
his comments that the late 6gunm<£la was an actor
whose mere presence on the stage was "nearly always

21a complete dramatic statement."
dghnm$l&i was indeed a real actor blessed with

extra-ordinary power and the wisdom of innovation.
Departing from the pattern of Ogunde's plays, it 

%was said that OgCmm^lA cut out the music hall element -
the horse-play, the sexual appeal, the saxophone, etc.,
and tried to substitute all this with serious acting.
According to Ulli Beier (1%7: 247),

6gunm$>l§i';s forte is his acting-his mime in 
particular...As an actor, and even as a director, 
he can reach great heights.22

In another account, Ulli Beier also wrote that tfhat 
made dgunm^l&'s performance an experience of a different
kind was the quality of .his acting. According to 
Beier,

There was sensitivity here, an attention 
to detail that was totally captivating.
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•Discussion between Ddpd Ad^ldgbA (right) and 
'the late Kola bghnmpia’(left) Curing one of 
the recording sessions.
Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic 
Division, 1968. ’UNIV
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Even with virtually no knowledge of 
Yoruba one could follow any tiny shade 
of meaning and mood. The acting was 
selectively realistic... .*-5

Therefore, it can be contended that the late K$>1&. 
OgCmmbl& excelled many of his contemporaries in the 
field of the performing arts, with particular 
reference to acting on stage.

dgfmm&15.'s plays centre basically on Yordb£i s 
philosophy and socio-cultural life patterns\ and 
one of the major themes was the teaching of morals 
and ethics within the YordbS. society. In doing this, 
he attempted to encourage peaceful co-existence 
among people. Like some of his contemporary perfor
ming artists, he always emphasized the importance 
of morals and social ethics in his plays in order to 
teach or instil a sense of good comportment (Jeyifo 
198^X24

For the fact that dgftnm&lci was born and bred 
within the Yomlb&. cultural environment, he was able 
to utilise effectively this knowledge and experience 
of the YordbS. culture he possessed for the success of 
his theatre profession. Thus, he was able to arouse
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K&1& iigftnmbld in action in one of his 
productions.
Photo by courtesy of the Institute of
African Studies, University of Ibadan, Photographic Division, 1958.
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the interest of his audience and make them ponder 
on the adulterated Yordbh socio-cultural. life with 
the aim of correcting the unpleasant aspects.

Speaking further on the nature of £>gtmm6l§.'s 
plays, Ulli Beier noted:

AgUnm^lSi's plays, however, were preceded 
by a number called the "Opening Glee", 
in which the audience is told in advance 
about the story they are about to see, pr 
and in which a suitable moral is drawn. ^

With all these things in mind, Cgftnm̂ lci was 
probably of the view that moral teaching could be 
one of the means by which the Yoruba society could 
overcome some of the vices that have plagued the 
contemporary Yordbh society or the Nigerian nation 
in general. 6ghnm&l§. seems to point out that life 
has two sides - the sweet (pleasant) aspect and the 
bitter (unpleasant). This is probably why he chose 
to introduce tragedy and comedy into his plays. 
Althoughmany people would always prefer pleasant 
and favourable events, dgfrnm£l§. was probably ,
re-emphasizing the YordbS. philosophy which states 
that there must be ups and downs in the life of 
humankind before it could be meaningful and
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successful.
Meanwhile, it may be unfair to discuss the life

and philosophy of the late K$la CgCmmfclh without
pausing to look at the relationship that existed between
him and members of his theatre group. Therefore,
a brief discussion of this will now be attempted.
Prom the recorded interviews between Ddp$ Ad&ldgbd
and OgCuim̂ l&.’s theatre group, and from oral
communications and interview^ with some living
members of the group, the present writer could
deduce that, unlike OgCmm£l&, interest was not the
major concern that drew the majority of his workers
into theatre practice. It was discovered that many
of them were under-employed or really unemployed
before they decided to take up the theatre job as
a last resort. On the other hand, it was also *
discovered that many of them were not well educated 
enough to secure white-collar jobs. Some completed 
the elementary school with poor results while some 
dropped out even afore they got to the final class. 
Others learnt some trades or vocations but were not 
financially viable enough to set up or establish
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iV&l§ dgtmyemi, a member of the recording team, 
himself a dramatist and an actor/director.
Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic Division, 1968.UNIV
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businesses on their own. Most of them could 
not secure what they considered more congenial 
jobs. This was one of the teething problems faced 
by 6gunm<£l& as a sole director of his theatre 
business; but, with some degree of competence and 
diplomacy, he managed to solve this seemingly'

26insurmountable problem, and he achieved success.

Another problem which could have shattered . 
6gtmmbl&hs ambition was his poor financial standing. 
Lack of adequate finance adversely affected 
bgiinm&lci's success directly or otherwise 
during the early period. Some members of his 
theatre group who might have developed interest in 
the theatre and performing arts and who could have 
remained permanently with him were discouraged by 
the poor remuneration and the low wages they were 
being paid. With a sense of good comportment, 
kind-heartedness and a calm sense of responsibi
lity ,dghnmblh overcame this problem. He always 
appreciated the efforts and performances of his 
men; he compensated them and offeredfynm words of 
encouragement.2 ̂ He would not promise what he
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would not be able to offer them, and he made 
available all what he promised them at the appointed 
time^ This claim was substantiated by Beier when he 
remarked^ "dg(mm$>l&. inspired great loyalty in
his company and kept his troupe together extremely 
well."28

In turn, members of dgftnm&lh's theatre group 
acknowledged their leader's kind-heartedness, 
honesty, generosity and sense of responsibility, 
as proved by the type of training which they received 
from him; and they confidently boasted that they 
could compete favourably with any other Nigerian 
or African dramatic group of the period. Some even 
claimed that, with the experience and training they 
had got, they could successfully set up and manage
effectively their own theatre companies, if they

29were financially opportuned in future.
dgftnm61&, being an ambitious man, hoped to 

expand his theatre company at a later date by * 
building a large hall which would accomodate a 
large theatre, and also a hotel. He also thought 
of filming all his plays when time permitted. But
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Members of K61S. dghnm61&.'s theatre group 
in the Travelling Theatre's lorry. 
Standing beside the lorry is one of the 
performers holdin0 c drum.

Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic Division, 1968.
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quite unfortunately, the cruel hands of death 
snatched him away at his prime of life and he was 
unable to accomplish these laudable objectives.

Had it been that 6ghnm$l&. still lives today, 
he would have been one of the greatest heroes among 
the contemporary Nigerian performing artists. 
Nonetheless, it is no exaggeration to say that the 
late K§1&. dghnm^lh had contributed in no small measure 
to the upliftment of the modern Yordbh Travelling 
Theatre tradition, and that, after his death, the 
Yordb§i theatre has been developing rapidly.

Finally, the name K£l§t Oghnm&li will for ever 
remain indelible in the history of the Travelling 
Theatre in Africa. This is for the simple fact that 
he was one of the pioneering founders of the Trave
lling Theatre tradition in Nigeria. In addition,' 
Oghhm^ld1s theatre group was one of the top-rated few 
during its heyday. To support this assertion, 
Etherton (1982) has this to say:UNIV
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It was the opinion of many who saw 
Kblh dg£mmbl&. perform his plays that 
he was the*most brilliant actor of the 1950s and 1960s.30

Commenting on this great performing artist, Jeyifo 
also remarked:

Some famous and acclaimed actors and 
actresses do not of course get stuck 
with such a stage label derived from 
some particular production. Rather 
they attract the adulation of the 
audience in their own idiosyncratic 
expressions from role to role. The 
outstanding example of this is the 
late K$>1§. Ogftnm^lh, who is justi
fiably and universally acclaimed to- 
have been the greatest actor the 
Travelling Theatre has provided to date.31

Meanwhile, looking carefully at Ogftnm&l&'s plays
and viewing them from a socio-cultural perspective,
one would notice that 6gftnm6l& had deliberated on
many issues of our contemporary period. It also
seems, from these plays, that Ogftnm&lb. was then
prying into the future of the Yordb& society and
suggesting some solutions to the unavoidable future

♦

problems which need critical studies and careful 
appraisal. If this could be properly done, there 
is no doubt that his experience, knowledge and 
philosophy could be borrowed and made use of, with 
the basic aim of having a coherent, peaceful,
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developing and progressive nation.^

(v) A Typological Survey of the Late K&lh
(*)gfmm61&1 s Plays
It is worthy of note that Ogftnm^lA and his 

theatre group had produced and staged more than^ 
fifty plays on various themes dealing with social, 
economic, religious and other natural phenomena 
within the Yomlbh society. At the initial stage of 
his theatre career, he made use of his knowledge and 
experience as a Christian to produce some plays 
relating to the Biblical 'tales' of the Old and the 
New Testaments. But, according to Beier, most of 
the performances in the Biblical plays "are everyday 
events from an entirely YoriibA setting,,'’

Although this dissertation aims at studying 
dgCinm^lh's folkloric plays, it is pertinent to 
classify in a nutshell all his plays before focusing 
attention on the major topic. This is necessary in 
order not to mingle his unique and peculiar style of 
production with those of his contemporaries in the 
performing arts. While M r 6  L&dip$'s plays centre
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mostly on legendary, mythical, or historical 
accounts and figures, most of Ogunde's plays focus 
attention on political events and the social 
conscience of the nation. On the other hand, most 
of dgtinm^l&'s plays deal with mundane events. This 
point was also remarked by Jeyifo (1984) when he 
wrote;

dgtinmbl&'s plays deal mostly with the mundane., 
realities of everyday existence, sufficiently 
generalised in terms of the constitutive 
situations of the plots such that any given 
member of the audience can easily identifywith them.53

In other words, dghnmblSi looked at what was operating 
within his immediate environment at the period, 
studied the situation critically and made a humorous 
production of this on the stage for his audience's 
reactions. This is because he was of the contention 
that man's problems originate from man and not from 
any non-physical realm or from the gods or spirits. 
Therefore, he believed that only man could solve 
these problems by himself through radical and evolu
tionary changes.

Meanwhile, to classify Ogbnmbl&'s plays into 
types or categories may not be an easy task.
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This is because several themes overlap or run 
concurrently in some of the plays and a line of 
demarcation may be difficult to draw between them. 
Hence, it may be impossible to have a clear-cut
classification of the plays now until further 
research has been done. Nonetheless, we have tried 
as much as possible to make a rough typological 
classification.

K&1S. dgftnm̂ l&.'s plays could be classified into 
five main categories/types. These are! the 
"Biblical plays", "Plays from Written Novels", "Plays 
on Cultural Beliefs", "Ethical Plays" and the "Polk- 
loric Plays".

(a) Biblical Plays

Tne Biblical plays of Ogfinmblh are those produced 
by adapting some famous/popular Biblical stories and 
incorporating them into the TordbS. socio-cultural 
setting. These plays include ibi K.rist'i
(•Birth of Christ"), "Hannah's Trial," "Joseph and his 
Brethren" and "Reign of the Mighty."^
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(b) Plays from Written Novels
Apart from his Biblical plays, 6gunm$>l&. also 

produced some plays from stories he adapted from written 
novels. The most popular among these plays are, The 
Palmwine Drinkard^ (written in English),"Idiitti. 
Ol&ddmard" which was adapted from D.O. Fhgftnwd* s Xdiitfi 
0l6ddmard,^ and "ipin Aigft" adapted with slight 
variations from Alhwlyfe, ApA Keta^^ which was written 
by J.F. 9^unj9 (194-9). Though there were elements of 
folktales in these plays, the original works had 
appeared in published form as books before dgtinm^lh 
adapted them for his own plays.

(c) Plays on Yoruba Cultural Beliefs 
Another type which occurs among dgtmmi^la's

works are those plays based on Yoruba cultural belief
systems. These include "K&ddrA <3 Pap£" (Individual 
destinies differ), "|)yin Qla" (The Future), "Baba ni
baba h jf" (An elder is always an elder), "]j!ni Ql^run
Id" (He who is made wealthy by God), "Bikd Kfiure,
kd nil sdn-unre" (If a wicked person dies well, he would
not rest peacefully), "Ql$run 16 m$la" (Only God

. - J **

knows the future), and "Oripd jf ft p£ m&ji
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oblnrin kd dfenfi" (No woman is ever happy to get 
a co-wife).

Like several other religious believers world
wide, the Yordba people believe in predestination, 
and they always attribute any pos Vfeive. or negative 
occurence in life to destiny. However, this may 
be a controversial issue which is not a subject 
of our discussion in this dissertation. Also, 
they are always mindful of the future when, they 
believe, the order of things may change radically 
either in one's favour or otherwise. Moreover, 
they also believe that elders or the aged people 
must be honoured and respected because of their 
wisdom and as a result of their experiences in life. 
This is in conformity with the Biblical injunction
which states that, elders, particularly our parents, • '
must be respected and given due honour and regard.^®

Majority of the Yordbh people hold the belief 
that no one knows what one would become in future 
and that it is only Olbddmard (the Supreme Being) 
who knows the future and could predict what would 
happen to any creature. The people also generally
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believe that only Olbddmard could redeem man from 
world disasters. Furthermore, they are of the view 
that goodness is godliness and that a disastrous end 
awaits every wicked soul. Hence, they often say 
that, even if a wicked nan dies well, he would not 
rest peacefully.

Lastly, it is worthy of note that the Yordbh
people are customarily polygynous, probably due to' 
some social and economic reasons; yet;they believe 
that monogamy is ideal, fhis contention can be 
substantiated by an If& poem which reads,

Pcan fofo pbrb lobinrin ddn mp l$w$ pkp.
B1 w$n b& di m£j±
W*pn a ddjdwh.
Bi w$n b& di m$ta,
W6n a ddta hthlfc,
Bi w6n bh di m$rin,
Wpn a di iwp lo rin mi ni no rin p....

A single wife/woman is the ideal thing for 
a husband.

When they become two,
They start to envy each other.
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When they become three,
They make the house to be desolate
If they become four,
They start to suspect each other of

- -  XQridicule... y

Prom the above If& poem, one may deduce that 
traditional Tordbd people know the implications of 
polygyny but their socio-economic situation tends 
to support the idea of having more them one wife.

(d) Ethical Plays
The plays categorised under this heading are

those that relate to the Yoruba ethics and moral
values. These include "5fo Agbd" (Empty Barrel),
"E&fln Niwd" (Character is like smoke), "Asejd"

(Overstepping one's bounds/overdoing), "016d6t6 il<z"
(The honest one in the society), "Infr bori jf"

would-be(Character spoilt the^ destiny/luck), "pod Okdnkiln" 
(Black market/deal), "Hell on Earth;' "Iff 0w6"„ 
(Love of Money), "$ri-okdn" (Conscience),
"Aitdtd m&ld" (Slowness in catching a thief), 
"ij&fara lfewu" (Procrastination is risky), "plfgbfn
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<aw§" (The cunning one), "?ni a biire" (One who is born 
nobly), "Ojft §e m£rin" CWhen Four Eyes Meet) and U0hun 
ojfi. w& lojti 6 ri" (Self-imposed disaster).'

The above categorised ethical plays seem to mirror 
some of the social vices in (3gfmm$l&.‘s time and also 
in the contemporary Nigerian jtociety. Looking around 
in the society right from Og(inm§l&'s time, one discovers 
that there is an unprecedented wave of criminal acts 
and violence everywhere. Tragically, the stable family 
unit is being rapidly broken down through divorce, 
separation and desertion. Vicious criminal behaviour 
occurs almost everywhere, especially among the youths.
The family structure is most greatly fragmented and it 
seems that good ethics or moral behaviour has eluded 
our society for soiwe-time*.. . Therefore, it
might have been the opinion of Og{mm$l§. that,
before things could be reshaped, a moral and 
stable family life is very necessary. He probably
believed that, if the family fails in its effort 
to discipline a youngster, thereby instilling in him/
her a sense of self-discipline, then it later becomes
the almost hopeless job of the courts to accomplish
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this aim. With these plays, dg£mm$>l&i kept
emphasizing that the youths must be taught to
know their responsibilities by parents and other
adults in the society, fhey should be taught to
recognize, resist and overcome emotional feelings
of instability, destructiveness, defiance of
authority or lying in their character. According
to Donald D. Schroeder, "If a society doesn't
train its youths in such attitudes in the early
years of life, it is certain to have a horrendous

40crime problem."

(e) Folkloric Plays
One of the means by which the traditional 

Yordbh people imparted knowledge and moral ethics 
to their youths and to the adults as well was 
through folklore. Various stories about mundane 
or mythical figures were told, legends of past 
heroes were narrated; proverbs, riddles and other 
types of traditional poetic genres were chanted. 
Unfortunately, however, this method by which disci
pline was being incittlcated into the society is
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gradually being set aside. Therefore, due to lack 
of good comportment within the Yordbh community, 
peace and harmonious living been difficult to 
achieved Consequently, the contemporary YordbSi 
society (to be precise) seems to be at the cross
roads.

The foreign culture and ways of life have 
persistently been gaining ground and the indigenous 
Yordbh man has rejected, totally or partially, his 
traditional. cultural heritage. The Yordbh people, 
particularly the youths, now stick to their tele
vision and radio sets where they listen to and 
watch adulterated cultural programmes and films. 
These, in some cases, have contributed to cases 
of criminal behaviour and carefree attitudes among 
the youths of the contemporary Yoriibh society. 
Consequently, it seems that the embracing of the /. 
foreign cultures has adversely affected the moral 
and spiritual growth of the youths in our society.
It is with all this at the back of his mind that 
the late K$>lh dgftnm^ld probably believes that this 
problem can be minimized if the folklore technique
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wrighting. This is perhaps why he chose -to tackle 
some of the seemingly insurmountable problems by 
means of folkloric plays.

In our overview above, we have classified 
dgCmmbl&'s plays under five headings. The main focus 
of this dissertation, however, is on the folkloric 
plays. It should be noted that the present writer’ 
does not claim perfection in this classification.
What has been done, therefore, is to bring like to 
like and make an analytical discussion to back up 
one's claim. Invariably, there may not be a clear- 
cut demarcation between each of the classes and 
other analysts and critics may view each play from 
different perspectives. Nonetheless, the present 
writer has decided to adopt this classification in 
oraer to avoid ambiguity.

(iv) Thematic Analysis of Kbla 'bgiinmoli' s FolkloricFlays ' T ---
Ten of K(>1&. dg£mm$>l&.1 s plays have been 

classified under the folkloric type. These arei
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"Sdfird Ldgbd" (Patience is the oldest or best),
"pgb$n ju agbhra" (Wisdom surpasses power),
"Ojft la ri" (Appearances are deceptive),
"Ajfe ki 1 gbfe" (Well-earned money is never lost),
"Asoore-mSt-sikd" (He who always dpes good and never performs cruel acts),
n|irCi ydt^ s'^mp" (Betwixt slave and son there's a difference),
. kan"BQl^run 6 pani, pba/kd IS pani" (Kings wield power^ God's is the Supreme Power),

"01$run 16 m$j§$ d&" (God is the equitable judge),
$ddrdw (The devilish iipd),

41and The Palawine BrinkardT

The introduction of YordbA folklore by mest of 
the TordbSi popular playwrights and performing artists 
can be easily explained. According to Oyekan 
©wamoyela (1971), it was a nationalistic gesture and 
a reaction to foreign oppression and a bid to return 
to the native culture. Owonoyela then quoted Janes 
Coleman who remarked,

The special grievances of the westernised elements (in ligeria) were crucial factors in the awakening of racial and political
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consciousness. Mach of their resentment, of coarse, was the inevitable outcome of the disorganisation following rapid social 
change. -

In the light of all this, the emergent Tordbh 
popular performing artists started to react against 
domination and gradually declining to emulate 
European theatrical methods by adapting these to the 
African socio-cultural life and replacing the foreign 
material with the traditional ones. Moreover, the 
Tor&b& popular theatre depended on folklore as a 
matter of expediency.
As remarked oy Owbmbydlh,

... folklore is a vast treasury of theatre material. The tales furnish a wealth of plots, the proverbs and such eulogistic poems as oriki, it1§il5i and ewt provided rich examples o^ ornamental dialogue, and if we include folkways in folklore, the physical . actions connected with certain festivals give to dramatic actions ideas that are effective on stage. 4-3

Meanwhile, it is important in this study to make ,a 
thematic analysis of 6gdnm<$l&'s folkloric plays before 
we look closely into their contents later. Here, for 
the sake of brevity, we will concentrate on the major
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themes in. "these folkloric plays, although referen
ces will be made to some of the minor themes when

»*; * and where necessary.
The major themes in Ogftnmtpl&'s folkloric 

plays may me put under the sub-healings of'Social 
Tices' 'Significance of Patience/ 'Endurance and 
Perseverance/ 'Patriotism and Dedication,'
'Fruits of Dishonesty and/or Kind-heartedness,'
'The Mightiness of God̂  and 'Appearance Depicts 
Importance.'

aT SOCIAL VICES
dgftnaflh emphasized the effects of some 

social vices during his days, and probably what 
should be expected in the future Nigerian uociaty. 
Some of the aspects he touched upon are drunken
ness, illicit love with women and the excessive 
use of power. In M0gb§n jji agb&raj' he pointed 
out how drunkenness, illicit love with women and 
an uncontrolled tongue made the war leader and the 
entire citizenry of 6yly& town lose their soverei
gnty when the princess of Onlk&n-fm town disguised
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as an honest visitor to the war leader of flyiyd 
town^ The war leader of QyiyA town was enticed to 
alcoholic drink which he took excessively and he 
became drunk. Probably, he would have liked to 
have sexual intercourse with the princess if she 
had stayed longer. Finally, he could not but reveal 
all secret information about his power to the 
princess from OnikSntm town.

B. PATIENCE. ENDURANCE AND PERSEVERANCE

Among the Yordbh. people, patience, perseve
rance and endurance are believed to be very impor
tant assets for anyone who intends to achieve 
success in life. Hence, a Yordbd proverb,
Agbd tb ni sdftrd, ohun gbogbo 16 ni (An elder who 

possesses patience has everything). The Yordb& 
people uphold the view that, without patience, no 
undertaking in lii\* could be successful. dgCunm̂ lA. 
revealed this inMSdhrd Idgbd"when he showed us 
Kfsyindfe as SMrd (Patience), Thyfewd as 0w6 (money)
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and iddwfr as QmQ (children). Here, he personi
fied Sdfirti., 0w6 and as K|yind|, T^ylw^> and 
jdowu respectivelyi In spite of all odds, Sdfird 
(K§yind§) became victorious when Owo (Thy^wd) and 
Qmp (Iddwft) returned to her and put all their 
wealth and properties in Sdhrd1s care.

C. PATRIOTISM AND DEDICATION

flgfmmfolfe emphasized that what could make 
a nation prosper and develop is patriotism and the 
total dedication of one's life to one's fatherland.

In"Qgbpn Ju Agbara," the princess of Onlkhn-fcn 
dedicated her life to the redemption of her town; 
and, because of her patriotism, she could achieve 
her aim. Thus, she redeemed her people from 
perpetual bondage. As we have stated above, this 
play is an adaptation from the legendary story of 
M$reml, an If9 queen.UNIV

ERSITY
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D. FRUITS QF KINB-HBARTBMBSS AND HONESTY

dgfcnm$l& re-echoed the Yordbh belief that good 
deeds are rewarding. It was a general consensus that 
individual persons would reap what they sow. Hence, 
they always say, Ikd k konlkd. rere & bfeni rere 
(Svil would befall an evil-doer, while a kind-hearted 
man would reap his/her good deeds), dghnmblh also 
re-*echoed this in "Agoore-mdsikd". In this play, 
6gfcna£l6. reminded us that problems would always arise 
as one continually performs good deeds, but that the
fruit of such behaviour would definitely be reaped

*at a later date.

Sf. APESARAUSE DBPICTfe IMPORTANCE

The above theme seems to be a controversial one 
in :he sense of a Tordbh proverb that says Asp fal& 
k§ lddydn hl& (A big and expensive garment does not 
depict bigness or responsibility)? On the other hand, 
another Yordb§. adage says,irlnisx ni seni l$tj$ *
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(Appearance/behaviour depicts how one would be 
treated). These two proverbs seem to contradict 
each other but it has been discovered that the 
former proverb is not a complete one. According 
to my source, the proverb is negated by the 
suffixional phrase, ... a fi & d& inft al&kilsd 
dfln ni ( . . 7  it is to console the man in tattered

clothes). Therefore, 0ghnm6l&, like any other 
Tordbh man, was probably of the view that one’s 
character/appearance or actions would reveal the 
type of person one is, and how responsible one 
would be. This is why A£’$lhbi, a slave to Mwodti. 
in "$JrCi ydt^ s'^m^" .(Betwixt slave and son, there 
is a difference), behaved poorly and revealed his 
identity as a slave, despite all the golden opportu
nities he had. The late dg(inm$l&. adapted this play 
from the Tordbh folktale, "id& ni y66 pe ara rf l|rb" 
(It is td& who would identify himself as a slave).

F. THE MIGtiTIUBSte OP GOD
Under this theme, dghnm$l& re-emphasized the 

mightiness of God, and of His power prevailing over
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that of |£d dddrA. In Qddrd" (The bevilish
dgCmm$lh point©dan* out that, though. B^d Qdara

is powerful, his ($fi& $d&rd's) power was quite small 
compared to that of Olfe&frmarfe« the Supreme Being.

The Tordbh people believe that God is the only 
impartial Judged dg&nm^lh re-echoed this cultural 
belief in Mpi$run 16 m$j$$ d&" (God is the Equitable 
Judge). He also pointed out the mightiness and 
omnipotence of God in "B'Pl^run-d-pani-pba-kan-d- 
le-pani*" In these folkloric plays, Oghnm$>l& 
showed how the power of God always prevails over 
that of E^d 6ddrd.

Apart from the general classification of the 
late K&1& Oghnm^l&'s plays that has already been done, 
six major themes in the plays that depict the socio
cultural beliefs and practices of the YordbS. people 
have been identified above. Each of the themes has 
been assessed while the philosophical thoughts behind 
them have been briefly discussed. No doubt, this 
may serve as informed education for grooming the 
youths and may also help to bring out reflections
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on the socio-cultural beliefs and practices of the 
Yordb& people.

(vii) Significance of Folklore in Yorflb£
Socio-Cultural Life
i i i ■ —  ■■■          '— — — — — —  i ■ —  r-

It is an indisputable fact that foixlore played an 
important role in the traditional Yurdbh society; but 
before narrating the significance or role of folklore, 
it is pertinent to give a succinct definition of what it 
connotes.

It snould be noted that folklorists are. just 
beginning to look at Africa, and a great quantity of 
folklore maternal has been gathered from African 
countries in the 19th Century and published by 
missionaries, travellers, administrators, linguists, 
and anthropologists, although this has been incidental 
to their own pursuits. Dorson (1972), while making 
reference to a Committee of the African Studies 
Association’s report on the state of research in 
African Arts, submits that, despite the fact that 
Africa is the continent supreme for traditional - 
cultures that ftUrture folklore, "no field worker has 
devoted himself exclusively or even largely to the
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recording and analysis of folklore materials" until'
4-4recent times.

It is unfortunate that scholars have.not agreed 
on a single definition of folklore up till today. 
There have been arguments and counter-submissions 
on this issue and many folklorists have defined 
folklore from various perspectives. For instance,
The Dictionary of Folklore recordstwenty-one defini-

45tions as given by various scholars. According to 
ten authors out of the twenty-one, "there is practi
cally nothing that folklore is not deemed to include! 
beliefs, mores, customs, traditions, religion, art, 
techniques...." while three of them stress the social 
aspect of folklore. What some of these scholars
called folklore, others call sociology or social 

"46anthropology.
Folklore is a diversified subject which may not 

be’defined with a single sentence or given a single 
definition. Folklore genres "have been woven out 
of the substance of human experience - struggles with 
the land and the elements, movements and migrations, 
wars between kingdoms, conflicts over pastures and
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waterholes, and wrestlings with, the mysteries of
47existence, life and death.", • r These are products 

of long reflections about the relations among humans, 
between man and woman, between hhmankind and the 
animal world.

According to Dorson (1972), the term "folklore"
was coined in England in 1846, when members of the
educated gentry discovered with astonishment that
an alien culture of the "lower orders" surrounded them
and was expressed in collections of local tales,

4ftcustoms, and beliefs." However, since the beginning
of the 19th century and for most of the 20th Century,
"folklore has referred to those products of the human
spirit created outside the written record and kept

49alive by oral transmission." Genres of folklore are 
taken to be folksong and folktale, passed on to parti
cipatory audiences by an active tradition bearer, 
folkdance practised in a group with ancient choreo
graphy and untutored leaders, folk plays and ancient 
rituals, folk medicine, weather lore, etc.7 n

With reference to the theories and speculations 
broughtabout by scholars like Morgan, Tylor and Frazer
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on the nature of history and literature,

'Folklore' became popular as a term
to describe the supposed customs, 
beliefs, and the culture of both 'early' man and his presumed equiva
lents today: contemporary 'primitive-' 
peoples and the modern peasants, i.e. 
the 'folk' among whom could still, 
supposedly, be found traces of the 
earlier stages of unilineal human 
evolution*(Finnegan^ 1970*)

In this case, folklore could be seen as the 
totality of the beliefs, customs, culture and the 
ways of life of a people, particularly the peasants. 
This is evidenced in the use of folktales, legends, 
myths, proverbs, pithy sayings, poetic renditions, 
etc. In sum, folklore is the way of life of a 
people in all its totality from the traditional past. 
Unfortunately for the Tordbh folklore, it was not 
committed to writing before the advent of the 
colonial masters when the Yordb& language was reduced 
to writing. It was being transmitted01*511-? from 
generation to the other.51

one
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Among the Yordbfi. people of Nigeria, folklore 
plays <*a important role in shaping the life of the 
youths and adults alike. This medium is used daily 
to instil morals and teach the youths about the 
social and cultural institutions of the people. Up 
till today, there is no man or woman within the • 
Yonlbh cultural 'environment who could deny the fact 
that he had used, or heard others use folklore genres. 
Stressing the importance of folklore in the Yordbfi. 
socio-cultural. environment, Owomoyela has this to 
say:

Folklore is so significant and important a 
part of Yordbd culture that it must be the 
quarry of all who wish to know about the 
YordbS. past, the Yomlbh mind, and the Yordbh 
world. It is in a real sense that equivalent 
of the literature of the literate societies, 
performing for the YordbSi all the functions 
that literature of sorts, religious, ethical, 
medical, historical* and artistic, perform 
for literaces (1970: 69)?2

From the above quotation, it is clear that the 
socio-cultural life of the Yordb& people is 
enshrined in their folklore. Therefore, to under
stand the past and/or the minds of this people, one 
has to exploit the knowledge within their folklorei
This is probably why the 'young'generation of the'
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Yordbh popular theatre practitioners and dramatists 
use, among other sources, the YordbS. folklore to 
condemn the social vices that have eaten deep into 
the fabric of the contemporary society.

Expressing his own view, E.K. Martins (1936:14) wrote 
as follows!

As a means of general entertainment, 
our folklore is never lacking. Folk 
stories may be...dramatized and the 
songs accompanying them practised and sung in the verhacular.53

It should be recalled that, in the traditional 
societies, folk stories and tales were usually told 
to entertain people, particularly the youths, in 
the moonlit: evenings and after the day is work had
been completed. These people were educated through 
this medium and their lives were moulded by the 
moral tales and instructions.

Owomoyela further remarked that folklore is 
the single most important element of Yorilbh culture 
showing their cultural heritage and giving meaning 
to the phenomenon they experience (1970:104).54 
Therefore, it should be borne in mind that folklore
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provides material for plays of a topical 
nature, and that folkloric plays engender, enthu
siasm and awaken interest?, on the condition that 
they express present-day aspirations. This is 
probably why Bakary Traorfe (1972) is of the 
opinion that,

A complete return to the past can lead 
only to works which, for all thedr 
brilliance, would only strike a false 
qnd long forgotten note. The present 
day has scant sympathy for forgotten 
themes. We must seek to go beyond 
history and myth, to re-adjust our medels 
to fit the needs of our own times.55

This accounts for the reason why the language of 
these plays is always in the vernacular, and why they 
draw heavily upon adages, myths, legends, proverbs, 
the vivid metaphors, and the repetitions and paralle
lisms of oral literature, and the attraction of the 
productions lies partly in the songs and dances 
accompanying them.

In her own submission, Gladys Reichard states 
that stories, folktales, proverbs, songs and other 
folklore genres are used to relieve tedium. She then
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remarks that I
Even among the Africans where the 
moralizing element is ever present in 
fables, the stories are told and are 
enjoyed by them as much as children 
...the mythology is not primarily for 
the children, but rather an aesthetic 
adult outlet and may be told to pu 
adults as well as children to sleep.^

In the above quotation, Reichard reminds us that 
folklore is occasionally used as a means of relaxa
tion and to relieve one from some of the worries of

- jlife. She is also of the conviction that some 
folklore genres are useful in instilling morals in

"Tchildren and adults alike.i
Another important submission by Owomoyela 

concerning the significance of folkloric plays is that 
they usually reveal man's frustrations and attempts 
to escape in fantasy from repressions imposed upon 
him'ey society, whether sexual or otherwise, and also 
lean's attempt in fantasy to escape from the conditions 
of his geographical environment.5?

According to Bascomythe recording of folklore, 
in itself, is a useful field technique for the 
anthropologist" and it may affer clues to past events
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and to archaic customs which are no longer in
actual practice. Folklore may provide a. means of
getting esoteric features of culture which cannot
be approached in any other way, and also reveal the
affective elements of culture, such as atitudes,
values and cultural goals. He submits that "the
folklore of a people can be fully understood only

58through a thorough knowledge of their culture."

However, Bascom has given us four functions
bidof folklore in his /to point out the significance 

of the folklore genres. Firstly, he posits that 
folklore is one of the important means of amusing 
people. One would observe that amusement relieves 
tension and makes one wear a fresh look and forget, 
temporarily, some problems of life which may be 
cropping up at a particular point in time. He 
further states that folklore validates culture and 
justifies its rituals and institutions to those who 
perform and observe them. Making reference to 
Malinowski, Bascom says that myth is not explanatory, 
but it serves as "a warrant, a charter, and often
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even a practical guide” to magic ceremony, ritual
59and social structure. '

The third function of folklore given by 
Bascom is that which it plays in education, parti
cularly, but not exclusively, in non-literate 
societies. He states that various tales and stories 
are occasionally used in the discipline of young 
children while lullabies are sung to put very young 
children in good humour. Moreover, fables and 
folktales incorporating didactic morals are sometimes 
introduced to inculcate general atitudes and 
principles of good comportment, such as diligence 
and filial piety, and to ridicule laziness, rebe
lliousness and snobbishness, etc. Bascom also 
stresses the people's belief that information got 
from folklore is authentic, when he states:

In many non-literate societies, the 
information embodied in folklore is 
highly regarded in its own right. To 
the extent to which it is regarded as 
historically true, its teaching is 
regarded as important; and to the % 
extent to which it mirrors culture, 
it "contains practical rules for the guidance of man".
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Emphasizing the role of folklore in education,
Opler (1958) also reveals that, "the mythologic 
system of a people is often their educational 
system, and the children who sit listening to an 
evening's tale are imbibing traditional knowledge 
and atitudes no less than the row of sixtW-gra&ers

fS

in our modern classrooms." Among the YorilbSi 
people, for instance, children are taught and 
educated in every aspect of daily life through the 
use of folklore and, when they are grown up, they 
are capable of knowing fully what operates within 
their social and geographical environment. African 
folktales are considered as important for the 
education of children for the fact that many of 
them, including the animal fables, are moral tales. 
Thus, folklore appears to be one of the principal 
features in the general education of the child in 
most societies.

Finally, Bascom submits that an important 
function of folklore which is often overlooked?is 
that of maintaining conformity to the accepted 
patterns of behaviour. He states further that,
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apart from simply serving to validate or justify 
institutions, beliefs and atitudes, some' folklore 
genres are important as means of applying social 
pressure and exercising social control. These may 
be employed against individuals who attempt to 
deviate from social conventions with which they 
are fully familiar. When this happens, a song of 
allusion, a proverb, a riddle or a folktale may be 
used to express disapproval or chide aberrant conduct.

In view of the above, we may rightly submit
that folklore usage among the YorUbd regulates the
behaviour, among other things, of the society.
Generally, it may also be contended that folklore
is an important mechanism for maintaining the
stability of culture. It is used to inculcate the
customs and ethical standards in the young, and to
rewhrd adults with praises. when they conform,
to punish anyone with ridicule or criticism when he
or she deviates from social norms. It is also use<£

♦to provide rationalizations when the institutions 
and conventions are challenged or questioned, and 
to suggest that one be content with things as they 
are or provide one with a compensatory escape from
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the "hardships, the inequalities, injustices" of 
everyday life. This is evident in the fact that a
fair sample of the moral ethics which synthesized 
the a.jQbl and d.jQgbfe phenomena abound in folklore. 
Hence, the contemporary YomlbS. performing artists, 
sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists, ‘among 
others, probably adopt the use of folklore to 
inculcate discipline and cultural ethics in the 
minds of the contemporary people. Lastly, one 
could submit that the use of folklore among the 
contemporary Yordbh dramatists has contributed 
greatly to the moral and socio-cultural education 
of our youths and adults and^viewed within this 
broader perspective, K$l& dgilnm$l4's plays may be 
re-appraised for their lasting value.
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CHAPTER TWO '

LITERATURE REVIEW

(i) Concepts of Folklore and Culture

As we are already aware, the term "folklore”
■ became a popular word used by scholars in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. Dorson1 
gtates that "two main conditions for the study of * 
folklore are just being realized in Africa," 
According to him, the two conditions are"the 
appearance of an intellectual class with a culture 
partly different from that of the mass of the 
people, and the emergence of national states*
The people, out of their curiosity * started to 
inquire into collecting the oral genres with the 
aim of interpreting and analysing them for the use 
of the societies. Therefore, Dorson finally 
submits that, "part of the impulse to study 
■folklore is intellectualistic while^on the other 
hand, it is nationalistic," and points out that 
the two impulses often work at cross purposes.
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Another renowned scholar^Harold Courlarder̂  
states that the accumulation of African experience 
and wisdom is embedded in their folklore. He points 
out that,

Man in Africa,as elsewhere, has sought to relate his past to his present, and to tentatively explore the future so that be might not stand lonely and isolated in the great sweep of time, or intimidated by the formidable earth and the vast stretch of surrounding seas.̂
This is why the African man, in his myths and
legends, bridges back to the very dream morning of 
creation, while in his systems of divination, he 
projects himself into time yet to come, and in 
his epics, he asserts the courage and worth of the 
human species; in his tales he ponders on what is 
just or unjust, in his proverbs and pithy sayings he 
encapsulates the learnings of centuries about the 
human character and about the intricate balance 
between people and the world around them.

Kenneth Muir submits that "folklore now covers 
a multitude of fields, anyone of which could keep one 
busy for a lifetime - folktales in many languages, 
proverbial wisdom, folkplays, witches, ghosts, fairies,
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seasonal festivals, anthropology, flora and fauna, 
magic, sports and pastimes, popular medicine, 
jest-books, totem and tabu, even religious rituals, 
both pagan and Christians...."^. This supports the 
early submissions that folklore is a wide subject 
which needs to be tackled with the utmost caution.

In his own definition, Bascom sees folklore as 
"folk learning" which "comprehends all knowledge 
that is transmitted by word of mouth and all crafts 
and other techniques that are learned by ifiiitation 
or example, as well as products of these craftŝ '
In this case, one may say that folklore includes 
folk art, folk crafts, folk tools, folk costumes, 
folk custom, folk belief, folk medicine, folk recipes, 
folk music, folk dance, folk games, folk gestures, 
and folk speech, as well as those verbal forms of 
expression which have been called folk literature by 
some scholars. Tnis contention, however, is pointing 
to the fact that folklore is a diversified subject 
which may be difficult to define with a single state
ment or sentence.^ Folklore is not only folk dances,
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folktales, folksongs, legends, myths, proverbs and 
folkplays but an embodiment of the daily life of the 
people - their traditions, customs, modes of work, 
thoughts, ideas, belief s, sPhgs.-,0f joy and sorrow.
This is probably why Bayard sees folklore as "the

5empirical culture of human societies;1

With the above submissions, therefore,the
true field of folklore cannot be literature exclu
sively, nor art nor aesthetics alone, but we may 
postulate that it lies in the realm of thought, and 
concerns itself with man's experience, wisdom, prac
tices and some aspects of the content and activities 
of people's minds. It is also concerned with all 
bodies of belief, ceremonies, rites, customs, drama
tic or mimetic actions, procedures, techniques, and 
arts in any form, that may legitimately be looked 
upon as the outgrowths, manifestations, or represen
tations of the ideas of the society in question.

Culture.jon its own, in often used is attempts 
to analyse and interpret events and ideas in a broad
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spectrum of areas of society; and this accounts 
for the reason why, due to the diversity of its 
uses, the concept of culture has often been caught
in a considerable amount of confusion, even in 
African Studies.̂

Culture is a concept developed by anthropo
logists and ethnologists and used by psychologists, 
archaeologists, musicologists, historians and other 
scholars in related fields. In America, culture 
is explicitly the central concept of anthropology. 
Culture has been commonly defined as patterns of 
learned behaviour, knowledge and beliefs which are
integrated in accordance with some dominant values 
or principles forming configurations which may be 
totally different from one another. For instance, 
the culture of the Yordbd of Nigeria may differ 
from the culture of the Ashanti people of Ghana.

The words "folklore” and "culture" are, to 
some exten-^interrelated. They both deal with 
the oral traditions of a certain people or their 
ways of life. But culture, unlike folklore, is 
much wider in its connotations ?and it deals with
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both the verbal and written traditions of a people; 
and, according to Bascom, culture "as anthropolo
gists use and define the term, effectively encom
passes all learned behaviour, whether transmitted 
by writing or not; it excludes only that learned beha
viour --(derived from individual experience) which
is idiosyncratic and iis not traditional in that it

7is not shared by other members of the society,"'
As with folklore, many definitions of culture have 
been propounded. This is probably why these defini
tions have given Fise to all kinds of interpretations 
and manipulations. Indeed, both folklore and 
culture are terms notoriously difficult to define. 
Invariably, we shall try to make a succint defini
tion of culture as put forth by some scholars and 
anthropologists. According to Sayce (19%),

' ...a culture is a living, organic whole.It includes all of man's activities and their results - beliefs, dress, food, speech, houses, music, work, dance, tales, social life and customs, and especially his ideas about his own nature, his relations with the visible and the unseen elements of* the universe, and his ultimate purpose.8

In the above definition, one could observe that 
culture entails all activities of human endeavour.
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Although traditional account usually associates
the coining of the term "culture" with Edward B.
Tylor in 1871, a preliminary inquiry into the
history of the culture idea suggests an earlier
usage especially when one realizes that the term was
derived from the German word "Kultur" meaning

q"civilization." 7
Tylor"s definition of culture, taken in its 

ethacObgraphic sense, "is that complex whole which 
includes knowledge, belief, art, moral, law, custom 
and any other capabilities and habits acquired by 
man as a member of society#" A similar view was 
also expressed by Edward B. Reuter in 1950 when he 
asserts that culture is "the sum total of human 
creation, the organized results of group experience."10 
It should, ue recalled*however, that there have been a 
lot- of controversies as regards the authenticity of 
the early scholars' definitions of culture but it is 
not our desire here to pursue the intricate issue of 
the definition. What concerns the present writer 
is to show,in a nut-shell, the connotation of the 
controversial concept known as "culture". We will 
therefore look atafew more definitions and concepts
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on culture so as to understand what these things 
connote or imply.

According to Ogunniyi,11 "in the natural 
world, culture is a distinct phenomenon which 
reflects the highest level of accumulated experi
ences by a given society.1* He refers to A.L.
Kroeber who says that culture is superorganic for 
the fact that it emerges from the psychic organic' 
mechanism of men$ but,at the same time, it is not 
in the organic structure of men per se because 
it exists before an individual exists and persists

after his death. He is of the view that culture is 
both overt and covert. It is overt in terms of 
observable artifacts*vizclothes, houses, boats, 
knives, automobiles, etc. It is also covert in the 
sense that it controls perception and sets attitudes 
and beliefs about objects, events or situations.

Ogunniyi states further that culture is explicit 
in terms of a readily explainable thought or action

and implicit with respect to action or thought
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not so readily explained and yet believed. He is 
of the opinion that culture is shared through 
nature simply by mere existence within a given
culture and learned through the process of educa
tion. In this wise, one can submit that culture 
relates to the organized body of knowledge, beliefs, 
values, customs, conventions, routines, social 
institutions and the ways of life of a people, 
their origin, development, orientation, which are 
passed by word of mouth or by example or ^’ther means
from one generation to the other.

12Peter P. Ekeh submits that culture is a
construct that is in wide use, in the social
sciences and the humanities, to depict important 
aspects of society, and that its significance in
the analysis and interpretation of society, and,
Within society, of human conduct is far-reaching.

One should also note that, apart from natural 
factors which differentiate one individual from 
another or a tribal group from the other, there is 
the cultural factor. It is remarkable that the 
cultural factor is peculiar to humankind for the fact 
that it is more marked and manifested in human beings
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than among the lower animals.
According to Ayisi,

Since MAN first inhabited this planet, 
it has been one long struggle for 
survival between himself and nature.
M*n has had to live and also to find 
his place in the universe. In the 
process man has left behind traces 
of his achievements at various levels 
of his development, and the cumulative 
knowledge of his various achievements , 
constitutes what we refer to as culture. ^

What Ayisi is trying to tell us here is that culture
is an accumulation i of man'v experience^
through trials and errors, since the beginning of 
his sojourn in the world.
In his own definition, Piddington submits that!

The culture of a people may be defined as the sum total of.the material and intellectual 
equipment whereby they satisfy their biological 
and social needs and adapt themselves to their 
environment.

A careful observation of the above definition 
will make one deduce the fact that Piddington's 
definition spells out what has beer, said above J&j 
Ayisi and which implies that man has to struggle 
for his survival and also reconcile himself to nature.
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He also states that the social as well as the 
biological needs should be satisfied. It is 
further observed that the concept of culture has 
been used in various ways to depict the various 
experiences and activities of man in the universe. 
However, what is significant in our present study 
is that culture is embodied in the totality of 
human life. This concept embraces everything which 
contributes, both physically and sociologically, 'to 
the survival of man.

At this juncture, it is necessary to see how 
the concept of culture and the social system inter
relate and why K$l&. Ogtuim^h' s folkloric plays 
under study are viewed in these perspectives.

Explaining the relationship between culture
and social structure, Peter P. Ekeh states that:

Culture can be paired with social 
structure for a maximum understanding 
of what each refers to. In very broad 
terms, sociologists study the social 
structure of a society '-hile anthropo
logists study its culture. Both social 
structure and culture refer to the same 
elements of society: its institution, 
values, norms, ideas, ethos, and science 
and technology of society and the attitudes 
and behaviors of its individuals.^5
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This quotation vividly explains that there is a 
very close link between culture and social 
structure. We deduce from this submission that 
the two phenomena point to the same elements of 
society, though they may have different time scales.

Clifford Geertz also submits that:
One of the more useful ways - but far from being the only one - of distinguishing between culture and social system 
is to see the former as an ordered system 
of meaning and of symbols, in terms of 
which social interaction takes place; and 
to see the latter as the pattern of social 
interaction itself. On the one level, there 
is the framework of beliefs, expressive 
symbols, and values in terms of which indi
viduals define their world, express their 
feelings, and make their judgements; on the 
other level, there is the on-going process 
of interactive' behavior, whose persistent 
form we call social structure.10

In the above submission, one may rationally deduoe 
that culture and social system interact and that 
we may call them "twin sisters". We way also add 
that, while culture is the fabric of meaning in terms 
of which human beings interpret their experience
and guide their action, social structure is the 
form that action takes, the actually existing 
network of social relations. In this case, culture
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and social structure are then but different
abstractions from tbe same phenomena. We may then be
convinced that it is only by referring to the
social amd material conditions of the society that
one can arrive at a valid appraisal of the social
behaviour of the people to whom the plays under
study are directed. This, to some extent, is one ,

17of the conditions in which theatre was bora.
18According to Traor§, there is a close 

affinity between theatre and society for the fact 
that it is here that the cast and the audience act 
out the condition of man. Therefore, one could 
submit that theatre is always pre-occupied with man 
in the social aspect. One may further add that the 
idea to preserve our cultural heritage>-~hich is 
being gradually eroded under the system of Western 
education, is another factor whichsP̂u,r '̂ dramatists 
into producing plays that could appraise their 
cultural beliefs and practices and serve as a i^ans 
of communion with the people's traditions.

Meanwhile, looking at the concept of folklore 
viz-a-viz the concept of culture as hitherto
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discussed, we should be convinced that the two 
phenomena deal with the transmission of knowledge 
and wisdom of the elders and of the people as a 
whole from one generation to another. It has also 
been observed that the concept of culture,

s

though it interacts with that of folklore* is wider
canin scope. Finally, we also deduce that culture and 

social structure can be paired to enable us to derive 
». maximum understanding of our subject-matter. It 
may therefore be contended that the cultural 
background as well as the social system of the 
Yorilbh people, for whom the folkloric plays of K$>1§. 
Ogftnmfrlh were origihally produced, should be consi
dered. This is why, in the subsequent Chapter, the 
socio-cultural aspects of K£>1§. Ogtmm&lh's folkloric 
plays are discussed and analysed.

Although it has been explained in the previous 
Chapter that the theoretical framework *ased on
Akiwowo's submission in his Inaugural kecture will 
be used as the basic premise, it may still be Re
submitted that bringing the social and the cultural 
perspectives into focus will shed more light on the
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lore of the people and,using these concepts in 
discussing and analysing the late K&lh dglium^l&’s 
folkloric plays, the chaotic state of dimowdhhd 
(loss of good comportment) which seems to have 
eaten deep into the fabric of the present society 
would be kept in check, and this may pave the way 
for a better future.

ii. Origin of African Drama and Theatre Traditions:

Traditional drama and theatre performance was 
not unknown in Africa before the colonial era.
Prior to the advent of the colonial masters and the 
Arab invaders, many African societies had evolved 
their own drama and theatre traditions. However, 
it may be recalled that, all over Africa, there are 
enactments and re-enactments of historical events,
especially battles. There are satirical performances 
in many places, which sometimes include small
dramatic scenes as the different characters interact.
Invariably, Africa did not build structures especi
ally designated "playhouses" which served the
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purposes of entertainment or dramatic instruction 
and nothing else. Though there were arenas for 
performances, they were not constructed like those 
of the ancient Greeks.^ However, drama is a good 
deal more developed among some peoples, parti-i
cularly in West Africa, than among others.

Unfortunately, most of the European scholars
nnd observers of traditional performances in Africa
rho wrote about African performances had no
specialist interest in drama and,consequently, they
complicated the issue by quickly labelling Auch that
they paw as "dramatic'’ events, not constituting real 

, 20drama in essence. According to Ogunba,the fact 
is that "Most African cultures do not even have a 
word for drama, although they do have words for play, 
music, performance, etc'.'21 This is probably one of 
the reasons why the African traditional drama was 
not recognized.

Meanwhile, it is a thing of joy for the young 
generation that several playwrights and renowned 
scholars in the field of the performing arts have 
discussed critically the probable origins of 
African drama and theatre. These scholars include
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among others, Joel Adedeji (1970), J.P. Clark (1966), 
Bakary Traorfe (1972), etc., who have submitted that 
the African drama might have evolved from religious 
rituals and festival celebrations, and that the 
nature of the contemporary African theatre can be
fully understaod in the context of its historical 
roots. On the other hand, another school of thought 
is of the view that dramatic art is a natural pheno-,' 
menon that originated with man, even before man 
thought of religion per se.

Looking at religion and festival celebrations
as the root of dramatic arts, a scholar in the
former group, J.A. Adedeji (1969) says,

Religion is the basis of dramatic developments 
in Toruba as in most cultures of the world; 
disguise, its means, and both depend on 
artistic propensities for their fulfilment.
The worship of Qbatala (the Yordb§. arch- 
’divinity) has important consequences for the 
development of ritual drama and, finally, the emergence of the theatre.22

Making reference to the traditional European drama,
Clark also reports, J

As the roots of European drama go to the 
Egyptian Osiris and the Greek Dionysus, so 
are the origins of Nigerian drama likely to 
be found in the early religious and magical 
ceremonies of the people of this country.23

The above submissions point to the view held by some
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scholars concerning the evolution of dramatic arts 
and theatre. They are of the opinion that the 
African traditional drama takes its roots from 
festival drama and ritual. celebrations. Another 
scholar who also supported this contention is 
Cohen, who says,

Every religion produces drama and every 
cult voluntarily and spontaneously takes 
on dramatic and theatrical form. 24

Truly, it may be remarked that the enactment of 
hunts and the re-enactment of historical events, 
especially battles, are found throughout Africa 
South of Sahara. These might have given rise to 
dramatic actions and:, subsequently, to stage plays. 
This is probably why Traorfe (1972* 19) remarked that 
the first manifestations of the Negro-African 
theatre were in religion and cosmic ceremonies. 
Pin-pointing Nigeria andraDahomey (Republic of Benin) 
as typical examples, Traor§ said that the cult 
devoted to the origas and the voodoo is an occa
sion for productions where song and dance \ mirrgl’e 
in order to relive and imitate the passions, wars, 
and great achievements of deified ancestors.
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Meanwhile, it is worthy of note that,
throughout the traditional African societies, there 
were usually ritual celebrations performed at key
stages in man's life. The most significant of 
these stages are during birth, puberty and at death.
The priests who lead and officiate at these ritual 
celebrations are always seen as directors of the 
performances. During the birth of a new baby, 
traditional rites and religious rituals are 
performed. Also, when a man or a woman crosses 
the youthful stage to that of adult-hood, initia
tion rites are performed to show his or her 
ability to transform from the stage of adolescence 
to that of adulthood and at death, ritual ceremo
nies in form of burial or funeral are observed.
All these occasions involve "dramatic" and histori
cal scenes. Examples of these could be seen among 
the Mbatos of the Bingerville district in Ivory 
Coast where the army is reconstituted every ten 
years in order to mark a change of class, and^among
the Mende of SierraLeone where initiation rites 
are performed for male and female youths who are 
ripe enough to move from the adolescence stage to 
that of puberty. This practice is also a common
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phenomenon among the various communities within 
the Nigerian ethnic groups, particularly among the
YomlbS. people.

On the other hand, some scholars are of the 
view that African drama and theatre is as old as 
civilization, since its themes and materials are 
embedded in oral traditions. Commenting on this 
opinion, some writers said that drama and theatre, 
could not have evolved as a result of the natural 
instincts in man, and that this gave birth to the 
dramatic urge and performances. Oyekan Owomoyela 
seems to support this contention by quoting 
Aristotle, who was held in high esteem to be a 
reputable and the first systematic theatre 
historian. In Aristotle is view, quoted from the 
Poetics,

As to the general origin of the poetic art, 
it stands to reason that two causes gave 
birth to it, both of them natural* (1) 
Imitation as part of man"s nature from 
childhood, (and he differs from other 
animals in the fact that he is especially 
mimetic and learns his first lessons 
through imitation) as is the fact that 
they all get pleasure from works of
imitation.... and (2) melody and rhythm
also..... at the beginning of those who
were endowed in these respects, developing 
it for the most part little by little, gave 
birth to poetry out of the improvisations! performances^^
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In the above quotation, Owomoyela was making a 
remark on the view expressed by Aristotle about 
two thousand years ago. Here, Aristotle submitted 
that imitation and impersonation are a part of 
human nature, and argued that whether :or not"'religion 
could be regarded as a part of the human, essence was 
a controversial issue. Rather, he was of the 
opinion that the mimetic instinct developed in man 
very much earlier than any evidences of religious 
inclination, and before religious indoctrination. 
Owomoyela emphasized this when he says,

Thus, long before children can make any 
sense of religious beliefs and practices, 
they evince a sense of mimesis by playing 
house, and cops and robbers - apart from 
performing those mimetic activities asso
ciated with the learning process.20

With the above, one may deduce that dramatic 
performances predated religious beliefs and 
practices.

With particular reference to the evolution of 
African drama and theatre, Traor6 hinted that,

If we consider that theatre finds subjects 
mainly in folklore, that is, in an aggregate 
of myths, legends, traditions, stories, then 
we can say that a specifically Negro-African 
theatre has existed since the beginning of African civilizations.27
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Traorfe is hereby emphasizing that, even long 
before the advent of the Europeans and the Arabs 
into Black Africa and since the beginning of African 
civilization, drama and theatre practice had 
existed within several African societies. To lend 
credence to the proposition, Traor§ remarked that 
the empires of old Ghana, Mali and Songhai which 
extended from the -Sene-Gambia to Nigeria were 
cradles of civilization which inspired early 
Islamic scholars into writing historical notes 
for future records and uses. Making reference to 
one of Ibn Batoutah"s accounts, Labouret and 
Moussa Travel^ said,

There is a great deal of evidence to show 
that the Mandingo civilization shone 
brightly in days gone by, so one should 
not be surprised to see unique social 
institutions and artistic: achievements 
worthy of study in the area which witnessedits glory.28

It was further remarked that,
These artistic achievements find their 
main expression in an abundant oral literature 
consisting of myths, legends, stories, short 
pieces in prose or verse, rhymed or free, and puppet show or exhibition of conjurers, 
magicians and animal charmers, as is found in 
certain parts of Africa, but of real drama 
with a perfect sense of plot and unity, 
aiming, through its actors, to develop a given theme.
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In conclusion, one may say that, like the 
European drama and theatre tradition, the- African 
drama developed from natural instincts and3later, 
through religious rituals and festival celebra
tions. The most important element in the African 
drama and theatre tradition is the idea of enactment 
and re-itnactment of representation through actors 
who imitate persons and events. Linguistic content, 
plot, the represented interaction of several charac
ters, traditional music and dance are also of much 

30significance.
Therefore, looking through the historical 

development of drama.and theatre, one could deduce 
that the African theatre and drama does not have 
the same conception of theatre as in Europe. This 
is why some past writers on this topic held the 
view that an authentic African theatre did not exist. 
This view was re-echoed and disproved by Afdand§ when 
he says,

If the numerous festivals of our village - 
to wit, pre-ploughing or post-harvesting 
rituals, with or without masks, circumcision 
rites, religious ceremonies developing 
through several •acts' and comparable with 
full-scale ballets by virtue of the number 
of performers and the complexity of the 
overall choreographic design — if all these 
may be considered as theatre, it is clear that 
the development of theatre in Black Africa
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took a different turn from that of modern Europe^ 51

In the light of these submissions, one may be 
tempted to claim that the African drama evolved 
through naturali instincts and an imperative urge 
within the people, and developed gradually through 
religious inspiration and rituals. It may also be 
said that it manifested in festival celebrations ' 
and the enactment or re-enactment of historical 
ceremonies, but one cannot say with all certainty 
that those manifestations were drama per se, 
though they are dramatic in nature. On the other 
hand, one could safely posit that religious cele
brations or ritual and the enactment or re-enactment 
of historical ceremonies in Africa are features of 
drama and that this had developed long before the 
advent of the colonialists.
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iii. Emergence of the Yordbd Popular Travelling 
Theatre Tradition

Nothing exists in any society without a parti
cular root or origin. When one looks at how the 
YorilbS. performing arts or theatrical performances 
thrive today, one notices that they are growing 
or developing rapidly. Many people who are privi
leged to watch the performing artists in the 
recent past would have been convinced that progress 
is being made in this direction and that the 
audiences are developing more interest and enthu
siasm. Several theatre groups or companies have 
emerged and have, consciously or otherwise, discar
ded some of the alien materials in their productions, 
adapting their plays to suit the socio-cultural 
conditions of their societies. This has in no

small measure brought about cultural awareness 
within the rank and -pile of the people, especially 
those who had been formerly lured away to embrace 
the alien cultures to the detriment of the indi
genous one. Therefore, it is pertinent to look
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at the probable roots or origins of the Yordbh 
Popular Travelling Theatre in order to understand 
why this business has continued to grow at such 
a fast rate in recent years.

As narrated earlier, several scholars have
given us clues as to the roots of the modemTonlbfe.
Travelling Theatre tradition. From these accounts,
it may be surmised that the modern YorilbS. Travelling
Theatre evolved first from the traditional masquerade
drama and later from the separatist African churches.
Speaking on the emergence of the traditional Yorilb&
masquerade drama, Adedeji says,

The YordbS. Masque-Theatre emerged as a court 
entertainment from the Egungun (masquerade) 
rites about the early part of the seventeenth 
century at the instance of Ologbin Ologbojo', an official at court at Qyq Igboho.32

Subsequently, this masque drama was taken outside 
the court and became known, first as E6ghn Al&rfe 
and eventually Alhrin.j6, the first professional 
travelling theatre among the Yordb&. He stated , 
that, by the eighteenth century, this masque theatre
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had spread throughout the Yordbh country and had 
become the people's theatre, with troupes plying 
the towns and villages of the Old Qyo Empire.

With regard to the emergence of the modern 
YordbSi theatre, it could be argued that it emerged 
from the theatrical presentations of the Yoruba 
masque theatre and the Yordb& Operatic Theatre. 
Adedeji is of the opinion that these theatre 
parties "are the two theatrical developments in 
Yorubaland which are indigenous and are products of 
Yordbh cultural history" He further stated that 
both of them are professional theatres with trave
lling troupes which developed from religious rites.

However, the contemporary society has 
witnessed the emergence of a new form of enter
tainment (i.e. the Operatic Theatre) as a result of 
it‘s socio-cultural changes. This type of drama 
developed from the 'native dramas', popularized by 
guilds and societies of the secessionist churches 
in Lagos in the early part of the twentieth celitury. 
The new theatre, which is one of the most popular
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in Africa^ emerged from Protestant African Clmrch.6Sj
among which are the Cherubim and Seraphim churches
and the Apostolic churches which broke with the
Anglican or Methodist Churches. And, of course,
this theatre "was born out of a new exigency of the
African society: that is, the need to raise moral
problems, and to satirize the new institutions

34-established by the modern administration.

Ulli Beier supported this claim when he said,

It was, I believe, the split-away African churches, the Seraphim and Cherubim, the 
Apostolic Church and others who began to 
perform Biblical stories in and outside 
the church as a means of instructing their members, and also as a fund-raising device.55

Later, with much interest in this new theatre 
development, the new Yorubh drama and theatre 
started to gain more popularity and success as a 
theatrical art form. Some of the choirmasters 
involved with the production of the "Opera" (as 
it was then called) started to organise their 
private drama groups outside the church and he 3rd 
public performances in town, court and school 
halls. According to Adedeji,
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With developing interest in concerts 
and amateur theatricals growing out of 
the remnants of the Variety Shows or 
the so-called Concerts in the 1880s, 
the organisers of the Yoruba Opera 
began to operate with artistic modifications that derived from traditional 
and foreign sources.36

In his own submission, Oyekan Owomoyela said 
that drama was introduced into the city of Lagos 
around 1880 as a means of providing evening diversion 
on the European model for the Lagos elite and that 
the modern YorilbS. popular theatre emerged as a result 
of the reaction of the natives against the rigorous 
suppression of all facets of African Culture by the 
European Christians. However, the Yoruba popular 
Travelling Theatre was not developed until the late 
twenties and thirties of the twentieth century.^
Ulli neier re-affirmed this submission when he said,

.Theatre inYordbh language is mostly a kind of opera, in which the songs are rehearsed, 
while the dialogue is improvised. In the 
late twenties and thirties, this form was 
developed in the so-called African churches, 
the Apostolic Church and the Cherubim and 
Seraphim. The Bible stories and moralities" 
performed by these church societies soon 
:gave way to profane plays, social and 
political satires which were played by professional touring companies. 38

Akinwumi Ispla recalled the general accepted theory 
of the evolution of religious and ritual drama which
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featured within the African societies before the era 
of Western education. He said that ritual drama 
and the al&rintj6 (travelling masquerades) were 
all. that was known in form of drama among the Yoruba 
However, he stated that the modern travelling 
theatre is a new breed which "arose from Christian 
inspired operas and service of songs until Ogunde 
changed the orientation and moved it to a play 
form* ^

Biqdun Jeyifo (1984) also submitted that the
earliest concerts and entertainments which were of
Western origin in Lagos date back to the 1860's,
and were mounted by the nascent African elite made
up of a settler community of liberated slaves who
had started returning from Sierra-Leone  ̂ j_n -^e
18 3 0's and who were later joined by others from

40Brazil and Cuba.

As time went on, there were moves to fashion 
an 'indigenous drama' through the blending of the 
western theatrical form with local materials.
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Consequently, there was a gradual movement by some
inspired Iordb& indigenes to create an indigenous
theatre and drama. This contention is corroborated
by Adedeji when he says,

As noted earlier, the Ab$okuta mission started the movement towards the '’Native 
Drama” by blending Yoruba and European 
materials in their entertainments because, 
tinlike in Lagos, the reasons for entertainments 
were more than just raising funds for missio
nary activities. It encouraged non-Christians, especially Muslims and adherents of traditio
nal religions, including those from adjacent 
villages, to attend and find meaning in these 
entertainment s.̂ -1-

Meanwhile, it has been proved adequately that the 
modern Yoruba Travelling Theatre emerged from the 
fusion of the traditional Begun Aldrinj6 theatre 
and the western theatrical performances. The idea 
of the "new Yoruba drama" and theatre was born out 
of the reaction of the African natives against the 
suppression of their dramatic culture by the aliens. 
Therefore, these inspired theatre practitioners 
started to replace the western materials with the 
indigenous ones. Hubert Ogunde who was popularly 
known as the "father of the Yordbd Operatic Theatre"
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was the first Nigerian artist of the contemporary 
theatre to turn professional and assume the leader
ship of his flourishing theatre troupe. Ogunde^ 
when recalling his past experiences, said,

I was playing drums with the masqueraders 
in my home town when I was young, and these 
Egungun people gave me the urge inside me to start a company of actors. ^2

Here, Ogunde is declaring that his experience and 
source of inspiration belonged to the Al&rinj& 
theatre. Finally, it has been proved that the 
modern Yoruba Travelling Theatre which sprang up 
from the Alhrin„1 & Travelling Theatre and the 
western theatrical performances has become a 
firmly established theatre and drama tradition of 
the Yordbi people in the contemporary period.

iv. Comparative Analysis of Traditional With 
Modern YordbS. Theatre Traditions.

Placing the traditional Yoruba theatre side 
by side with the contemporary travelling troupes, 
one discovers that there are many similarities and
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differences. Occasionally, the form and techniques 
adopted in each case are similar while, at other 
times, there are departures from old techniques or 
systems of operation when indigenous materials are 
used to replace the alien ones, or when new methods 
are introduced into the performances.

In fact, there is no gainsaying that the 
two theatre traditions have similar traits. This 
is probably because the modern theatre is an 
offshoot of the traditional one. Therefore, if 
we consider the Yoruba adage which says,

£>k£r£ jqkftn, ^dilnkCm si jo ase, ddpo 
dpd jo p&si £liri, dtdrlpdkd jo ori ahun, 
es| Ijdph jo dran $pe, b£d ni"dj£ dk§t§ 
jo &§ld obinrin.
(The tiny squirrel resembles ikfrn'̂-3 
(deaf sq.uirrejL bddnkfrn ^  also 
resembles a s e the husk of the 
groundnut is like the casket of the 
tiny mouse,46 the thumb looks like 
the tortoise's head, the tortoise's 
leg resembles the male efflorescence 
of the palm-tree while the blood of the 
giant rat resembles women's menstrual blood.).UNIV
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We would realise that it is necessary to discuss 
briefly the similarities and/or differences which 
could be clearly discernible.

Firstly, the traditional and the modern Yonlbfi. 
theatres are significant for their entertainments 
and moral teachings. It should be remarked that, 
whenever the plays are staged, people from neigh
bouring areas gather to watch the. performers with 
the aim of entertaining themselves after the day's 
work. Here, they are sure of relieving themselves, 
temporarily or otherwise, of their tensions and life 
problems, while they also enjoy the teachings drawn 
from the plays. On several occasions, these plays 
may draw their themes from social solidarity or 
from the re-affirmation of facts, beliefs and such 
relationships and attitudes as the community considers 
vital to its sanity and continued healthy existence.
At intervals, several members of the audience are 
seen laughing during some exciting performances,
or they may even chorus songs raised by member^ of 
the cast. They may also clap if conditions warrant
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this, especially at the end. of each scene in the 
play.

The traditional Yorilb& dramatists and their 
modern counterparts expected financial rewards from 
their performances, although the systems adopted 
by each of them to accomplish this aim differ.
For example, as for the modern Yordb&. theatre, 
gate-taking is mandatory before the play starts, ; 
whereas the traditional theatre practitioners 
depended on voluntary donations from members of 
the audience, and this was usually done at the 
middle of the plays.

In the past, the Yordbd traditional theatre
artists did not normally perform their plays on 
set stages or platforms like their modern counter
parts. Instead, they operated and performed their 
plays in open spaces either in market places or 
at kings’ palaces, and, occasionally, under the 
shade of big trees. These places served as 
’arenas" where people assembled to watch the perfor
mers in action. Here, their gates were opened to
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any interested members of the public to watch their 
performances free of charge, although gifts in kind 
and/or cash were sometimes offered to the artists 
by some members of the audience who were thrilled 
by the aesthetic modes of the performances.

However, in the contemporary period, some groups 
of the traditional EghngCm oniddn have been 
influenced by the current trends of events in our > 
changing society. Members of the cast are now being 
motivated to sing or chant well in order to: get more 
financial reward from members of the audience and 
to supplement their living with earnings derived 
from the shows. To lend credence to this claim, 
Olajubu says,

Nowadays some groups of Bghngun onld&n 
live entirely on the earnings of their p e r f o rman c e s. 4-7
Also, the role played by each of the actors

within the two systems is very significant. If any
of the actors or actresses fails to perform well,7
or if he/she does not measure up to expectation,
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the whole performance becomes trivial and meaning
less. Therefore, the contents and themes of these 
plays are always blended to reflect the current 
happenings within the ToriibS. socio-cultural 
environment. For example, the YorilbS. social and 
economic institutions, political and administrative 
systems, etc., usually feature in the plays in
order to remind the people of their cultural heri-\
tage. At times, when a foreign play was staged, 
it was usually adapted to a purely Yoruba socio
cultural1 setting. This is vividly seen in 
ibi Krfstl" (Birth of Christ) by the late 
K61& Ogfrnm^lh, where King Herod was presented as a 
replica of a crowned Yorilbi Qba. By doing this, 
the traditional and the modern theatre practitioners 
try to uphold the customs and religious beliefs of 
their people.

Among the Yordbh traditional and modern drama
tists, the performances or shows usually start with 
f.lftbd (homage) which is the formal or ceremonial 
opening very much like the "opening glee". Writing 
on this, Adedejj says,
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It contained the "pledge" and the 
"salute", both chanted together 
sometimes in a particular order of 
succession, sometimes in any order. °

With reference to the traditional masque theatre, 
this rendition is usually addressed to jisd flgbln,

i
the foremost masque-dramaturge and the founder of
the first professional league. They do this in
order to solicit for the protection and co-opera- '
tion of the audience. These traditional performing
artists believed that homage must be paid if an
artist wanted to achieve success in his/her endeavours.
It should also be recalled that paying homage and
giving due respect to> elders or the aged is of utmost
importance in the Yordb& socio-cultural context.
The Yordbh believe that elders or the aged have a
lot of experiences: hence, they must be honoured if
one‘wishes to succeed in life. This accounts for
why the Egfrngun Alhrin,j6 or Onla&n pay homage to both
old and young colleagues in the profession through

*the original pledge called $s£.UNIV
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The order of succession of paying homage 
varies from troupe to troupe. Usually,.the troupe 
leader first acknowledges the lineage from which 
he drew his inspiration or the leader from whom 
he received his training; he then addresses the 
invisible spirits or the unseen forces, seeks for 
the support of his colleagues in theatre business, 
and, lastly, introduces and praises himself.

Among the Yordbh people, it is commonly 
believed that, if proper homage and due acknowledge
ment is not paid, the unseen forces may work against 
the performance and cause havoc or bring the perfor
mance to a catastrophic end. Also, in the contempo
rary period, it is believed among the Yordb§. that a 
performing artist who would be successful in his/her 
undertakings must pay obeisance to his colleagues, 
old and young. This is probably why Hubert Ogunde 
adopted the spirit of the entrance song, but 
introduced some modifications which are a reflection 
of his Christian outlook and contemporary viewpoint.^UNIV
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Another thing worth noting is that the
traditional Eg&ngftn Alhrin,j6 Theatre is -a heredi
tary art, and that only members of the lineage
of the masquerade — dramaturge succeed to the
position of old members of the troupe. However,
this should not be much emphasized because the
nature and purpose of some of the contemporary
Nigerian performing artists strikingly relate to
that of the Alhrinjb. This is why Adedeji noted,

In conformity with the practice of 
the traditional theatre as a lineage 
profession, Ogunde has worked his wives 
. and children into his company in 
order to perpetuate it as a goingfamily concern.50

Although it is the wish of some contemporary 
performing artists to pass on the art and their 
glory in the business to their offsprings, one 
cannot be entirely optimistic about the future 
success of this idea as compared with what obtained 
within the traditional Yordbh theatre.

The scope of performances of the contempqpary 
Yordbh theatre is more elaborate than what obtained 
within the traditional theatre. For example, among 
the traditional performing artists, wooden masks are
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usually put on to depict various characters in the 
Toruba society^ and these they tried to caricature 
and satirize. The most common character-being 
satirized include Thpd (the Nupeman), As£w6 (the 
prostitute), Olbpdh (the Policeman), ffolfewolfe (the 
Sanitary Inspector), 0yinb6 (Europeans with enormous 
hooked noses and smooth black hair made from colobus 
monkey skin). They also satirized people with some 
abnormalities. For example, elfetl k6l6bfr (one with 
small ears), gl£$k§ didi (one with bulging cheeks), 
onimfr orti (someone with a very big nose), l-ydw&o 
phl$ (parlour bride), etc. They also costumed
themselves in animal skin to resemble animals like 
ekdn (leopard), kinifrn (the lion) or any other animals 
they wished to imitate.^ 1 Occasionally, the boa 
skin was used to imitate the boa constrictor.
However, the costumes being used today by the modern 
Tordbh theatre artists are different. Though wooden 
masks .. may be used for specific roles, this old 
practice is gradually fading out. Artists are “barely 
seen in masks but with costumes which portray a 
specific role. Apart from this, plays are woven into
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themes that would teach members of the audience 
some moral lessons or those that would arouse their 
sentiments towards the current happenings in their 
immediate environments.

The period when these artists operate is also 
of great significance. It should be observed that
the traditional theatre practitioners operated 
mostly during the dry seasons when there would be , 
less to do by the farmers. Adedeji corroborates 
this fact when he remarks that the troupes "trave
lled mostly during the dry season and spent the 
rainy season as sedentary medicine-men....
Apart from operating during the dry seasons, the 
traditional Eghnghn 'masque dramaturge' normally 
staged performances in the evenings when farmers were 
back from their farms. This differs from the modern 
performing troupes which stage their shows at any 
period of the year and could perform at any time of 
the day, especially at week-ends. Unlike the 
traditional performing artists who were always! 
invited to stage their shows at public and open 
places like the markets or the Qba's palaces, the
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present-day dramatists stage their shows in public 
or in town halls, or in large hotels which can 
accomodate many people.

In the light of the above discussion, it would 
be observed that, though there may be identical 
traits between the traditional and the modern 
YorilbS. drama, it is evident that modern theatre 
practice is daily metamorphosing into a new order 
and adapting itself to the socio-cultural changes 
of the contemporary Yor&bh society. :

v. A Review of Previous Studies on bgfrnmfrl§i

As we have stated earlier in the introductory 
chapter, some scholars have written articles and 
chapters in books on various aspects of the late 
Kdlai bgtinmbl&.'s life ambition and achievements in 
the performing arts. Some have discussed the 
extraordinary skill of his acting; some have written 
on his organisational competence, while some have 
discussed his personality and his unique style and 
mode of performance. Tue most prominent among these 
writers is Ulli Beier, who wrote a comprehensive
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personal memoir on the late K61& Oghnmolci..
. 55In his personal memoir, Ulli Beier^ stated

that his first contact with dgunm^lh was at ik£r§-
]Skiti where he (Beier) watched dgftnm§l&.'s play,
"Joseph and His Brethren^" which was staged in one
of the school rooms. According to Beier, this 1 

encounter was very exciting. Stylistically, 
he likened the performance to an earlier one staged 
by^fiubert 6gund£ and which he watched \o Lagos abotit 
a year before that time. He explained that the music 
of dgCmmblci's performance was derived from highlife, 
but with a certain influence of church hymns. He 
remarked that this particular performance was an 
experience of a different kind due to the quality 
of the acting. He specifically emphasized the 
swaying movement of the actors/actresses, and their 
use of the Yordbk language with its tonal aesthetics, 
particularly during the rendition of the "opening glee". 
He also stated that the language, as used by 
dghnm&lS. in his plays, was colourful and humorous.^
He was also excited by the female members of Ogtmm&l&'s 
cast who then formed a kind of chorus during the 
performance. He described the acting as captivating\%
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and selectively realistic.
Ulli Beier was intrigued during his first 

experience and consequently followed him (dgCmm$>l&) 
a-pound to watch more of his plays. He then commen
ted that his favourite of all 6ghnm^l&.':s plays 
was "Love of Money" which, according to Beier, may 
fall under the themes of "ingratitude to a legally 
married woman̂ ' "women of dubious characters"̂ . ;
"one who laughs last̂ ' etc.

Apart from beingraan actor, dg£mm£l&. was seen
as a producer of ability. Making reference to the
same play above, Ulli beier said,

OghnmblS. was not only an actor, but also 
a producer of no mean talent. One scene 
that is unforgettable in the Love of Money 
is the preparation for wedding of Adeleke 
and Mope1£1&.55

He explained further,
<5gfmm&l&. would play this on a completely 
empty stage, with only himself and 
Mor^lhyd present. And yet, between the 
two of them, they managed to convey a 
busy, bustling, nervous household.58
Michael Etherton remarked that it was the 

opinion of many who saw Oghnm^lh perform his plays 
that he was the most brilliant actor of the 19 50s
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and 1960s.^ He admired three of 6gfaim$l&"s playsftbest. These plays are The Palmwine Drinkard, Love 
of Money * and ̂ bonscience^which were produced in the 
style of 6gun.de''s moralistic theatre.^ 8 Neverthe
less, 6g{mm§l&. deviated from 5gund6 's style and 
introduced innovations into the Yordbk "opera”. 
According to Ulli Beier (1967),

It was left to E.K. Ogtmmbld, one of 
bgh&dl's colleagues from Ekiti, to 
develop YordbA •Opera' as a serious 
theatre form.59

As Ulli Beier has stated, 6ghnm&l&. was 
reported to have cut out the music hall element 
from 6gun.de's plays and substituted this with 
serious acting. He also remarked that the acting 
in the plays was spontaneous and compelling. 80 

He emphasized the point that one of 5gCuim$l&'s 
special talents was his acting, particularly his 
mime. With these things, he said, 6gCmm&l'&. could 
reach great heights. Indeed, this observation 
gradually became manifested in Og(mm()l&''s la tea? 
life as a performing artist, a great actor and as a 
director/manager of one of the modern XordbA
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travelling theatres in the late forties. In fact,
one could agree with Beier that dgfcnm$l&''s personal

*61acting was, as always, "a delight to watch".

Jeyifo (1984) also remarked that, before 
ftgfmmM h, the troupe leader always played the role 
of king or hero and other members of the troupe 
moved around that star player, relative to their 
standing in the hierarchical structure of the group. 
The leader thought it to be unwise for him to play 
roles that would not portray him as the spokesman 
of the group. It was Ogtinm$>l& who first departed 
from this conventional norm. To corroborate this 
claim, dgungplh has' this to say:

The man who started this was K61&. CgCuim^lh.
He didn't particularly care to be recognised on stage as the leader. You always find him 
in the most difficult roles in their productions. 62*

Ogtmmbl&'s music was more purely Yordb& than 5gunde's. 
Narrating further on this, Beier said,

...he still does not make full use of *
Yoruba instruments, relying mostly on 
Bongo drums, but he has developed a kind
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of nervous, electric rhythm that 
underlies all his singing and spoken 
dialogue and gives considerable unity 
to his play.^5

Ulli Beier's report reveals that the musical 
interest in bgunmBlci' s plays lies mostly with the 
vocal parts which are pleasant tunes, little' 
influenced by European music and strictly cased on 
the tone patterns of the Yordbh spoken language.6'4'

The Nobel Prize winner for Literature in 19B6, 
Wple goyinka, also strongly remarked that dgftnm^lh's 
mere presence on the stage with his verba'l manipu
lations of the YordbS. language made him,as earlier 
quoted, "quite simply as consummate an actor as one 
may hope to find oh any stage in the country."6'’

Alain Ricard is of the view that Og£mm£l& 
and his troupe tried as much as they could to 
present a theatre more serious than the satires 
mixed with farce which made the success of Hubert 
Ogunde. For example, Love of Money recounts the 
adventures of Adfel§kd, a rich and happy husband of 
Mpr^lhy^, who a]lows himself to be pushed into 
marrying a second wife, an intriguing woman who
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planned to steal his properties, disband his family 
and leave him poor, wretched and ruined. Another 
example is Ogftnmbl&'s Yordbh adaptation of 
Tutuola's novel, The Palmwine Drinkard, which was 
popularized by OgCinmbl&'s play. According to 
Alain Ricard, this Yorilbh adaptation of the book 
on the stage gave it "a new wash of popularity 
and made it undoubtedly accessible to a larger 
public.

The late K§1&. 6ghnm§l&. was acclaimed for 
his personal ambition, ability, competence, natural 
good behaviour, experience and philosophical thoughts. 
Ulli Beier discovered that "Ogunmblh knew about 
every weakness of the human character and he would 
expose it, but he would expose human beings without 
harshness^1? His audience loved his plays because 
th&y consciously portrayed the YordbS. society, and 
more importantly for the fact that they (the 
audience) could recognize themselves in this socio
cultural setting.

6gGnm$lS. was also credited for the managerial 
skill or expertise he possessed. It was observed
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that OgtmmblA tried as much as he could to keep his 
troupe intact. Through inspiration and personal 
example, he could gain the support of members of
his company and he kept them together extremely

, ,  68 well.

In Ulli heier's personal memoir (Yemi 
Ogunbiyi: 1981), be categorically stated that the 
late K$lh Ogunm^lSi was well received and publicly’ 
acclaimed by his audience even until his death. He 
narrated his experience at F&kunl§ Major Hotel,
Osogbo when OgtmmblS. re-appeared on the stage after 
a brief period of illness. On this occasion,
Ogunmblh was being warmly received as usual by his 
audience amidst great excitement and indescribable 
applause. The people were exceedingly happy to see 
Ogunm£>l§. come back on the stage. According to this

69report, an incredible roar of great delight went up.
Although it was reported that OgCmm^lh could not

play his usual role in the play, his mere presence
*

was felt by all those who were present to watch the 
show.
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As Ulli Beier directly put it:
But his presence was felt big and strong 
ana warm by everybody. And that incredible, 
roaring noise was like a kind of ovation.
The intense feeling neyer left the crowd 
throughout the long evening.70

This is probably why Peter Brook humorously commented
that he had never seen such a type of strong commu-

71nication between an actor and his audience. Ulli 
Beier is still' o.‘ the conviction today that he has 
not seen or heard of any Nigerian performing artist 
who has surpassed the late K&1& dghnm&lcL ih acting.^ 
With all these reports and remarks, it is no exagge
ration to say that the late Kolh 6ghnm61§ was a 
genius as well as a 'sage in the field of performing 
or dramatic arts.

vi". A Review of Previous Works on 6ghnm&l&.ts 
Folkloric Plays.

Despite the fact that the late K&1& dgCmm6l&. 
was a force to be reckoned with in the field of 
theatre and dramatic arts, no detailed works have 
so far been done on his folkloric plays. Those who
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wrote on CgunmblA and his dramatic professionalism 
did not discuss, in detail, his folkloric plays - 
Rather, they weie interested in his ingenuity with 
regard to acting and the ability to organise effec
tively.

Describing the performance in "Esil (pddrd", a 
critic remarked that music, mime, dance and poetic
speech blend to give an interesting creation of
theatrical language enjoyed by the audience, and
which often presents a communication "beyond the
Yoruba medium of linguistic expression*" ^
According to this critic,

The plot-line was extremely loose and was 
still easy to follow even for those of the viewers who spoke no Yoruba, for each short 
scene was played in a stylised and explanatory 
manner reminiscent of silent films and pantomime 
re views. 74-

This factor was believed by many to have contributed 
immensely to the success and popular acceptability 
of the play.

Another popular folkloric play of dgCinm£l&. which 
has been generally acclaimed by crit.ics is 
The Palmwine Drinkard. Alain Ricard recalled
that dgftnmblS. adapted some of the novels of
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D.O. Fagunwa for the stage, just as he had done 
in the case of The Palmwine Drinkard. The play, 
being the most popular among the numerous folkloric
plays of OghnmhlSi, was an adaptation of Tutuola's 
novel, The Palm-wine Drinkard.

Commenting on the success of The Palmwine 
Drinkard at the time, Martin Banhan and Clive Wake 
remarked that OgCinmbl&'s adaptation of Tutuola's' 
novel was a result of an association with the 
University of Ioadan's (then) School of Drama 
(now Department of Theatre Arts) in 1962, when he 
was invited to bring his troupe into the University 
to improve their skills, and thus he became an 
artist-in-residence. Therefore, with his company, 
under the guidance of the Director of the School 
of Drama, Geoffrey Axworthy, and the direction/ 
design of Demas Uwoko, bgfmm&lh was able to 
recreate Tutuola's tale on the stage.

Describing the actual performance of The 
Palmwine Drinkard, Banham and Wake stated that; it
contained a fine mixture of thrills, satire, and 
broad comedy; snd’tuat "its success in performance
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stemmed not only from these qualities, but from
 ̂ it 76the zest of performances."

Ull'i Beier reiterated that many people would 
for ever remember 0gunm61&. for the famous produc
tion of The Palmwine Drinkard, which was a tremen
dous play and which was commissioned for the 
Algiers Festival. ' 7"'7 The Palmwine Drinkard was a 
kind of self-advertisement to him, and this made 
many people to accept him as a great producer, s ’ 
serious dramatist and an indefatigable actor of his 
time. This is probably why gegun Oluspla ‘also 
supports this assertion when he says,

In his 'praise-song of the spirit of 
Palmwine1' he surpassed anything that has 
ever come on the local stage. Whether he 
sings it or leads the chorus to recite it, 
his pauses, nuances, gestures, word associa
tions or the eloquent mimes when he puts his 
expansive face to full use....you are 
witnessing a great performer in the act with a relish for the liquor that is easily transferable to the audience.78

With this great popularity and wide acceptance,
The Palm-wine Drinkard was reported to have remained 
in 5g&nm&lh's repertoire for many years, even until
his demise
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016 Qb^ffmi believes that Oghnm^lh's 
Palmwine Drunkard (sic) follows the theme of man's 
search for harmony in society through a correspon
ding and harmonic”s relationship with his cosmic 
environment.^ According to QbSfemi, the philosophy 
behind the play is that man cannot isolate himself 
from his cosmic environment. Conseqtiently, he must 
find all avenues for the attainment of mutual 
agreement and necessary co-operation with the forces 
that surround him.

Lastly, it was on this same play, The Palmwine 
Drinkard, that the late Robert G. Armstrong, 
erstwhile Professor of Linguistics and Director of 
the University of Ibadan Institute of African 
Studies, acknowledged the contribution of the late 
K616 6giSnm<£ia to the development of Yordb& drama and 
Nigerian theatre during the 1960s and the preceding 
decades. He categorically stated that one of the best
known of bgtmmbl&'s productions/plays is The 
Palmwine Drinkard.80

Therefore, ic is clear that, apart from The 
Palmwine Drinkard which had been widely discussed, 
and "Esil $ddr&" which was passingly touched upon,
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several folkloric plays of Ogunm$lh are yet to be 
given prominence by modern critics and scholars. 
Consequently, these folkloric plays will be given 
detailed attention in Chapter Three of this 
dissertation.
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CHAPTER THRJSB

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF OGlJNl/OM1 S . FOLKLO.RIC,PLAYS

As we have pointed out in Chapter One of this 
dissertation, folklore mirrors the socio-cultural 
behaviour of any community in as much as the essen
tial actions of life are expressed there.1 In this 
case, K$l& Oghnmfyllk1 s folkloric plays give us 
gli'mpsers of the socio-cultural and ecohomic life of 
the YordbS. people as a distinct group, and also draw
some moral teachings that tend toward promoting the 
achievement of peaceful co-existence within the 
Yordbh community. Meanwhile, this chapter makes a 
critical content analysis of each of the folkloric
plays and expresses, in some measure, the philoso-*
phical thoughts and socio-cultural ideas in them.

i* LiGrBi (Patience is the oldest or best):
The title of this play emanates from a Yordbh 

popular maxim which explains the importance of this 
abstract phenomenon and the value which the Yordb& 
people attach to it. This simple sentence is, no
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doubt, clearly explicit in itself. Basically, 
it connotes that patience is the best form of 
behaviour. However, it is worthy of note that, 
from the traditional Yonlbk viewpoint, ow6 (money), 
pmp (children) and Aikftlfewe (longevity) are very 
essential in life. Apart from these, the Yordb§.

people also hold the belief that the acquisition 
of the above-mentioned basic necessities without 
sMnl (Patience) would be calamitous for a man 
since they believe that Sdfird is a complement to 
those three things. This explains why they often 
reiterate that Sdtj.nl is more significant and

valuable than they, and that no one could live a 
happy and prosperous life without Sdfrrd.

MSdtj.nl ldgba” is an adaptation of a popular 
Yordbfe folktale which narrates the ordeal faced by 
a mythical old man with his two wives who lived 
together for many years without a single child.

One day, this man went sorrowfully to 
Olbddmard (the Supreme Being) and enquired from 
Him, the reason why his family was being deprived
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of these basic necessities of life, especially 
children. After listening attentively to the 
poor old man's complaints, Ol&ddmard pitied him 
and promised to bless the family with only one 
thing among four alternatives. Unfortunately, 
however, this old man was mandated to choose 
only one option out of the four alternatives.
Those four things from which he was asked to 
choose one include ow6 (money), Qmp (children), 
Sdftnl (patience) and dikftlfewe (longevity).

Thereafter, Olbddmard advised the man to go 
back to his family and discuss with his people 
what choice they would make, but reminded him that 
they should make only one choice. This new develop
ment posed a big problem to the poor man and all 
other members of his family for the fact that they 
could not reach a consensus as to how they could 
make a reasonable choice out of the four alter
natives. At last, the final decision was left to 
the man alonej and, after some ponderings over the 
issue, this man, probably out of inspiration,
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decided to choose Sfltirfl. On the other hand, he 
might possibly have made this choice due to his 
vast experience of life and the popular belief 
among the Yorflbti people which stipulates that no 
one succeeds in life without Sflti.nl. This accounts 
for the Yorflbti adage which says, Agbfl t6 ni sfltirfl, 
ohun gbogbo 16 nl (Ah elderly person who possesses 
patience has everything).

Getting back to Olbdflmard in heaven, the old 
man chose to have sfltirCU anif orge t ow6 (money), 
omo (children) and aikulewe (longevity). As 
promised earlier, 016dflmar6 released Sfltirfl to the 
poor old man and kept the other three items with 
Himself in heaven. But no sooner had Sfltirfl left 
the abode of Olbdflmard than 0w6 (money), Qmp 
(children) and Aiktilfewe (Longevity) could not 
further withstand the agony of Sfltirti's absence 
among them. They therefore went to 016dflmar3 
and pleaded with Him to release them to Sfltirfl 
so that they would stay permanently with him jki 
his new abode. Without much ado, 016dflmard
accepted their plea and approved their request;
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and the three close associates of Sdftrd (Patience),
0w6 (Money), Qmo (Children) and Aikulfewe (Longevity) 
went to meet SMnl (Patience). Thus, the poor ©iat 
man and his family were in possession of SMri 
(Patience), 0w6 (Money), Qmo (Children) and 
Aikftlfewe (Longevity). This popular folktale has 
been rendered in song by a popular Nigerian musi
cian, Ebenezer Fdbiyli Obey^ under the title "SMml,
16 d&ra". ^

The play, "Sddrd Ldgbd^starts from the■ black
smith'^ shed. There are periods of business trans
actions and periods of greetings, entertainments 
and jokes. Everything proceeds casually as if it 
is in real life. Customers are seen haggling over 
prices between each other^as we experience in real 
life.

The play continues with a riddle being told by 
lspl&, one of CgtnjAnd 1s friends, and which is 
expected to be deciphered by OgCm.jAnd. In this 
riddle, IsdlA tries to convince his friend that the
best part of an animal is the tongue and^again, he
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insists that the same tongue is the worst part of 
an animal. This submission surprised Ogtrn.ihnh1 s 
father who immediately intervened and demanded
further clarification from isdlh, his son's 
friend. To their utmost dismay, 1sdlh explained
that he calls the tongue the best part of an animal 
because it is the tongue which is always used to 
praise or commend a man and also it is the same 
tongue men use to slander each other. It should 
be noted, however, that the riddle told by isblh 
at this moment is intentionally used by Ogftnmblh 
to prepare the way for a future incident that 
would take place in the play.

Not quite long afterwards, a message came 
from Bdb& Orlgd-fkd inviting Oghn.i&nd,'s father 
(Agbld^-Og&n) for an urgent discussion. Taking

Orisd-bkd's status into consideration, 
Agbdd.e-Ogftn wasted no time in answering the call, 
and before his (Agb§d?-Og{m's) arrival, Bdb& Orlgd- 
dkd had called his wife, Ayinkb and their three 
daughters, g|yind§ (nicknamed SMrd), Tbybwb (0w&),
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and tddwft (Qmp). These three girls are warned and 
advised on the impending risk of wasting time in 
choosing responsible men who they would marry. 
However, Bdbh Origd-dkd informs his daughters of 
his intention to betroth one of them to a man of 
his wish but assures the remaining two daughters 
that they are free to choose whoever they like to 
be their suitors. To this, the three girls 
willingly agree with their father and await further 
action.

Getting to Bdb6 6risd-6k§. Agb**de-6gftn js 
surprised to hear from him (Bdbh Orisd-Okd") that 
the family has decided to betroth one of their 
daughters to his son, Cghn.i&nd fand that the boy 
is free to choose among the three girls the one 
he likes best as his wife-to-be. Unfortunately 
for Agbdd$-6gCm, iihspite of his repeated warnings 
and advice to his son to choose T£y&w6 who symbo
lizes money, Oghn,j&nd chooses K|yind§, who is a, 
symbol of patience, out of his own volition.
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Traditional Yorilbh greetings are prominent 
here. 'Wien Agb$de-Ogftn enters, Bdb& 6risd-6kd 
is seen showering chants of praise names and 
praise poems on Agbdd$-6gftn and greeting him in 
the traditional YordbS. way. In turn, Agb$dg-6g&n 
responds courteously and his responses show that 
he has been nurtured within the Yortlbh traditional 
community where respect for elders is of paramount 
importance.

The incident which follows/gfimpses of the 
traditional system of adjudication among the 
indigenous Yonlbh people. There is a misunder
standing between Aj6boriogb6n and his spouse, and 
we discover that Bdb& Orisd-Ckd is there to 
settle the dispute for them. It may be recalled 
that, in the traditional Yordbh communities, V:/ 
disputes or feuds are always settled by the elders 
wiio are believed to be competent enough to handle 
such cases.

and his father come in and the 
matter of choosing who he likes best out of
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Bdbh-Orisd-6k6'a three daughters is settled,
and it is a surprise to Agb^de-Ogfrn to see that
his son does not hearken to his advice? that Qw6
(Money )j in person of T&yfewd, is not chosen*.
Meanwhile, the wedding day was fixed and everyone
was preparing for the great and memorable occasion.
On the appointed day, however, the father-in-law
(Bdb&-6risd-6k6) starts to pray for the couples
in typical Yordtd traditional fashion. The
language used here id1’- noteworthy. In his prayer,
for instance, Bdb£ Orisd-Qkd asks that her daughter
will produce both male and female children for
figdn.jS.nd when he says, "Y66 bi y&y&, y&6 bt yoyo
fdn 9." (£5he will give birth to male and female
children for you.) Also, when Agbede-Cgdn looked
depressed at his son's choice of Kdyindfe (Sddrd)
and his mother-in-law asked v/hy he was in that
unhealthy mood, Bdbd Orisd-flkd said, "Owd
ki I Id kind b&l&k&J' (A cotton seed does not break 
to the annoyance of the farmer.) There are many of
these proverbs, maxims and aphorisms in this
play: which show that £)gdnm$ld was a skilful user
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of traditional genres of orature.
Another incident worth noting in this play 

is the YortlbS. system of inheritance. Bdb&-6rtsd- 
dkd decides to share his property among his 
children and does this as he likes. He gives all 
the money he has to Thy§w6 who^ they assume^ is an 
enterprising child and whose name symbolizes
money. All the houses and fertile lands are 
given to Iddwfi who, as we were earlier told, likes 
children, while the barren or unproductive lands 
are given to Kfeylndfe, the eldest child.

It should be recalled that the custom of
inheritance is very significant among the Yordbh,
as with other communities in African countries.
It should be noted, however, that, though it is
not usual and customary for one to share his •
properties when one is still living as Bdb& 
6rlsa.-6k£ did in this play, K£>1£l Oghnm^lh probably 
uses this technique to pave the way for what''wouldUNIV
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happen later in the play. Apart from this, the 
way Bdb&. Origd-Okd shares his property, giving 
Kfeyindfe the barren and unproductive lands, while 
he gives money, productive lands and other proper
ties to T&yfewd and tddwti. respectively, may seem 
to be unreasonable to some people, yet £>gCtnm§l'§. 
later gives us an insight into why he does this in 
the plot. We are made to realize the usefulness 
of this technique when T&yfewd and Iddwfi finally 
came back later to put all their properties in 
Keyinde*s care and custody.

The significance of the name, S&urufmanifests 
itself after Keylndfe has legally become Ogfan.jctnd1 s 
wife. With patience and endurance, the lives with 
her husband and she averts several domestic and 
marital problems that could have broken their 
marriage and also arbitrates successfully in a 
dispute between 5gun,i&nd and one of his customers 
which might even have led to a horrible and cata
strophic situation for the family and OgCm.j£ns* 
in particular.
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In the original folktale earlier narrated, 
we could deduce the Yordb&. philosophy which states 
that anyone who possesses Silhrd possesses all 
essential things in life, whether material or 
otherwise. The old man and his family in the 
above folktale were able to acquire money, children 
and longlife due to their wisdom and courage in 
choosing Sdfrrd out of the four alternatives put 
before them. Having possessed these things,
we are told, the family in question became happy 
and prosperous for the rest of their lives.

In "Sdlanl Ldgbd/' t)g(mm&l£i personifies 
Sdhrd, 0w6 and pmo and calls them Keyindfe,
T£y£w6 and Iddwft respectively. Similarly, in the 
YonlbSi folktale narrated above, Sdurfl, 0w6 and 
Qmo are personified and made to live with 
•Ol&dCLmard. In K£lh bghnm^ld's play, "Sdtiml Ldgbdi11 
Keyind§, otherwise nicknamed "Sdftml/, is the 
eldest daughter of Bdb& flrisd-flkd. though in the 
folktale, we are not told of the position her holds 
among the four personified beings mentioned. In

14-8 .
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dgtmm^lh's play, "Sdhrd Ldgbdj it is worthy of 
note that Kfe.yindfe1 s behaviour proves her worth as 
the mythical SflftrA. Therefore, giving this 
personality the name Sdftrd or K6yindfe is not a 
co-incidence. bgCmmblSi has his reasons for doingethis. He is probably pointing out here that .'ftp®, 
age' and 'patience1' are synonymous and symbolic. 
According to what obtains in this play, Kb.Yindfe 
proves her worth as the eldest child of Bdbct-Ori$&- 
0k£, and her name as a symbol of patience when she 
voluntarily agrees to her father's wish ahd order

to marry Oghn,i&nk. Also, she later keeps mute and 
agrees with her father's decision without a grudge 
when he (Bdb£ Oris£-flkg) shares his properties 
among his daughters in a way that seems unfavoura
ble to K§yindfe. However, with some degree of
patience and endurance, those properties are later •
returned to Keytndfe by her sisters who asked her 
to take full and effective control and custody of

II
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K61& dgunmolh. as 6gi5nj&nd's father (left) 
discussing with his son, ^ghnj&nd (right) i» 
the smithy in^SOfm^ Lagbd?
Photo by court-; J of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic 
Division, 1968.
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Meanwhile, it appears that dgdnmfclfii is 
trying to point out in this play that patience is 
most significant and essential for a peaceful and 
harmonious living. Here, he is probably giving a 
note of warning to everyone, particularly the 
youths of our contemporary age who are always too 
impatient in their actions or behaviours. Such 
youths are enjoined to face life with equanimity 
if they wish to reap the fruits of their labour 
and live a happy and successful life. This is 
why the traditional Yordb§. people believe that 
patience is the best form of behaviour and 
commonly say, Sddrd ni baba iwd (Patience is the 
most supreme of all behaviou ).

One should also note that Bdb£ drlpa-dke's 
family is a symbol of peace, responsibility and 
unity. We discover that all members of this 
family work harmoniously together for a common goal. 
Due to their co-operation and peaceful operation

within the family, they were able to overcome-.some 
problems which could have rent them asunder.
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Though there is naturally no group of people 
devoid of petty strifes or misunderstandings, 
we are not told that such an incident occurred 
within Bhb§. 6rigd-6kd1q family unit. This might; 
be as a result 01: the co-operation and mutual 
understanding that existed among its members. 
Consequently, if every family could emulate this 
noble example, peace and concord would reign 
supreme in our contemporary period. This is pro
bably why 0gtinm61&. in his concluding song says,

? & ni in,
^ k ni in,
Sdfird Idgbd,

jfe & ni in.
B6mod§ b&. ni in,
6 16hun gbogbo 
B&gbd b& ni in 
6 16hun gbogbo 
Sdhrd ldgbd 
9 k ni in.2

Let us possess it,
Let us possess it,
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Patience is the best,
Let us possess it.
Youths who possess it 
Possess everything 
Elders who possess it 
Possess everything.
Patience is the best;
Let us try to possess it.

The above song explains vividly the signifi
cance of having patience in one's life. Oghnm^ih 
reiterates here that it is mandatory for anyone 
who seeks for peace to possess patience which, 
among the YordbS. people, is generally believed to 
be the best form of behaviour.

ii. Qgb&n Ju Agb&ra (Wisdom surpasses power).
In Yordbk philosophical thought, it is 

believed that a man/woman must possess or be 
blessed with abuuiant wisdom before he/she co^Ld 
overcome some knotty problems of life, and this 
he/she would use to tackle some sensitive and 
delicate issues that may crop up within the
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society. Consequently, the indigenous YordbS. 
woman (particularly some of the traditionalists) 
are of the conviction that, whatever amount of 
power or authority a person has, it would be 
useless and worthless without a corresponding 
quantity of wisdom to complement it. This explains 
why the Yordb& people say, Al&gbS.ra mk mdrd. baba 
die ni 1 se (A powerful but foolish man is the ’ 
father of all indolent people). In this case, 
there is a general consensus among the YomlbS. 
people that every creature, irrespective of size, 
within the group of low and high animals must be 
knowledgeable and wise in order to be able to 
overcome the ups and downs in life, and to live 
a meaningful and successful life.

"pgbdn Jvt Agb&ra" seems to have been adapted
from the legendary tale of Mordmi, an If§ queen
and heroine who, through her patriotism and
selfless dedication to her people and the then«*>
Yordbd nation in general, suffered greatly in the 
hands of the enemies so as to free her people from
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the menace of the historical Igb6 people.
Similarly, in "Qgb$n Ju Agb&ra,'8 the princess of 
Onlk&nfin released her people from the perpetual 
bondage to which the people of 016dyd had subjected 
them. She therefore went to meet the war captain 
of 0166yd in his domain, disguising; herself as an 
innocent and honest visitor in order to lure her 
victim into revealing the secret behind his (war 
captain’s) town's success in wars. After accompli
shing her aim, she absconded in a manner similar 
to Moremi*‘s episode, ran back to her people and 
informed them of the secret that had just been 
discLosed to her. She therefore started to instruct 
and educate her people about how they could prepare 
fully for subsequent and imminent war. At the 
subsequent war thereafter, the people of Onlkdnfci 
were able to defeat the people of 0166yd town and 
take them captives. In this case, the princess of 
Onlk&nftn had run the risk of posing as a friend to 
the war captain of 0166yd in order to get the*
secret behind his (0166yd captain's) town's succe
sses in wars and thereby manipulate this knowledge 
to free her people from their age-old bondage.

3
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It is pertinent to point out here that 
ftgrfinmhT.fi was probably of the view that courage, 
perseverance and dedication are mandatory or 
essential for the accomplishment of one Vs goal 
in life, and that everyone should learn to be 
patriotic and selfless in order to achieve the 
desired progress and rapid development of the 
society. ' ,

dg&nm£l&. probably believes that, for an 
effective maintenance of the status quo, each 
member of any society should emulate the good 
example of the princess of Onlkfijitin who, like 
the legendary Mprdmi^selflessly submitted herself 
and dedided to face the attendant rigours in order 
to attain freedom for her people. Meanwhile, the 
play reminds us of the Tordbfi belief that abundant
knowledge and wisdom are necessary ingredients to
achieve greatness in life, and that these are not
a monopoly of the male sex. In this case, it, seems*
that Ogtmm̂ lfi. was trying to educate some people in
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our contemporary age, who believe that only the 
menfolk are naturally endowed with power and 
wisdom, that they should change their thoughts 
and note the incident in "Qgbfn Ju Agbhra". 
According to our experience in this play, wisdom

is not a monopoly of either sex* it cannot also 
be determined by age or personality. This accounts
for the reason why a TordbA maxim says, Qmpdfe ni'gfe, 
dgbd nlsfe la fi d&lf »F$ (the land of Iff was 
established through the mutual co-operation of both 
the young and the old people). Also, our day-to-
day experience gives us more insight into the
authenticity of the above contention. Indeed,
several women who felt within themselves that they
were created to play a subordinate role to that of
their male counterparts are now realizing their •
misconceived opinion and struggling hard to play 
their parts as partners in progress and in the 
development of their society or family. Some 
enlightened women in the contemporary period are 
even forming corporate groups and organizations 
to educate their colleagues, who still hold the
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notion that women are born or created to play 
second fiddle to their male counterparts, that 
this opinion should be shelved.

Evidence has shown that there are women in
historical records who have distinguished themselves
above several men in their societies and have taken
leading roles in several aspects of human endeavour.
Like the legendary Mprdmi of If$ fame, and the
mythical princess of Onlkhnftn in "Qgbpn Ju Agb&ra", 

womenseveral/now take up the challenge to dedicate 
themselves to the good cause of women"s emancipa
tion, and the conviction that women should see 
themselves as complement and partners in progress 
to their male counterparts.

Meanwhile, one should note the importance of 
co-operation and unity in the progress of any 
nation. With the unflinching support given to the 
king of Onlk&nftn by his subjects, the town was able 
to subdue their enemy and capture the war captain 

0166yd. The jQba, as we have realized in this
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play, usually seeks the advice of his subjects 
and readily offers them the opportunity, to bring 
forth valuable suggestions that could be harnessed 
to solve some of their problems. He was neither 
a tyrant nor a dictator; hence, he was able to 
gain the consent of his people.

dgftnm$l& seems to be sounding a note of 
warning to our present leaders, be it in government, 
religion, business, or private life, always to seek 
for their people's support and co-operation in any 
venture they might wish to embark upon. He seems 
to have believed that a nation can only achieve 
greatness through co-operation and understanding 
from the people. This contention can be corrobo
rated with the statement of the king of Onlk&nftn 
who say s, Bi d b£ sigi l£yin ogbd, wlw6 ni i w6 
(If there is no support for someone by one's people, 
one may not be victorious in one*s endeavour^.
This indicates that, without the co-operation of 
the followers, it may become difficult for a 
leader to achieve success. The king of Onlkhntin
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was wise enough to realize this simple ethic and 
was victorious at last.

Finally, dghnm^>l& apparently frowns at pride
in its totality. In this play, the war captain
of 01&6yd started to boast, exalt himself and
cast jokes against the people of Onik&nhn. He
depended solely on power but forgot that wisdom
surpasses power, and this is why the princess from
Onlk&nftn could play upon his intelligence by
enticing him with palmwine in order to find out
the secret behind his continual successes in wars.
Of course,, the Yomlb& people abhor pride and
dislike anyone who is arrogant or egocentric in
his or her behaviour. It is believed among the
people that pride often leads to destruction,
and this is why we often hear the lordbh maxim >
that says, Igbferaga hi i siw&.jh iparun (Pride 
'•often leads to destruction).

In "9gbi)n J]A Agbdra* therefore, <5ghnm£M 
perhaps tries to bring out the importance of
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patience and humility in human life. Moreover, 
he seems to emphasize the urgent need to mobilize 
ourselves irrespective of age, status or sex for 
the advancement and rapid development of our 
society. Naturally and as one can deduce from this
play, an ideal society can only evolve through the 
acquisition of knowledge, abundant wisdom and 
mutual co-operation among its inhabitants. These,, 
must also be complemented with dedication, patrio
tism, selflessness and total humility by every 
member of the society. If these could be achieved, 
probably our society could become a peaceful, 
coherent and developed one in the nearest future.

The use of the town-crier at the beginning 
of the play is noteworthy. It may be recalled that 
this practice is customary among the Yordbh people. 
In the traditional past, each Qba has his own town- 
crier who he sends on errands either to the genera
lity of the people or to individuals. The town- 
crier therefore goes to the market-place or other 
public places to announce the Qba1s message to his
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people. Occasionally, however, this method of 
communication is still being used in some Yordbh 
towns up till today. The method may be. used to 
call or summon the townspeople to important 
meetings, to announce the commencement of impor
tant traditional festivals or to warn the people 
about an impending disaster.

The bone of contention between the people
of 0166yd and those of OnlkSm-(m towns is not
unconnected with Hand dispute. It may be recalled
that this has been the tradition among the Yordbd
people since time immemorial. Feuds over lands
and landed properties are usual occurences,
even up till today.- This may erupt between one 
man or family and another, between one State/
community and the other. Reference may be made to 

the current imbroglio between the peoples of the 
border towns of $y§> and 0hd6 States over boundary 
adjustment, and also the recent Gulf war which 
virtually developed into a global warfare.

■*
Similar disputes are not uncommon in our societies 
throughout the world today.

i
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The war songs sung by the peoples of Onlk&n-tin 
and 0166yd towns should also oe noted. Fere, 
bgftnmfrlh made use of the audio-visual resources of 
the theatre. It reveals a clash of powers. While 
the Onlkhn-tm warriors are singing the song,

"6ni d ro,
Oni §l ro,
K§l(>m9 k±l$ f$mp r$ o, 
dni 6. ro.^

Today's encounter will be really tough, 
Today's encounter will be really tough,
Every one should be forewarned,
Today's encounter will be really tough*

the 0166yd warriors are simultaneously countering 
it with the song,,

B6 16 dogun,
K6 dogun,
B6 16 dogun 
K8 dogun,
6jd pew6e k6kd, **
B6 16 dogun,
£6 dogun.
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If it would result to war,
Let it be so5
If it would result to war,
Let it be sot
gain beat the cocoyam leaves;
If it would result to war,
Let it be so.

The simultaneous singing of both songs reinforces 
the conflict and the determination of each side to 
win. War songs of this nature were a common feature 
among the traditional Yordbi people, especially 
during the days of inter-tribal and inter-necine 
wars which nearly rent them asunder.

The theatrical ending of this play is in 
harmony with the Yordb&. custom of bidding one another 
farewell. The war captain of Olbdyd's farewell 
s,ong reminds us of the Yordbh custom whereby one 
who finds himself/herself in a critical situation 
starts singing a song expressing lamentation or 
sadness. At this point in time, the war captain 
of OlbflyA seems to realize his folly and starts
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regretting his past mistakes.
This play is a moral fable which Oghnm^lh 

probably intends to make use of in order to teach 
the young generation how to embrace the virtues 
of a morally upright life.

iii. O.jti. la rl (Appearances are deceptive.)

This play narrates the story of a pair of \
friends, Atjlfow6w$ and Al&idha. We are told that
A,jlf ow6w$ was faithful and honest but Al£id£a
proved to be an hypocrite. In a nutshell, the
folktale tells us how Al&id&a usually treated
with levity his friend’s efforts to get children.

6ftThere are occasions^which he went secretly to the 
priest of Iwinmi (river goddess) to forestall his 
friend's struggle for children. Even after 
A,jlfow6w£ had been blessed with a male child 
(Aklnldwfrn) by the river goddess, Al&idha was 
instrumental to the tragic drowning of the boy in 
the AbMbdt&n river when A.jlfowbwd, his friend,
left the young boy in his (Alhid&a1s) care when
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lie went on a short business trip. Despite the fact 
that Al&id&a had been instructed and warned before 
then not to let Akinldwbn go close to the bank of 
river AbMbdt&n, he (AlAid&a) intentionally sent 
the boy to the tabooed river to fetch some water 
for him. Though the small boy reminded his father's 
friend of the taboo surrounding him and river 
AbMbdt&n, this reminder fell on Aldidda's deaf 
ears, for he insisted that Aklnldwfrn must go to 
the river and fetch water for him. The helpless 
small boy was therefore forced to go to the river 
where he got drowned instantly.

When A.ilfow6w6 and A.i ok§ returned from their 
journey, Al&id&a pretended and denied any knowledge 
of Aklnldwbn's whereabouts. Therefore, a search 
party was organized, and, after frantic efforts to 
get the boy, it was discovered that he had got 
drowned in the river Abddbdt&n and that it was 
Al&id&a who was behind the incident. After several 
efforts to recover this boy from the river goddessUNIV
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had failed, the priest of the water spirit asked 
all those who were present at the scene and who 
knew something about the happening to confess 
openly, hut AlMdha claimed that he was innocent.
At last, yfi-M&a1s mischievous ways were revealed.
He was therefore rewarded accordingly. He was 
made to become deaf and dumb by the river goddess 
for perpetrating such a mischievous act.

Looking at the play, one sees 6gCmm£l&,!s 
narrative techniques when he made Al&id&a to act 
as a backbiter to A,11fow6w$ who, we were told, 
was his close friend. One may also wonder why 
A.jlfow6w£ and A,1ok£ failed to take their son with 
them on their journey. Ogtmm&lh did this intentiona
lly to accomplish his aim. Meanwhile, bgCmm^lh's 
message is clear. * He is probably advising or warning 
people of the contemporary Nigerian society to be 
careful in their ways, especially in choosing friends, 
inferring that people of Alhid&a1s calibre are 
numerous in the society. This is in harmony with a 
modern day saying which states that Qr§ kd si ml>; 
k& w§ni b& rin 16 kd (There are no honest friends
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any more; those whom we now move with are mere 
associates.).

Ogftnm£l& seems to believe that hypocrisy 
is a devilish act which, according to TordbA 
traditional belief, attracts retributive justice.
In the play, therefore, Al&id&a was instantly 
punished for his mischievous deeds, while .
A,ilf.ow6w&, on t is other hand, was duly compen
sated and blessed for his open-mindedness, 
transparent honesty and unalloyed faith in man 
and God. A.jlfow6w$ was blessed with a male child 
and, as his name implies, he might also have been 
blessed with money. Al&id&a, in turn, was a 
peasant farmer who toiled day and night to make 
a living. In this play, we discover that Al&id&a 
himself was struggling to have children but, 
probably due to his waywardness and evil
machinations, he was not blessed with any.

'OghnmblA is probably warning or advising 
the people of his time and the future generations, 
particularly the Nigerian society, to be very careful
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and selective in choosing friends or associates 
as people of Al&id&a1 a calibre are numerous. In 
this case, the traditional Yordb§. people believe 
that, as there are good friends, had ones also 
abound, and this is why they often say, £>rf nl i 
pani, flrfe ni 1 la ni (It is friends who are often 
instrumental to one's fall, it is also friends who 
are instrumental to one's progress or well-being), 
Unfortunately, in "Ojfc la ri", Al&idha is a mis
chievous friend who proved himself to be an instru
ment of destruction against his friend (Ajlfow6w$) 
who loved and tixsted him immensely.

Furthermore, dgCinm$>l& depicted AlAid&a as a 
wolf in sheep's clothing and probably intends to 
warn his audience to steer clear of men and women 
of questionable character, since appearances are 
often deceptive. In the traditional past, 
however, this sort of behaviour was not common and 
the average person seemed to believe that he/she 
was his/her brother's keeper, and that 016ddmar6 
is a God of retributive justice. Consequently,
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the fear to behave in a way contrary to the people's 
ethical belief was not^as a rulejin the people's 
hearts. Unfortunately for the contemporary gene
ration, the reverse is the case.

There is a sharp contrast between the action 
of Abdbl"s friend and that of her husband's friend 
(Alhld&a). While AlAid&a proves to be a dishonest 
and treacherous friend, Ab$bl's friend behaves in 
a loving manner. She honestly advised her friend 
(Ab$bl) to discuss with Ajlfow6w$ how they would 
consult the Award Iwinmi for children. This they 
successfully did and they were later blessed with 
a male son, Aklnl&wfrn. The title, "Ojft la rî " is 
shortened from a Yordb& maxim which says, Ojfi la 
rl, dr$ d dfenft (Appearances are deceptive*, there 
may not be true affection beyond the surface.).
This implies that healthy or bright facial expre
ssions do not always depict true love or affection 
for one''s fellowiaan. Some people like Al&id&a of
this play often hide their true colours and « 

pretend to be good, whereas they later prove to be 
green snakes under the verdant lawn. Therefore, 
dgCmm§l§. is probably reminding the contemporary
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generation thqtt not all that glitters is gold, 
and that we should be extra careful in assessing 
people "s appearance since people like Al&idcia are 
numerous within eur society. This does not imply 
that trustworthy and honest people or friends do 
not exist. What the late K£l& <3gftnm$lA probably 
wishes to remind us of in "OJA la ri" is the fact 
that honest friends/people are very rare in our 
complex society. In the light of this, (3gCmm61& 
perhaps feels that one should love all but trust 
a few.

The plotting of this play and Ogftnm$l&"s 
narrative technique are adroit. He made Al&id&a 
to behave in a manner that would show him to the 
audience as a dishonest person while posing as 
a righteous man out-wardly. For instance, Al&id&a 
went secretly several times to the dwdro iwinmi 
(the priest of the water goddess) to backbite his 
friend, A,]Ifow6w$. At a point in time, he 
(AlAidda) advised the dwdrd__to make it impossibleUNIV
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for A,ilfow6w$ to get children. On the other hand, 
A.ilfow6w$ is made to display naivety as .he always 
deals honestly with his friend (Al&idAa) and puts 
all his trust inshi*. In the play, there are 
several occasions when A,jlfow6w$ discloses to and 
discusses, with his friend (Al&idAa) personal matters 
concerning Abdbl's barrenness. This is probably 
why, on one occasion, despite the fact that his , 
wife had continually warned him to desist from 
disclosing their personal secrets to Alhid&a,
A,jlf ow6w$ says to his freind, "Mo f$kan t&n 9 

t§n php$" (I wholeheartedly trust you).

It is pertinent to point out here the Tonlbi 
adage which says, "Iriri ni i k$ni l&k$$"
(Experience is the best teacher). Akinldw&n. though 
a young boy at the time of the incident^ seems to 
have got series of life experiences. He is able to 
recall into memory the sad events he had experienced 
in life. Sensing that he was in danger, Aklnldwbn 
starts to sing a song of fear and premonition.
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He recalls His experiences in life and probably 
commen&s His father's Honesty when he says,

B& d b§. ti kG.,
A 6 md. rihun rd,

6A0ifow$w$, baba mi khre o.

If we do not die prematurely,
We would Have series of experiences to relate, 
AjLifow6w|, my father, I commend you.

The second song sung by the water spirit is 
also significant. Here in this song, we.are
informed that Akinldwon Has been transformed and 
taken to the spirit realm due to the fact that 
the taboo surrounding His earthly existence Has 
been broken. This song is appropriately used 
Here as it moves everyone at the scene and the
affected men start to dance. In this play,
OgCmm^lh draws a sharp contrast between Ajlfowow§ 
and his friend Al&id&a, as we nave seen above.
A,jIfowbwd is an honest and simple-minded person 
while Alhid&a behaves mischievously and treache
rously. This contrast can be equally applied to
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our daily experiences between one set of friends 
and another in the contemporary situation.

iv. A.ife ki 1 gbfe (Well-earned money is never lost).

"Aj§ ki i gb§" is a title derived by K£lh 
flghnmM A  from another popular maxim which emanates
from a folktale among the Yordbd people. In "Aj§ '

wki i gb§, the fable of three robbers who robbed a 
prominent business woman (ty& alhwfi.ie) of her 
legitimately-earned money and ran away with the 
loot, is narrated. However, due to selfishness, the, 
robbers who could have shared their loot equally 
among themselves hatched a plan, secretly and indi
vidually, to eliminate each other so that the money 
would not be shared by the three men, but remain in 
the“possession of one of them. This plan materialised 
and the three robbers killed one another, leaving the
money behind. At last, ly& al&wft.ie. through the♦
assistance of some food vendors, traced the robbers 
to their hideout? and, fortunately for her, she 
recovered her money and became very happy.
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In this play, Og&nm$>lh emphasized the general 
Yordb&. conception that any legitimately acquired 
wealth will not elude its owner. If such wealth 
or property got lost or stolen, it is believed that 
the legitimate owner would recover it eventually.
This explains why iyS. al&whjg was so fortunate to 
recover her stolen money after SddbddA, Aldparfl and 
J&lfekdn-g had killed each other for selfish reasons.

Oghnmblci also looks at the havoc being perpe
trated by robbers and thieves in the contemporary 
society. He showed the nefarious activities of 
SddbMd, Aldpard' and J&l$kfln--$ when they deprived 
ly& al&wti.ie of her legitimately earned money, thereby 
leaving her to be impoverished. In the same vein, 
several people in our society have been afflicted 
withrnpoverty through the menace of armed robbers 
and their evil machinations. Apart from loss of 
properties, the lives of a great number of people 
in our society have been terminated by devilish armed 
gangsters. „

However, Oghnm^ld seriously stated that it is 
unfortunate to see that the majority of these
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gangsters are people popularly known within the 
society. Some of them even collude with, some had 
eggs among the law enforcement agents by making
friends with them in order to accomplish their 
nefarious aims. He also noted that several people 
who should expose the activities of these men of 
dubious character are very cowardly. This claim 
can be substantiated by the comments of the food-, 
sellers and those of Bdb& al5.wd,ig in the play when 
they say,

Bdbh Alfewft,1$: |lyin nhd m$ w$n,
iy& ol&ftnjf niyi

Iyh ol6frnjg: ■ nhwd, kd s§ni ti d md w$n
nililft yfll; awon gb&wiri!'

oowpea sellert You also know them very well.
This is Mdmh, the food vendor.

Women food vendorsi Yes, indeed, there is no
one in this town who does not 
know them, the thieves!

In this play, it is discovered that Sddbdd&. Aldpard 
and J&I^kdn-d were popularly known by people in the
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community as criminals but no one was bold enough 
to challenge these people and expose their dubious 
activities.

"Ajfe k± i gb§" also gives us some insight 
into some popular economic activities among the 
Yordbh. Here, ly& alhwftjg and Bdbd alhwfrje trade 
in cowpeas while the food vendors are busy selling 
in their canteen. Also, the palmwine seller 
features, prominently in this play. These trades 
are some of the popular business activities among 
the Yor&bh people, particularly in the urban centres.

The mention of Alhkftwfe in this play may make 
us believe that Oghnm$>l£i was recapitulating his

experience at '.the ti$e when the Europeans had just 
taken over the government of Nigeria. , and some 
indigenes within the Nigerian society were offered 
white collar jobs in government establishments and 
private industries. Aldk^wfe in this play would be 
someone who had been given western education and 
was working as a government official.
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Moreover, Ogfrnm^lh seems to hold, the view 
that responsible people in our society should, as 
much as possible, cMt their coats according to their 
cloth. He is probably of the opinion that, without 
contentment, some of the problems facing our genera
tion may not be solved. Jhldkdn-^, Al&pard and 
S&^bddd were anxious to get money at all cost and 
by all means, and were not contented with what could 
have been their shares out of the loot£ hence, they 
met their doom. We also discovei'ed that these three 
robbers spent the money they got through dubious 
means lavishly because they did not sweat before 
getting it. In contrast, Al&kQwq. who gut his money 
from a legitimate source, could not spend it lavi
shly for the fact that he sweated before he got it. 
In this case, OgCmm^lh was probably re-emphasizing 
a Tordbh proverb which states, 6dgdn ti a kd fow6 

se, £yin ddrd ni 1 gb6 (a medicine got free of 
charge is usually kept at the back of the hearth); 
that is, anything acquired without sweat will be 
carelessly used. Meanwhile, the play tends to warn 
against the illegitimate acquisition of wealth 
because such property may not last, and could bring
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calamity upon tlie possessor. The plot whereby 
1.Y& alhwhne pursued the robbers to their enclaves 
is not real to life. It is for the convenience of 
the plot of the play. In real life, such an action

may be very risky, and the robbers may even take 
the life of their pursuer. Anyone who lost his or 
her property to hardened criminals like Sddbddd, 
AldparO and J&ldkOn-^ in "Aj§ ki i £b§" would not 
be advised to take such a risky venture. On the 
contrary, such a victim may be advised to report 
the case to the police for redress. Therefore, 
it can be deduced from the play that K£ld dgCmm^M 
intentionally creates the plot for the convenience 
of the play’s message.

dg{mm§il§L' s plotting of and characterization 
in the play are adapt. Characters do not change 
drastically during the course of the drama and we 
see dgftnm̂ lS. as a skilful dramatist who brings 
everything to his audience as if they are in a real 
life situation. The play makes an interesting*
historical study ' . of the 1960s when the Nigerian
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economy was very buoyant. At that point in time, 
five shillings was enough to feed one or-two people 
satisfactorily at a time, whereas about twenty 
years after, one could not boast of feeding one
person satisfactorily with five naira. The play 
is true to the society and it portrays the happe
nings within it.

The play presents us with good people and 
charlatans as well, and also contrasts the educated 
elite with the traditional petty bourcjgjioS , class. 
Ogtmm^lh uses a good mixture of Yordbd dialects^ 
notable examples of which we have seen in the play. 
For instance, he made the palmwine seller to speak 
in ilh dialect to portray them as versatile and 
professional palmwine tappers in Yordb&land,.

The concluding song tells us of the Yordblk 
philosophical thought which states that well- 
earned money is never lost. The play, however, is 
a traditional fable which draws moral lessons -at 
the end.
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v. AgooremAgtkd (He-who-always-does-good-and- 
does-not-perform-cruel—acts).

This play narrates the story of a man in 
Yoriibh folklore, who was popularly known and 
acclaimed for his good deeds to every man and
woman that came his way, Agooremdsikd was
kind-hearted, honest, simple-minded, and was
loved by all and sundry. Unfortunately, howevet,
a man who pretended to be honest and responsible
came to Agooremasikd1 s hut carrying some'.loads,
which. Agooremagika thought belonged to his guest.
As usual, A^ooremhglkd did not hesitate to

accommodate his new. guest. But not quite long after
then, the owner of the stolen clothes which 

7A^oore1s guest brought inside the hut pursued the 
man and rounded him up in the hut.

The man was therefore accused of stealing,
but he denied any knowledge of the clothes found
in AgooremAgikS *'s hut. In the light of this

*
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development;, Agoorem&.gik& and his guest; were 
arraigned before the king of Aid town where they 
were charged with stealing. It should be recalled 
that Agoorem&gikd had earlier on assisted the 
Juba's prince in tracing his way back home after he 
(the prince) had got lost for several days. Fortu
nately for Agoorem&gikd, the prince who he had 
assisted was present when the theft case was brought 
before the Oba, although the prince was not able to 
recognize his helper at first.

Meanwhile.Agoore and his guest stated their 
cases before the king and his judicial council.,
each denying any knowledge of the clothes found in 
A go ore.1 s hut. But luck was on Asoore1 s side when 
those people he had assisted in one form or the 
other and those who knew him to be a good, honest 
and kind-hearted man were able to recognize him, 
gave reminiscences of his past good deeds to people 
and strongly defended him. They informed the king 
that Ago ore was a man of probity and transparent 
honesty and that tt could not be he who stole 
the clothes. They brought back into memory how 
Agoore usually helped people and assisted them when
necessary.
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At last, AsooremS-sikd was identified by the 
prince of Aid to be the old man who helped him to 
trace his way back home/some time past. Therefore, 
Asooremhgikd was discharged and acquitted and was 
compensated with plenty of money, houses and other 
valuable goods for his past deeds and generosity 
to people. On the other hand, Asooremasika1s 
guest was declared guilty of stealing and was 
consequently convicted. In this play, Asooremasika. 
is being presented as an honest man who always 
does good without grudge. This behaviour*'has been 
part of him to the extent that he may not think 
that he could get into such a horrible experience 
in his life.

People of Agooremhgikd1s calibre are now very 
rare, if they exist at all. Asooremhgika is so 
generous, kind-hearted and philanthropic to the 
extent that he is nicknamed Agoore—bl—enl—g6 (one 
who performs good deeds as if one is foolish).
The play, therefore, tends to emphasize the Y^rdbd 
belief which states that anyone who sows evil
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would reap the same, no matter how long this 
might take to come. It shows hypocrisy and the way 
one should view it. It convinces one that, those 
who behave well and do good to others would always 
be compensated with the good things of life, what
ever suffering they might come across for doing 
good to their fellow human beings. It is realized 
that, despite his generosity and kind-heartedness, 
Asoorem&sikd suffered from an undeserved punishmeht 
when he was falsely accused of stealing. However:, 
he was finally declared innocent, was released euad 
was equally compensated for his past good deeds, 
generosity and kind-heartedness while, on the other 
hand, his purported'guest was punished for his 
dubious acts. This corroborates a Yortibh adage 
which states, 01666t6 $r$ ki 1 l§nl, gdgbfrn k6 

nl 1 sdn nlx>6 ik£ l&fel&.§ (A honest person does not
a

have mats - that is, properties but will certainly 
not sleep in the precincts of the wicked). In 
this case, OghnmblA is emphasizing the YordbA-belief 
which states that good deeds pay, no matter the
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amount of problems one may encounter in the 
process of doing them.

Agooremhglkd was singled out among many

people within his community as a saint in human 
flesh. There are various instances where this can 
be proved. For example, Asoore called back the 
woman who sells dgidi ($kp) and declared that she 
had overpaid him and therefore returned the excess 
money paid to him by the woman. He also gave back 
to the woman her shawl which she had forgotten 
earlier on in his hut. Moreover, AsooremS.gik& was 
in the habit of entertaining people who passed by 
his tent with either food or other things he had. 
We were told in this play that he offered kolanut 
to Elfebdfttfe, among others, and also entertained 
the prince of Aid with dgidl and soup. He was 
indeed very generous to all those that passed 
through his farm or who came to visit him in his 
hut. This is in harmony with the Yordbd custom 
and practice whereby strangers are well received 
and taken care of, no matter how distant the 
stranger/visitor may be as regards relationship.
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Unfortunately, however^ this custom is declining 
owing to some reasons similar in nature to what 
we experience in AgooremS.gika.1 s story. Neverthe
less, dgCmm^lh was probably of the conviction 
that,if people of the contemporary age could 
emulate Asoorem&gika in behaviour, the society 
could become more peaceful and harmonious.

dgtmm£>lh therefore seems to emphasize the 
necessity to do good, and submitted that those 
who are wicked would reap the fruits of their 
wickedness while those who do good would receive 
good in return. This is deduced from one of his 
concluding songs which says.

Bi o b& sere
Wa jdrS ire
Bi o bh sdkd 

- Wd jdra ikd8.

If you do good
You will reap good
If you do evil,
You will surely reap evil in return.
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Asooremfeglkd was therefore depicted as an 
embodiment of good comportment, hence,he was 
rewarded accordingly. Evidence of such reward is 
got from the song which was sung by the king and 
which runs thus:

0w6 niyi 
Mo ftin p gbfe 
Aso wdnyi o 
Tip ni.

life olbkfe tfe h wd ypn,
Lfetdni lo,

qTip ni......

Here is money
I offer it to you as a gift.
Those clothes 
Become yours•
The storey building you are looking 
at in front of you,

From today on,
Is yours.....  *
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It is pertinent to note that, from the beginning 
of the play, OgunmblSi had started to sound a note 
of warning to people of his period. He reminded 
his audience of the Yordbh traditional belief in 
re—incarnation or life after death and the concep- 
tion that, when everyone leaves this mortal world 
for the world beyond, one would account for whatever 
one does on earth as soon as one gets to the mythi
cal gate of heaven where a gateman has been stationed 
to query anyone who will be crossing to the worldt

of the spirits. Consequently, frgCinmblh keeps 
repeating the significance of doing good in the folk 
song which says,

¥ mh sSkd l&yfe,
Tori a 6 r$run,
¥ m& gdkd lhyfe o d
Tori a b r$run.
Bh a bh dfe bodd
A 6 roj$>^UNIV
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Do no evil on earth
Because we shall all go to heaven.
Do no evil on earth (I say),
Because we shall go to heaven.
When we reach the gate of heaven, t
We shall account for our deeds.

The seriousness with which Ogtmin^lh had this 
folk-song sung and the number of times he repeated it 
in this play showed that he was keen to stress his 
warning. It should be noted, however, that this song 
is sxing seven times. It is the present writer's view 
that the number 'seven' here is very significant and 
symbolic.

Firstly, this connotes seriousness. Whenever
the Yorilbh people repeat a statement, it connotes 
that they want the person who is being addressed to 
take the matter with deep concern. This is why a 
Yordbk adage says, Koko Id k rhnfh aditi (Statements
directed to a deaf man are constantly repeated^UNIV
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Secondly, the number "seven" is occasionally 
used among the traditional Yordbh people to remind 
themselves of their common root and in connection 
with some common festivals and annual celebrations 
among them. According to Claudia Zaslavsky (1973):

The number seven occurs in connection 
with the seven-day harvest festival and with 
the Egungun celebration, which is dedicated 
to departed ancestors and observed with 
great homecoming festivals. One version 
of the creation myth refers to the seven 
grand-children of Odilduwd, who subsequently 
became the rulers of the Yordbh and Benin 
pteople.

The number "seven" here probably tries to remind 
the people that they originated from the same

a
source. Therefore, they should learn how to be 
their brother's keeper and be kind-hearted to 
one another. Also, the number "seven" is ofJen
repeated in connection with the rituals concerning 
the departed ancestors. The traditional Yordb§. 
people believe that the dead ancestors must be
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venerated in order to seek for their favour.
Therefore, whenever an aged person dies, .the ritual
ceremony is usually finalized on the seventh day or̂  
occasionally, on the seventeenth day. During the 
seven days, the traditional lamp with seven holes 
is lit. In a nutshell, the number "seven" here 
reminds the Yordbfii people of their primordial 
relationship with Oddduwd who is generally believed 
to be the progenitor of the Yordb&. race, and also 
in connection with their ancestors.

In this play, therefore, OgfmmfrlS. probably had 
the song sung seven times to tell his audience that 
they should not frown at this warning but take it 
with all seriousness. He may be of the opinion that, 
if people of our contemporary period (particularly 
the Yonlbd) could see themselves as one entity that 
evQlved from the same stock and origin, they would 
not hesitate to be their brother's keeper. This 
lesson would also be of great benefit to people of

the present Nigerian society, particularly the "Yordbh
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race which seems to be gradually losing its 
cultural identity. If this warning could be
heeded, our contemporary Nigerian society would 
perhaps achieve more rapid progress and perhaps 
foster development in the various sectors of the 
shattered economy, and our cultural heritage would 
perhaps be more speedily revived.

Meanwhile, it needs to be pointed out that , 
Asooremhgika was at first declared guilty by the 
king but the timely intervention of people he had 
earlier on helped one way or the other saved him 
from this predicament. Without this, Asoorem&sikd 
could have paid dearly for a matter which he knew 
nothing about. This explains why a Yordbd proverb 
says, Orl yfeye ni Mdgftn. tdisd 16 pb (out of the 
several heads found at Mbgfrn, the innocent ones 
are the more numerous). This implies that not all 
those who are usually condemned for one offence 
or the other are always guilty of these offences. 
The YordbS. people are sometimes of the view that 
luck may sometimes run against some innocent souls 
and thereby they suffer for offences they did not
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commit. However, they are of the conviction that 
to die a glorious death is more rewarding than 
becoming a nuisance in the society. They also 
believe that there is abundant reward for people 
who die a noble death in the world beyond.
Although some people within the Yordbh sub-groups 
sometimes say, Oorfe nlwdn; bi oore bh pb lApb.jd 
a dibi (Kindness should be in due measure; if it
exceeds certain limits, it often brings evil.).
That is, one needs to restrain oneself from too 
much kindness because people might thereafter repay 
one adversely.

On the other hand, Oghnm&lS. in this play seems 
to correct the above notion by using Asooremdsikd 
as an embodiment of good comportment and righteous
ness. Like many other Yordbh people, he was probably 
convinced that anyone who sows good would reap good 
and those who are adept evil-doers would be rewarded 
accordingly. This is why, in his concluding gong, 
he says,

Bi o b& sere
WAS. jdrd ire.
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B1 o b& ^dkd 
Wdh jdrd ±kd. 15 

If you do good,
You will be rewarded with goodness,
And if you do evil,
You will be rewarded with evil.

OgfrnrnM  ft therefore seems to call the attention of , 
his audience and the Yordb& people in general to
witness the aftermath of the honesty and* j 

righteousness of Asooremhsikd and thereafter <advises 
his audience -to emulate Asoorem&gika' s good example.

The plot inMA§0QremS.?ik3,, whereby t)gdnm&l& 
manipulated his dramatic expertise to bring in the 
prince of Aid who had been earlier on assisted by 
Asoorfem&gikd is very significant. Asooremhsikd should 
have suffered for his kind-heartedness and this 
incident might have discouraged other people from 
doing good; but t)gtinm&la showed that a righteous man 
will be rewarded, no matter what problems he might 
encounter in the process of performing good acts.
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The play, as we can deduce, frowns at hypocrisy 
in all its forms Although Asoorem&s\k& suffered

to some extent; we discover that justice was later
\restored. In his dramatic technique, Oghnm^lh 

probably shows us that man must be persecuted in 
his bid to do good, but truth would prevail at last. 
The play starts casually like an ordinary moment in 
life and there is consistency all through the drama.

vi. Srft ydt$ sfrmp (Betwixt slave and son, there’s 
a difference.)

”?r(i ydtd s£>m9” ' retells a lordbh popular 
folktale which narrates the story of a slave (Idh) 
who was being treated like a free-born child by his 
master but revealed his true identity through his 
actions and behaviour. The behaviour of id& did 
not resemble that of a free-born child for he always 
misbehaved and acted contrary to the expectations of
his master.
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One day, idfe was taken out to a feast by bis 
master, and was introduced to people as a son of 
his master. But despite all the humane treatment 
he was given at the feast, Id£ revealed his 
identity as a slave. After he had been offered a 
good and delicious food and treated like a respon
sible man, Id& left the gathering secretly and went 
to a nearby dunghill and started to eat peels of 
yam and remnants of food. When IdA's master saw 
what happened and people started to wonder why 
I his son, had behaved in such a shameful 
manner, the master instantly declared that jd& 
was not his son but a slave, and that he (the 
master) just wanted to make IdS. a free-born child. 
Through his actions, id§ had disclosed his identity, 
and this has given rise to a Yordbd adage which 
says, id& ni y&fe pe ara rd lferft (It is Id& who will 
disclose his identity as a slave.).

Similarly, in "§rh ydtd s6mo" Afpl&bl is 
presented before the audience as a slave to * 
D&wbdd. like several kind-hearted people who 
possess humanitarian feeling and abhor slavery in
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one form or the other, Anlylk6y6 persuades his 
friend.,, D§.w6dd, to release or re-sell Afol&bl 
to him so as to free him (Afol&bl) from slavery 
and give him the opportunity to become a free man. 
He even wanted to make him his adopted child.
Though Ddw&dd agrees and releases the man 
CAfpldbi) to Anlyik&yfe, he reminds his friend of 
the Yordb& maxim which says that there is nothing 
one could do to prevent a slave or an illegitimate 
child from disclosing his or her identity.

Anlyikdyb bought Afbl&bl from his friend, 
took him home and introduced him to members of his 
family and household as one of his brothers who 
had left home some years past, and who had just 
arrived from a journey. It may be recalled that, 
before then, Anlyik&yfe had secretly warned Afpldbi 
bo behave well so as not to reveal the secret of 
his former status or identity.

Unfortunately, however, despite all the 
humane treatment and due regard accorded him,- 
Alfllibl behaves exactly like ld& of the folkloric
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fable. He went to the kitchen and started to eat 
peels of yam and food remnants. Unfortunately for 
him, this led to a situation whereby his new 
'master' became disappointed and reveals that Afpl&bl 
is not his brother but a slave. Thereafter,
Anly-tkhyb could not restrain his annoyance and
consequently took Afplhbl back to JD&w6dil, his 
former master. Having warned his friend earlier, 
Dhw&dd upholds the Yoruba philosophical thought 
which stipulates that there is no favour or oppor
tunity you could give to a slave that would change 
his or her behaviour as a slave.

In this play, the hospitality and human!ta- 
rianism of the Yonlbh people are re-emphasized.
This is reflected in Anlyikhyfe's plea to his friend, 
when, out of humanitarian feelings, he decides to 
free Afpl&bl from slavery and bondage. In the

original fable^of course, Id& was not bought from 
another master like Afol&bi but was taken out by 
his master to a feast where he went to a nearby 
dunghill to feed on peels of yams, despite the
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fact thatjie had been offered enough food by the 
celebrant. We may also note that the name of Id&'s 
master is not mentioned in the folktale while the master, 
is named in K$l& OgCmm$l&'s play, ydt$ s^m?". This
divergence between an original work and an adaptation is 
often experienced in dram$ where the dramatist tries to 
adapt and create his own characters to suit his production 

We are made to realize that Afplabi could not 
adapt himself to the new situation in Anlyikaye's 
house. He weems to remain conservative, and, hence, 
kep$ on in perpetual slavery. Therefore, the play 
seems to show us that one can only attain full freedom 
from the cages that entrap one if one could change 
from the conservative and shameful ways of life 
and adapt to prevailing progressive conditions.
The play also seems to uphold the Tordb& maxim 
which states that "Charity begins at homej* for 
one's action or behaviour would disclose one's true 
identity or from what root one originates.
6gunm(>l& was probably of the opinion that one has 
to move with the times. Afplabi failed to modify
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his old ways of life and adapt to changes; hence, 
he became an object of ridicule. Therefore, in this 
play, the significance of humanitarianism and the 
need to adapt to socio-cultural changes through time 
haV^been emphasized. We have also realized that 
one should try to free oneself from all self- 
imposed bondage if one wants to live happily and 
peacefully within the society.

Unfortunately, however, Ogunmbld's position 
in this drama seems somewhat one-sided. Anlyik£y§ 
should have given AffrlSbl a second chance and see 
if he would continue to behave abnormally. What 
happened to Afpldbl here may also happen to any 
freeborn child. In this wise, a freeborn child 
may be given ample chance to correct himself or 
herself, but, in Afol&bl1s case, he was not given 
adequate opportunity to correct his abnormality 
before a final judgement was passed on him. This, 
therefore, contradicts the Iordb& popular adage 
which says, Bi a se bfrft la bbmo (Both a slave and 
a freeborn child are born the same way.). It 
appears that this play does not show a proper concept
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of social change by making Afol&bl to behave like 
Idh in the Yordbh folktale. Nevertheless, it is 
possible that Ogtmm^li might have wanted everyone 
who may be under one type of bondage or the other 
to strive hard and free himself/herself in as much 
as all forms of bondage are not natural but self- 
imposed.

The concluding song re-echoes and re-empha
sizes the Yordbh philosophical saying which states 
that a slave will always behave in a manner that 
will instantly reveal his or her identity.’ If we 
look at the YordbA adage which says,"bl a se b&rfi. 
la bbmp" (Both a slave and a legitimate child are 
born the same way),'one may ponder why these two 
YordbS. adages are in conflict. Anyway, we may be 
of the conviction that,if Afpl&bl who, as we have 
seen in the play, is given a second chance, he would 
perhaps have changed from his old ways of life.

$
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vii. Qlfor^n 16 me.ibO d& (God. is the equitable Judge).
The above caption emanates from a YomlbS. maxim 

which states that God is the only Being capable of 
discovering the truth and of judging rightly. In 
this play, it seems that dgftnm^lh had been partly 
influenced by his faith in the Christian religion 
and partly by his experience in his people's culture. 
He presented before his audience a messenger of God 
dressed in the fashion of a Christian clergyman and 
preaching in the manner of the orthodox priests. 
Nonetheless,"’ » "Ql^run 16 mqj(>$ 16" is an adapta
tion from a popular Yonibh folktale which states 
that man's judgement can sometimes be faulty and 
that God is the only omniscient Being who knows all 
hidden secrets and could expose all human thoughts 
or hidden acts. Consequently, the traditional 
Yordbh people firmly believe that only 016dtimard. 
who is omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent can 
judge rightly and impartially.

In the above play, dg£mm£>lh presents a topical 
Yordbk community with an Oba (King) who commands 
respect and honour from his subjects. The Qba
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(King) was at the helm of affairs and whatever he 
said or did was believed to be perfect and right.
As stated above, dghnm^ld's Christian religious 
experience has influenced him to create a character 
in person of the man of God (a Christian preacher) 
who went to the Qba1s palace to pay homage to the 
traditional Head of the community before he embarked 
on his preaching business among the people. This, 
practice is significant in Yordb& culture for, as 
soon as any visitor enters a town, village.or hamlet, 
he/she must first visit the king in his palace and 
pay necessary homage. It should be emphasized that, 
in the earlier time§, no visitor was accomodated 
by the people unless he/she first presented himself/ 
herself before the Qba (king), head of the town or 
community. Even at present, important visitors 
(whether military officers or civilians) who enter 
a town or village have to pay homage to the tradi
tional ruler of the community before they proceed 
to other places. +
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After lie had paid homage to the £ba, the 
evangelist in hhis play introduces himself and 
narrates his mission to the king and the community 
in general. According to him, he is to offer prayers 
of blessing and peace to the .oba and his people 
both in the early mornings and in the evenings.
The pba approves this after due consultation with 
his council of chiefs, and the evangelist prays 
for those who - were present at the scene. It 
should be noted, however, that the evangelist refuses 
the pba1s gift, claiming that it is forbidden to 
take gifts for rendering God's service. This is
probably a reflection of the Christian doctrine

\

which stipulates that the knowledge from God is 
given free and that one should give it out to people 
free of charge. However, one may wonder whether 
th^s doctrine is still being strictly followed by the 
modern day evangelists and preachers or not.

Before the departure of the evangelist from the 
pba1 s palace, a dramatic event took place. A* 
butcher followed by a womancPmes to lodge a complaint 
to the pba. As the traditional head of the community
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whose words were final, the butcher put his case 
before the king, accusing the woman that her dog 
has lifted and eatai a piece of meat from his tray. 
Giving his judgement, the oba mandates the woman 
who owned the dog to tell her dog to pay for the 
piece of meat. To this judgement, the oba's ,
council of chiefs and the people who were at the 'e0ene.(
hailed the oba and proclaimed that he had judged 
rightly and that no one could be so wise like 
their oba.

In harmony with a Yordbd maxim which- says 
"dlejd ki 1 gdbfeferfe11 (a stranger should not be 
too forward), the evangelist asked whether it 
was acceptable within the community to speak the 
truth and that he would like to say a word if he 
was permitted to do so. The oba willingly permitted 
the "man of God" who, through his pronouncement, 
disagreed with the people's notion that the pba 
was impartial in his judgement and claimed that
God is the only equitable Judge. According 
to the evangelist's claim, man may not always be
competent to judge rightly and impartially without 
necessary inspiration from God. This is perhaps, 
why the pba (king) in "Ql^run 1£ mpjp£> d&" is
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incapable of judging rightly the case which is 
put before him by the "man of God".

Moreover, dg&nm£l& in this play was probably 
of the opinion that, although dignified honour 
and respect should be accorded the traditional 
rulers, the Almighty God deserves the highest, 
honour and reverence. In the final analysis, he 
maintained that God is the only impartial Judge.
To substantiate his claim, 6gtinm$l& concluded the 
play with the song.

Oluwa 16 m§j6£ d&,
Kd l^nikeji
Onid&j£ dgbd

14-Jdre d&j$> mi re e e.
Only God is the equitable Judge
He has no equal.
The great Judge,
Please, judge my case rightly.

As stated above , the play is an adaptation of a 
popular Yortibh folktale masked in a proto—religious 
Christian garb, dgiinmplh's Christian influence 
probably necessitated the bringing in of the
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'Christian' visitor in the plot. However, the 
incident which pccurredat the bank of the stream, 
as witnessed and narrated by the king's'messenger, 
can be likened to Iyh Alhwtije's episode in "Aj§ 
ki i gbb". In "yi^run 16 mej66 dkf the king 
pronounced a judgement which was hailed by his 
subjects, and, therefore, these people rose up to 
say that only their king was an equitable judge.
On the contrary, the 'Christian visitor" disagreed 
with the people's view and verdict, and announced 
that God is the only equitable judge. To -back up 
his submission, he advised the king to send one of 
his messengers out, and that he (the messenger)
should later come back to relate his experience 
before the people. This was done, and, in the 
evening of the same day, the king's messenger came 
with the news of* what he had seen and witnessed.
. According to the messenger, a man with a huge 

amount of money came to a certain stream to bath 
himself but forgot the money when he was leaving. 
Another man who was said to be a lunatic came "and 
scattered the money all over the place to the extent
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that some fell into the stream while some fell 
into the surrounding bush. Later, a woman came, 
saw a part of the money in the bag and quickly
carried it away, without bothering to pick those 
that were scattered. Then came a blind man who
washed his feet in the stream but could not see 
the money which was scattered all over. At last, 
the owner of the money came back but could not 
find his money except the few coins which were ' 
scattered all over. He therefore challenged the 
blind man whom he met beside the stream. ■ In this 
encounter, the blind man was beaten to death for 
an offence which he did not commit.

The man of God thereafter asked the king to 
judge the case; and, in his judgement, the king 
was unable to identify the innocent from the guilty 
one. At this juncture, the 'Christian visitor
corrected the people's impression that any human 
being could be as perfect as God. He made it known 
that the woman who carried the money away was the 
rightful owner for the fact that the man who^forgot
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A scene in "Qlbrun lb mejbb d&". 'Man of God' 
(left), the king (middle) and bhe king's messenger 
played by Kbld bgunmbld (right).
Photo by courte.i of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan, Photographic 
Division, 1968.
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the money at the back of the stream had earlier 
duped the father of the woman and that the amount 
of money :left ir the bag which the woman carried

was the exact amount he took from the ’woman's 
father. This reminds us of the incident that 
took place in- "Aj§ ki i gb§" when I yd Aldwtjj^ 
recovered her legitimately earned money from the 
bandits (see page

Moreover, it seems that Ogunmbld was warning
the people of his time and the future Nigerian
society to be very careful in adjudicating cases,
in as much as no one can claim competence in making
impartial judgement. This can be corroborated with
the Biblical injunction which says, "Judge not, that

15you be not judged*!' fie should remind ourselves
that not all the people who are oeing convicted 
for one crime or the other today are guilty of 
the offence for which they are convicted. As we 
said earlier in this dissertation, this confirms 
the submission that human beings only make efforts 
at achieving equity;their judgements are often 
faulty and partial. In this case, bgtinjn&l& was
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* probably reiterating that human wisdom without
inspiration from God is incomplete. It seems that 
he was trying to point out that the present-day 
judge should seelc for God's inspiration and 
guidance in dealing with cases that are brought 
before them.

The plot is superb. OghnmolS. brought before 
his audience a society which is purely a tradi
tional YordbS. one in which an pba featured promi
nently. Influenced by his Christian experience, 
he introduced a 'cnristian'visitor' and made him 
to parade himself as an eYangelist. To correct 
the erroneous opinion of the people that their 
Qba was most supreme and wise, he created a folktale 
which narrated a complex problem, and which the 
wisdom of an earthly king could not solve. At 
last, the Christian evangelist proved his claim that 
only God is the equitable judge when he provided the 
answer to the 'riddle'. The play is an ethical 
fable which narrates complex events which need"to 
be handled with utmost care and caution. The king 
couM not adjudicate rightly because of the
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Another scene in "Qlbrun l6 m$;j6$ d&." . 'Man of 
God' (left), the king (middle, King's messenger, 
plashed by Kblh. 6gunm£>la (right).
Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic Division, 
1968.
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imperfection of his human nature. The 'man of
c i)ijiW  t o  1a\iOX\

God* on the other hand, w suitable to discover the 
secret behind the whole episode which took place 
at the riverside because he was probably delivering 
his message through inspiration or spiritual 
guidance.

The concluding song re-affirms the Xordb&. 
conviction that only the Supreme Being is capable 
of judging impartially. It is a traditional song 
which is sung in a Pentecostal church style. 
Finally, one may01* /that the play has features 
of the folktale, especially if one looks criti
cally at the series of incident at the riverside 
as witnessed and narrated by the oba1s messenger.
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viii. Bplfrrun 6 pan! pba kan 6 16 pan!
(Kings wield power; God's is the Supreme 
Powers

Like what he did in other folkloric plays, 
the late K$>1&. 6gfcnm£lh also adapted the Tor\lb& 
popular folktale, "B^l^run 6 pani, pba kan 6'Id 
panî '. to show the omnipotence and almightiness 
of God. In this play, dg£uim$lh reasserts that 
only God could save or protect mankind from all 
problems and dangers of life.

This folktale narrates the ordeal faced by a 
man called Bplbrun-d-pani^ pba-kan-6-ld-pani 
because of the unique and symbolic name he bears. 
Literally, this name implies that, without the 
consent of God, no king has the power to destroy 
or get a person killed. Meanwhile, the king of the 
town and his subjects felt disturbed and thought 
that, for this man to continue bearing such an 
appelation was a piece of insolence to the king 
and his chiefs in general. Therefore, the k^ng 
was sad and thereafter thougbfof plans to exter
minate Bplbrun—6-pani f's life for bearing such an
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"insolent" name with self-assurance.
The king therefore sent for BO16run-6-pani

and gave him a gold ring for safe-keeping.
However, he warned that^if BQ16run-6-pani failed 
to produce the ring on demand on a future date, 
he would be killed. BQlfrrun-d-pani in turn 
promised to keep the king's ring safely and left 
for his house. Immediately he got home, he called 
his wife and narrated what the king said to her. 
Consequently, they both kept the ring under their 
clothes in a box.

Not quite long afterwards, the king secretly 
sent for JBQ1 frrun-d-pani1s wife, enticed her with a 
huge amount of money and asked her to return the 
ring which he (the king) gave to her husband. He 
also promised her additionalv^«n4& as soon as she 
brought the ring to him. Seeing the fabulous 
amount of money she was offered, BQ16run-d—panj1s 
wife accepted to betray her husband and destiny 
him completely. She therefore took the ring without 
her husband's knowledge and gave it back to the 
king. After getting back his ring, the king threw
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it into the deepest part of a stream so that it 
would not be found by anyone. On the third day, 
however, the king sent for BQ16run-6-pani and 
demanded for his gold ring. BQl£>run-d-pani got 
back home, called his wife and searched for the 
king's ring, and, to B016run-6-pani1s surprise, 
the ring was nowhere to be found.

Having known his fate, B@16run-6-pani was not 
moved but prepared to die for breaking his agreement 
with the king. Meanwhile, he decided to take his 
last meal before finally leaving the world. He 
therefore bought three pieces of fish v/hich he meant 
to eat for his last meal. Fortunately for him, when 
he cut the fish, he found the king's ring in one 
of them.

BQ16run-d-pani returned the ring to the king 
wuo was dumb-founded and thereafter accepted the 
moral hidden in BOlbrur-d-pani's name. Finally, 
the king and his subjects, especially those who had 
conspired against this man, unreservedly accented 
the moral truth that only God can protect man, and
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th^t, without God's consent or approval, no mortal 
being could harm his or her neighbour. • The play 
therefore ends with the Qba and his subjects admi
tting that only Godt is capable of saving man from 
all mischief, as evidenced in their concluding song 
which says,

L6d6t£, Bpl^run d pani,
Qbd kan 6 Id pani
BQlprun d pani 
Qba kan 6 Id pani.

iydnjCi ni mo gbd 
Qlbrun 16 le mhldi wh 
BQlbrun d pani,
Qba kan 8 Id pani.^

Truly, if God does not kill a person,
Ho king can kill him/her,
If God does not kill a person,
No king can kill him/her,
I gave advice, «*
Only God can pass true judgement.
If God does not kill a person,
No king can kill him/her.
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The basic story in the above play has also been 
rendered in song by a renowned musician, the late 
K6l&ni Yusuf and his S&kArA group in the early 
1960s (that is, about thirty years ago ). In 
his readition, Kilhnl entirely condemned the women 
folk for what he termed as their waywardness and 
dishonesty. From the outset, he warned that men 
should never reveal their secrets to women. Thus 
he says,

Obinrin 6 ge § finu h&n,
$ni t6 bh find hdn w$>n,
R$run...^

It is risky to reveal secrets to women,
And anyone who does so,
May; automatically be destroyed.

•’hat prompted Kdl&nl to make the above pronouncement 
is explained later in the song. We are told that 
BC16.run-d—pani and his wife had been living 
peacefully together for a great number of yeSrs 
before the ugly incident happened. Although they 
were poor people, Kdlhnl was of the opinion that
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BQlfrrun-6-pani's wife should have refused to be 
lured into such a horrible temptation and could 
have rejected evil machinations against a husband 
who loved her so dearly•

The folktale in this play is rendered in 
song in its entirety with minor variations. For 
instance, the song speaks of B§lfrrun-6-pani as a 
professional fisherman. We are told that he 
caught the three fish inside which he found the' 
king's ring by himself. Meanwhile, Ogunm^lh 
probably thought that one does not necessarily 
become a fisherman before one, could get fishes.
He therefore provided those three fish for 
B01brun-6-pani through a fish-seller.

Apart from this, OgCinm^ld in his play 
also points to the evil machinations usually

. perpetrated by some women in our society. He 
narrates how women had sometimes been used as 
instruments of woe through time. To lend 
Credence to this assertion, one may refer to a 
warning from an Ifft poem in which it is stated 
that people should never put their trust in
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women because they are treacherous and mischievous.
In "BQl&run-d-pani-oba-kan-d-le-paniy 

BQl&run-d-pani1s wife is presented as a mischievous 
woman who has no affection for her husband, as 
already proved by her actions when she submitted 
herself to be used as an instrument for her husband's 
destruction. Frcm this experience, one could see

how women are sometimes enticed by money to engage 
themselves in mischievous acts.

Another example worth citing is that "of 
01b,j6Agb6dfr, the wife of death in Ifd corpus, who, 
because of an exorbitant sum of money offered to 
herv agreed to reveal what are taboos to her 
husband, and thereby causing his instant death.
This is why this Odd warns:

Obinrin l$ddl$,
Obinrin 13k§.
E&dy&n 6 m$ find h&n fbbinrin....^
Women are hypocrites,
Women are traitors,
One should never reveal his secrets to women....
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Inthis folkloric play, BOlbrun-b-pani-pba- 
kan-6-ld-pani trusted in, and revealed his secrets 
to his wife; consequently, this woman betrayed him and 

partookf/^pians for his death. B016run-6-pani would 
have been murdered by the king without any just 
cause if he had perhaps not been protected ahd saved 
by God in such a benevolent manner. However, one 
may deduce that it is Oghnm^lh's experience of the 
avaricious instincts in women which has probably made 
him portray many of them, in most of his .plays, as 
wicked, devilish and mischievous in character. It 
is unfortunate to note that Oghnmbld seems to play 
down the brighter image of women in his plays, but 
we should recollect that he had earlier pointed out 
in "Qgb$n ju aghdra" that the dedication, patriotism 
and wisdom of the princess from Onlkan-un excelled 
those of her male counterparts in the town. He
remarks the role played by this woman who selflessly 
fought to redeem her people from a perpetual bondage 
under the town of 016dyd.

As we have pointed out in some of the other plays 
the Yordbh institution of obaship is very significant.
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A scene in BQl^run 0. paoii , ipba kan 6 1£ pani where 
the king, pxayeu o.y K61a OgUnmoih (left), gave 
£* :;.6run-6-pani l!s wife, played by T&yd bgunmblh 
(right), a bag containing money so that she*could 
betray her husband.
Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic 
Division, 1968.UNIV
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The omnipotence and omniscience of God is also 
re-emphasized. We are also made to believe that 
one must not equate God with any other power, 
whether mundane or spiritual.

One may be misled to ask why B^l&run-d-pani 
had to call his wife to show her the oba's ring 
and let her know where the king's ring is kept. 
6gCmm6l£i might have used this technique to show the 
social interaction that should naturally exist 
between a couple, and, as marriage is one of the 
primordial social institutions^the interactions 
between a man and his spouse are meant to be very 
cordial and devoid of suspicion . However, mischief 
of this sort is not perpetrated by women only. 
Experience has shown in our society that some men 
also have betrayed their wives and intentionally 
planned for their downfall.

The concluding song here also reiterates and 
re-emphasizes that man can only make human efforts; 
God is above everyone. This song is therefore sung
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in a folktale style probably to remind the 
audience and everyone in general of their 
limitations and to warn them not to overrate 
their wisdom.

ix. jisd 6d4r£ (The'Sevilish ihdD

Apparently, this play is adapted from the 
Biblical story of Satan, the devil in the Book of

,20 sIsaiah. But be that as it may, the Yordb§. Bgu
cannot be legitimately equated with the Christian

p o s s 'lt 'tttfe j

satan*, however, ve cannot rule out the y' that 
Ughnm^l&'s Christian experience is reflected in 
the play.

The play starts with what seems like the 
Biblical folk narrative, which points to the way in 
which or the reason why Satan the devil was cast
down from heaven into the world of men. Ggunm^lA 
then adapted this story and fused it with the 
popular Yonlb& folktale where £si\ Qddrd (one oX 
the Yordbh malevolent divinities) started to cause 
confusion and mischief among humanfolk*
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Meanwhile, it is pertinent to briefly 
discuss some ambiguities or misconceptions that 
often arise as regards the interpretation being 
given to jjlgd in Yordb& mythology and the Satan 
of Biblical narrative. It should be recalled 
that the early translators of the Yordbh Bible, 
out of their ignorance of YonlbSx ciilttfre and' their 
bias against the indigenous religion, had: in their 
interpretation^equated Satan of the Bible with ' 
|!jrd, one of the primordial divinities in Yordbh 
religious belief. Meanwhile, this notion has 
been proved wrong by renowned scholars in Yordbh

pitraditional religion and theology. •
According to some of these scholars, Esd can 

be likened to a Public Relations Officer or to the 
modern day police force. Jacob K. Oluponna (1985)
even refers to Bgd as "the divine policemen and
* 22the messenger of the gods". in Yordbh mythology^ 
Egd acts as arbiter between man and the spirits.
Whenever there is any misunderstanding or animo
sity between man and the spirits (whether malevolent 
or benevolent spirits), &sd keeps peace and
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maintains security if the human being involved 
could offer prescribed sacrifices to the divinity 
or spirit whose wrath had been incurred. On 
the other hand, if a person proves headstrong 
or stubborn to the dictates and prescriptions of 
the diviner, and does not offer the sacrifice 
prescribed, he/she may invite the wrath of iisd 
who may send one of his malevolent messengers known 
as Qd&rd (the devilish |!sd) to discipline 
him/her accordingly. This is why Esu's malevolent 
messenger is occasionally referred to as jssd foddrd 
AseburdkCi sere (Devilish 6§u, who does good and 
egil randomly). But if one performs the nece
ssary sacrifices and rituals, it is believed that 
all will be well with him/her. Hence, the loruba 
people say, "$ni rhbp lfegdd gbd" (It is those 
who sacrifice that j^d favours.).

In "ilgd O^araf bg£mm§lh seems to emphasize •' 
the fact that 015dti.mar&1 s power and authority can 
never be equated with that of Esil Oddrd or any
other power either in heaven or on earth.
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Despite the pride and stubbornness of jjlsd Qddrd 
in this play, it is pointed out that Bgd Qddrd 
could not compete with Olbddmarg both in power 
and authority.

Moreover, bgtinm^lh tends to warn the people 
of his period to keep proper vigil over jjisd bddrd- 
and his activities since he is always in attendance, 
particularly where peace and co-operation prevail.
We realize from the play that, when Egfl Qddrd 
discovered that he could not compete with.
016dilmar£ in power and might, he decided to 
descend upon the inhabitants of the world, parti- 
larly within the abodes of peaceful families, 
intimate friends, and harmonious groups, causing 
confusion and misunderstandings among them.

As soon as Qddrd entered the world of men, 
he started causing confusion all about. He 
encountered M d a  and who later argued over the 
colour of Sgd bddrl1s cap and both became 
aggravated to the point where they wanted to use
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their cutlasses in fighting each other, but for 
the co-incidental and timely intervention of a 
woman customer, jigti Qddrd's mischievious aim was 
able to be defeated.

j£sd Qddrd also confronted D&da's father and 
was almost successful in his evil intention. This 
situation was averted by D&da's mother by quickly 
driving away Egfl Qddrd who came to their house in 
human form.

Meanwhile, ugfmm$l& seems to believe that 
jisd Qddrd is still present among us today. He 
(jisd t'ddrd) goes from place to place, causing 
confusion and misunderstanding among men and women, 
both old and young. However^ K61& £)gftnm£ld was 
probably warning the people of his period as well 
as the future generations to keep watch over Esd 
Qd&rd and his agents because Sgd Qddrd is believed 
to be ubiquitous in our society. This is probably

why, according to general belief, the peace andUNIV
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A scene in "Itlsu bddrd" where Esd, played by^K^lh 
Cghnm^lS. (middle), confronts U3"da and his friend,

Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic 
Division, 1968.
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stability of the society is being continually 
threatened by Esd Qddrd's nefarious activities. 
Furthermore, some people are of the view that several 
people are being manipulated and mis-directed by 
Esd Qddrd to cause confusion and havoc everywhere 
and at all times. This is probably why, in its 
concluding song, the play warns all and sundry in 
the following words:

L116: M$ m'Esd o,
Mb m'Esd dl

]?!gbSi |!ni rere,
M§> m'lSgd serb!

Solo: Never play with £sd,
Never play with ̂ sdi

Chorus: Good man,
Never play with Egd'

• And
Lile« Ori mi 6 gbe e,

Ayd mi d gb6 e,
i»sd £>ddrd sdrob ri 
Ori mi d gbfe e.
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Egb£: Ori mi 6 gb§ e,
Ayd mi 6 gbb e.
]£gd Qddrd gdrob ri,
Ori mi <3 gb& e.^5

Solo: My bead (power) cannot withstand it,
My heart (strength) cannot withstand’ it,
It is risky to encounter the devilish £sb,
My head (power) cannot withstand it.

Chorus: My head (power) cannot withstand it,
My hear"; (strength) cannot withstand it,
It is risky to encounter the devilish iigd,
My head (power) cannot withstand it.

The above songs lay emphasis on the devilish 
activities of iiigti. Qddrd as believed by the traditional 
Yordbh people and therefore give a note of warning 
to everyone to steer clear of iigd Qddrd's influence.

The play starts with a type of music which 
readily gives the impression that a horrible being 
will soon approach. This is followed by a dreadful 
invocation, and jisfl Qddrd emerges, praising himself
as,
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Onilb k&ngun kdngun $run 
0 16mi nil§ fbjf
Possessor of innumerable houses in heaven 
One who has water at home but bathes in blood.

One may be tempted to think that OgCmm$l&. has 
used the above praise-name of Qgfrn (god of iron) 
wrongly by applying it to iigti Qddrd. This may not 
be so for the fact that dramatistsu, often in the 
habit of manipulating words to suit new situations.
In this case, OgCmmblh might intentionally have used 
the praise poem in question for the aesthetic 
colouring of his play. It may also be contended 
that the story of Itisti. Qddrd challenging God's 
authority and power in the play reflects the Biblical 
tale of Satan, the devil and his purported claim 
to put himself above the Almighty God. Due to his 
Iride, therefore, Satan was said to have been cast 
down from heaven into the world of men.25 This is 
also a reflection on 0gCmm£)l&'3 Christian experience. 
The play is life-like for the fact that it progresses 
gradually and naturally as in real life, and one 
is carried along as it progresses.
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Stretching out in full: 5su, played by Kola t)gunmpla«in
Ipdhrh'i

Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African Studies;; University of Ibadan Photographic Division, 1968.
'■ ■ v
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x: . The Palmwine Drinkard (Ldfikl Qmu) I

The Palmwine Drinkard and the story it 
narrates "is one common in nature to the folk
tales of the Yomlbh that have been recorded 
elsewhere by such writers as the late Chief 
D.O. Fagunwa." ^

The play opens on a drunk carnival hosted 
by Ldhkfe Qmu and narrates the adventure of the ■ 
major character (Ldhk|) and the ordeals he faced 
in the course of this adventure. Lhhkfe Qmu. as

his name implies, is a man with a great appetite 
for palmwine, and had been accustomed to the 
delights of drinking 3^1 therefore chose Aldbfe,
the tapper,'as his permanent•companion.

Unfortunately, however, after a drinking spree, 
it was discovered that Aldb&, the professional 
and expert tapper, had fallen off from a palmtree 
top, and had died instantly. This death of ildb& 
and the consequent ceasing of Ldfik6 Qmu1 a source 
of palmwine supply had brought a great blow 
upon the gathering of palmwine drinkers and upon
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in particular. Therefore, this sad incident 
made Ldhkfc to take a decision to go to the town 
of the ••dead” in order to persuade Al&bci to follow 
him and come back to the world of men and resume 
his palmwine tapping business. As we are made to 
understand in this play, Ldhk§ Qmu encountered 
a series of ordeals during his adventure to the 
land of the dead but finally succeeded in accom
plishing his aim.

Although the play is an adaptation of Amos
poTutuola's novel, The Palmwine Drinkard , 

Cgtmm^l&'s production of this play has been conti
nually commended by both scholars and lovers of 
drama, and the play has given him much fame and 
popularity throughout the world. According to 
Martin Banham and Clive Wake, the play

contains a fine mixture of thrills, satire, 
and broad comedy, and its success in 
performance stemmed not only from these 
qualities, but from the zest of performance 
and the familiarity of the material to the audiences.29

•9

Discussing the aesthetics of dgCuimblfe's The. 
Palmwine Drinkard. OySkan 0w6moy£lh also stated
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that Qgfmmfrlit1 a form of theatre is essentially 
Yor&bS. folklore in a dress more compatible with a 
new milieu.^0 Robert G. Armstrong (1975) also 
comments that "the whole opera is a satire on

31mankind's mad chase after food, drink and money." ̂
In this play, warm-hearted humanity and buoyant

Q>spirits are shown throughout the play. He was not
just a 'palmwine drinkard' but a functioning member
of any social group in which he finds himself.
L&fikfe gave himself up to heavy drinking and his
whole life was immersed in palmwine drinking. This
is deduced from the song,

$mu lagp mi,
$mu laya mi,
$mu lpmp mi, Ad,
|)mu nil§d mii^

Wine is my robes and garment
Wine is my beloved wife
Wine is the heirs I'll leave behind
Wine is my only true mansionl „

It should be notea that palmwine drinking had become 
part and parcel of LAhk^'.s life to the extent that 
he decided to embark upon such a risky adventure to
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the land, of the dead, in search of Aldbb, his dead 
palmwine tapper. Though it seems that Ldfckfe was a 
matured man when he was presented before the audience, 
we are not told, and he does not show that he has 
a family of his own until he met Blsi who he even
tually married. He responded to Bisl1s question 
and said, 'gmu niydwbb mi1 (Palmwine is my wife.). 
Without doubt, one may assume that dghnmbld is 
trying to be sarcastic in this play and that he 
might have wished to pave the way to the notion 
among the Yordbd people that it is mandatory for 
everyone to get married. This he does when, to 
everyone's surprise, Ldftkfe Qmu finally married Blsi.

Meanwhile, we may submit that OgCmm^lh keeps 
warning his audience and the Yordhd people in general 
to desist from heavy and excessive drinking of 
alcohol which has caused many people to meet their 
doom. This has made many houses to become desolate 
and several families had disintegrated on account 
of its adverse effects. This experience can be 
favourably compared with happenings within the
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contemporary Nigerian society whereby several people 
lose their lives and properties through excessive 
drinking of alcohol.

Perhaps, dgftnm61& also sees the accumulation 
of material wealth as a thing of wanity. He probably 
discovered that many people of his period (like their 
present-day prototypes) are always anxious to get 
rich quickly. This anxiety has led many to 
fraudulent and criminal acts either in government' 
establishments or within the private enterprises. 
Consequently, 6ghnm£lh seems to be of the conviction 
that man should take life very simply and that 
acquisition of wealth should be left to fate. He 
probably agrees with the Biblical quotation which 
says, "Vanity o# vanities’ An  is vanity,"33 
concluded this play with the song:

Mo Iferti
-

Mo riiwdfd
Mo lay • m&fd
Mo bimp m§gp
Mo 16w5 1§>w 6
Mo ti kble
Igb&kd m^fd nil§d mi o
'  XAdddJ as&n oi
Ashn ni gbogbo r§ l&jftti mi. 34-
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I have slaves,
I have pawns
I have six wives 
I have eight children 
I have plenty of wealth 
I have built numerous houses 
I have six storey buildings 
Adddi it"s wanityi 
All is vanity to me.

Ogfirmifrlh seems to re-echo^in this play, the 
traditional Tordbd view that anxiety to accumulate 
material wealth without the possessionc of some basic 
necessities of life is worthless. It should be 
recalled that the traditional Yonlbd people believe 
that children, money and longevity are essential in 
human life. However, they also warn against exce
ssive accumulation of wealth which often causes the 
termination of people's lives prematurely.

Meanwhile, it needs to be emphasized that several 
people in our contemporary society acquire their 
wealth through dubious means. Some are in haste to 
get rich and do not mind to cause harm or damage to
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their neighbours' lives or properties in order 
to achieve their aim. Others vigorously pursue 
their aim by surrendering members of their 
families as sacrificial lambs to secret cults.
This accounts for the daily increase of cases of 
armed robbery % , etc. in our

seems tosociety. Therefore, OgCmm^lh/believe that,
before our contemporary society could be brought
to sanity, everyone should discard the idea of
running after unnecessary acquisition of. material

probablywealth. He was/of the opinion that, if we want a 
peaceful and coherent society, we must be coura
geous, honest and selfless.

In The Palmwine Drinkard  ̂ £>gftrun£i& also 
re-emphasized the Yordbh belief in life after 
death or re-incarnation. That is, the traditional 
•Tomlb&. people are of the conviction that death 
does not terminate or put an end to man's life. 
They believe that man is capable of re-incarnating 
into the spirit realm where he continues to live 
a new life for ever. This belief, of course, 
is not peculiar to the Yor\lb& people*, it is shared
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by all African peoples. Even Christianity, Islam, 
Judaism, Taoism and other world religions share 
the same view about life after death.

Meanwhile, we have seen the ordeals which 
LAftkfi faced before he could get to Aldbh, his dead 
palmwine tapper, at the town of the dead. Certainly,
this was not an easy task. It involved a series 
of problems and catastrophes. The philosophical 
idea behind this experience is clear and worth 
explaining. It should be realized that OgfifimftlA 
looks' at the life of man on earth as an adventure 
where he (man) is supposed to encounter various 
seemingly insurmountable problems and difficulties. 
However, bghnmblh seems to hold the view that, with 
determination, courage, and perseverance, one would 
sail through the seas of life without too much 
difficulty.

bghhm^lh, like some other YorCtbh people,
probably believes that the world of men naturally 
is a mixture of both good and evil, and that each 
man must experience these things during his or her 
life adventure. This submission can be corroborated 
by a YordbS. maxim which says, "Tibi tire la d&le
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ay§" (Life has its negative as well as its positive 
sides.)* This is vividly deduced from L&fikfe1s
adventure to the land of the dead. Sometimes, he
came in contact with benevolent spirits who always
assisted) him and pulled him out of danger, while,
at other times, he faced the wrath of the malevolent
spirits who often tormented him and attempted to 
sacrifice him to their gods.

The play, however, reminds us that life is a 
mixture of sorrow and joy. L&hk§ Qmu lost. Aldbji, 
his most cherished palmwine tapper, and decided
to look for him at all costs. Therefore, he encoun
tered series of problems during his adventure to
the land of the dead because he was bent on seeing
Al&b£ §nd on bringing him back to resume his business.
On the other hand, he met the benevolent Olftugbb
(Head of the forest) and his followers who gave him 
some magical charms which he later used to protect
himself and save Blsl from the evil machinations
of the malevolent, weird creatures at 116 ikd 
(the town of the wicked). Ldhk£ and Bisi also
met iy& onlnfture (the kind-hearted mother) who
treated them kindly, and was responsible for organi
zing their wedding. The weird creatures in The
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Palmwine Drinkard are similar to those found in 
some of Fagunwa's novels, especially th$ female 
one who exhibits and advertises her wares, the 
different types of ailments in Irinkdrindb Nlnfi 
Igbb Elfegbdtje. ^

On a final note, LAhk£ accomplished his aim 
when he saw A.l&bh, his dead palmwine tapper, and 
spoke with him at the town of the dead. Aldbh 
could not speak with Ldfck§ face to face probably 
because of the Yordbh taboo which says that a human 
being must not talk face to face with the dead if 
he/she does not want trouble. Although it was 
impossible for L?fak& to bring Al&bh back to the 
world of men to continue his profession as a palmwine
tapper, he (LAfik§) was offered a magical egg which 
could turn ordinary water into palmwine, and serve
as an alternative source of getting palmwine for him 
and his drinking companions. Unfortunately for 
lAhkb frmu, this magical egg, after some time, got 
broken and became useless. Meanwhile, it appears
that t)ghnm£lh borrowed this idea from the Biblical 
story of the marriage at Cana of Galilee where Jesus
was said to have turned ordinary water into wine.^6
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The play is a morality fable which exaggerates 
actions and reactions to life and cultural behaviour. 
The activities within it may be compared with the
experiences in John Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress^

38and the anonymous medieval Everyman, Oghnm^lh
tries to bring it within the realm of comedy ahd 
fantasy probably to show his audience what should be 
expected in life.

Culturally, he brings in the Yordb|. riddles as 
part of the play to show some aspects of Yoruba 
practices that usually accompany the period of
relaxation and enjoyment. Telling of riddles is one
of the significant Yordbh customs which persists up 
till today. Another'genre in this category is the 
chanting of orlki (praise name) used on several 
occasions when people are being commended or indirectly 
reproached for some notorious actions. Drumming at 
the beginning of the .play tries to prepare the 
audience well ahead of the real performance and 
this has contributed immensely to the aesthetic 
charm "the play.

However, it seems that dgftnm(>la is sounding 
a note of warning to his people and the future 
generation that onsPs anxiety to accumulate material

37
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wealth may come to naught, and may even end one's 
life prematurely. On the other hand, it must be 
realized that man must be prepared to face the odds 
of life with full determination, audacity and 
perseverance in order to have a successful sojourn.

A careful appraisal of the content of the play 
above highlights the productive role the performing 
artists play in bringing the society to sanity 
and it has been discovered that they occasionally 
educate their audiences through fictional tales 
from whatever origin. These are simple stories 
that give the teller absolute freedom as to 
credibility, so long as he/she stays within the 
limits of local taboos and cultural norms.

I
X\> AN OVJSKvlJSW 0V THB ffOLKLQBIC PLAYH;

The Tordb& belief and concept of Sdftrft
(patience) as a complement to good comportment has 
been stressed in "SdftrA ldgb&" while the signi
ficance of Qdbfrn (wisdom) as a requisite to Agb&a?a
(strength/power) has been revealed in "Qgbpn Ju 
agb&ra" (Wisdom is greater than power). rtgfmmM A  
also re-emphasized the general belief in the
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omnipotence of God in "Ql£run 16 mej£>6 dS.11 and 
"BOl&run 6 pani, vba kan 6 Id pani", where he showed 
that God is the only perfect and Immortal Being.
He made the two earthly kings in these plays emerge 
as being less powerful than Q16run (God) and thereby
pointed out that He is both omnipotent and omni
scient. In "Ojft la riy' "A«j§ ki i gb§" and
"Asoore-mhsikdj" Oghnm^lA tries to point out the 
significance of doing good and the repercussions 
of hypocrisy ana bad behaviour.

In these folkloric plays, the Yordbh cultural 
practices and beliefs have been brought into the 
limelight. Traditional religion and belief systems 
and some social and political institutions are 
given prominence while the people's economic activi
ties are discussed at random. Therefore, it can 
be finally submitted that these folkloric plays 
have given us an insight into the Yordbh traditional 
culture in its broad sense and have provided us 
with useful cultural materials and didactic 
messages which could be used for the development 
of the contemporary Nigerian society.
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OF K y i1  U G T W yli. ’ IS FuLKLORIC PLAY 8

As we could note from our submissions that 
the YordbA theatre of bghnm^l^ finds most of its 
subjects/themes in folklore, it is pertinent to 
analyse here the socio-cultural and economic 
scene which CgfinmblA is trying to present before 
us in his folkloric plays.

(1) Yonlbd Marriage Institution:

It should be noted that marriage is one of 
the most important social institutions which, as 
in many societies world-wide, was highly cherished 
among the Yordbh people. Within the traditional 
Yordbh set-up, it was mandatory for every adult, 
male and female, to get married. It was then 
.against the mores of the people for a man or woman 
who had reached the stage of adulthood to remain
single. If thii. happened, such a person would 
continually court his or her people's reproach, 
and would be regarded as a social misfit. Even

247.
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those who were sexually impotent had no excuse
to remain single. According to Fadip$*

Men get married even when they are 
sexually impotent in order to save 
either their own faces or the faces 
of their immediate relatives, as well 
as to get someone to look after the domestic establishment.59

This cultural belief accounts for the reason why 
Bdbd 6rigd-£)kd in "SMrd Idgbd1' thought it was 
time for his daughters to get married, and 
therefore advised each of them to choose one < ‘ 
out of the numerous men who had been proposing 
love to them. Here, bg£mm£ld, like many Yordbd 
people of his day, believed that one should do 
the right thing at the appropriate time, and this 
conception falls in harmony with the Yonlbd adage
which says, jgbd ara Id k bftra. a kl 1 b& Sdngo 
l^rdn (One should swear at the appropriate time,
it is worthless to swear by £dng6, the thunder 
divinity , during the dry season.). Bdbd Orlsd- 
Okd envisaged the necessity to remind his 
daughters of the Yordbd norm which stipulates that 
one should not keep silent when it is time for 
him/her to get married.
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The traditional Yordbh people regarded three 
things as most essential in their socio-culturali 
life. These are, ow6 (money), omo (children) and 
dikftlfewe (longevity). They believed that, before 
man’'s life could be successful and meaningful, 
he/she must possess those three "basic necessities".
However, it needs to be realized that the people 
believe in hard work as the only legitimate means 
of getting money with which one could marry a good 
woman - from whom responsible children would 
emerge.

The marriage institution as practised among 
the traditional Yomlbh people was given prominence 
in dghnm§l&."s folkloric plays probably because
6gfcnm(>lh himself knew its significance and worth 
within the Yorilbh social context. Consequently, 
i-n "Silftril Ldgbd/ dgtmm^lh informed his audience 
about how Sdftrd (K^yindfe), Qmo (Thy§wd) and 0w6 
(iddwd) were given out in marriage by their parents 
when they were ripe enough to get married, in 
?pgb£n ju Agbhra,*1 it seems that the war captain 
of 016dyd had no wife who could have stood by him 
and given him useful advice* hence, the princess
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of Qnlk&ntm was able to play her pranks successfully,
and in "Ojtt la ri," "Esd pddrd" and "BQlprun-d-pani” 
Yomlbh families feature prominently. In The 
Palmwine Drinkard also, there is a well organized 
wedding by the 'kind-hearted mother' for Ldfikfe 
and Bisi, and this was purely in the Yorilbh socio
cultural setting for the fact that all the major 
processes that usually accompany ' the Yordbh, 
traditional marriage ceremony were given due 
prominence.

Meanwhile it seems that LdhkJj's life became.
a settled one soon after his wedding with Bisi.
This explains one of the reasons why the Yordbh
people take the institution of marriage as a
significant one. Among the people, any man or
woman who fails to get a man or a woman as his or
her partner would be continually queried as to why
he or she has failed to comply with the age-old
traditional norm. Men who are even sexually
impotent get married in order to save their .faces

as po\*rLeri oat aloo'Jk̂,
or the faces of their immediate relatives,/and 
also to get someone to look after the domestic 
establishment. In this case, we may say that
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u n ti Ue. 3 ° ^  married

Ldfik| uoaŝ a deviant from the Yordbh custom which 
forbids a man or woman to remain single and without 
children, although there were exceptional cases 
whereby some men were customarily made impotent

queensand permitted to live within the palace ^nd-among the
in order to run errands. Despite that, the song
at the early part of the play shows the Yomlbh
traditional - norm when it says,

M$ je n pdfo, 
d? n pdfo,

Îdilunlire ffemi nhd l^mp.
4-0Mo n pdfo.

Do not let me go empty-handed,
Do not let me go empty-handed,
fedumhrk, please provide me also with children
Do not let me go empty-handed.

L£&k§ Qmu seems to have deviated from this norm
at the outset and started to show us that he was 
neither interested in having a wife, children nor
houses, but he had to imbibe the tradition which he 
had apparently opposed earlier on.
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However, it should be pointed out that marriage 
nowadays is no more strictly mandatory for any young 
adult of marriageable age, and there are a few cases 
of confirmed bachelors but these are a product of 
the influence of foreign beliefs. There is also 
the adverse effect of the Structural Adjustment 
Programme which is biting hard on individuals within 
the Nigerian cultural environment which must be

s

reckoned with. It needs to be emphasized, however, 
that the number of such cases is, as of now, quite 
small. But the fact still remains that anyone, 
whether male or female, who has reached the age of 
puberty and marriage but fails to abide by this 
societal norm, always feels ashamed in the midst 
of his fellow men or women and contemporaries, 
especially during social gatherings and annual 
celebrations when every one starts counting his or 
her blessings.
It is aLso note worthy j. that, among the present- 
day Yomlbh people, giving out one's daughter yi 
marriage through the personal wish of the parents 
and, against the girl*s consent, is no longer in
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practice, except iiy'few cases where traditional
norms are still being adhered to. With the introdu
ction of Western education and the European system
of marriage in the YordbS. society, notable changes 
have taken place and Western cultural ideas have 
drastically affected the indigenous marriage 
institution. Parents, on several occasions, do not 
possess authoritative power to interfere with their 
children”s choice of husbands/wives or dictate to 
them*Instead, they now give what they feel could be 
useful advice to their children who have reached 
the puberty stage and sometimes warn them to be 
extra-cautious when looking out for husbands or wives. 
This may probably help the bachelors or spinsters 
to choose good and responsible future partners 
and avert future calamities or problems which may 
likely crop up within the matrimonial homes.

Unlike in the past, a Yorilbd boy or girl of 
marriageable age may now decide on his/her own 
volition to choose his or her wife or hushahd, 
sometimes without the prior knowledge of his/her 
parents. In some cases, young couples today just
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present their partners in marriage before their 
family elders for formality's sake, and before their 
parents as a matter of courtesy and for final approval. 
This is probably why some people, especially the 
traditional elders within the Yordbh community, attri
bute the present high rate of divorce and turbulent 
family life among our married youths today to the 
departure from the traditional marriage norms and •
practices.

In his folkloric plays, bgiinmblh mighty seem not 
to be in support of polygyny in as much as he presents 
a picture of monogamous families in these plays, but 
one may assume that Oghnm&lh was trying to put before 
his audience the view held by many traditional YorClbh 
man and women that a single woman/wife is ideal for 
a man who loves to live a peaceful and simple life. 
Thife is deduced in one of the lf& poems which says 
that only one woman is ideal for a husband.

6gunm§lh tried to focus the minds of his 
audience on the above concept of monogamy and t5 
bring forth his personal view as entrenched in the 
If& literary corpus. Therefore, he presented some
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monogamous family units in "Siltirti ldgb^' "Ojd la 
ry< "BOlbrun-d-pany "3sd Addrd" and The Palmwine 
Drinkard, to mention just a few plays.

The idea to choose Sflfrrd (K?yind§) as a wife fc><3 

may not be a mere co-incidence. It seems 
that OgCmm£>l& intentionally wove this into the'plot 
to show the traditional Yomlbh practice which states 
that, under normal circumstances, the most senior 
daughter in the family weds before her younger 
sisters could think of engaging themselves in marriage. 
In this case, it was not often allowed to betrothe 
a younger daughter to a man when her senior sister 
had not been married to some-one. The plot in 
"SiKird. l&gbd" makes it possible for Qgfm.j£n& to 
choose K§yind§ who is the most senior daughter of
Bdb6. Orisd-flkd, despite the fact that Qghn,i&n6."s
father wanted his son to choose Kfeylndfe"s younger
sister, T&.yfewd. This practice is similar in nature
to what operated among the Hebrews of the Biblical
record where Laban refused to give out Rachael, to

w
Jacob in marriage before Leah who was the senior 
daughter. When Jacob eventually demanded for
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Rachael because of her beauty, Laban refused and 
said, "It is not so done in our country, -to give 
the younger before the f irst-born^^ In "SilCinl 
Ldgb^" although B&bd Orisd-Okd was not strict 
in giving out any of his three daughters in 
marriage to 6ghn,jdnd if he chose one out of the 
younger ones, yet he made us understand that the 
traditional practice was to wed the most senior 
daughter before the younger ones. This is deduced 
from his reaction to 6gftn,i&nd1 s final selection when 
he says.

Ika t& t$ simh la fi i re fe
... Ayi K£yind§ (Sdftrd), dun nhd ldgbd
gbogbo won...- bun n&d 16 si yp k§. k§ 
sin lo 1§ oko Ibsin 16rd__

ap p ropriate .

The nose is scratched with the _ /  finger 
...Kfeyindfe (nicknamed Sdhrd) is the most
senior of them all ... And Vfc is she 
who should be accorded with all necessary
things and procedures in marriage.

Meanwhile, the practice whereby a senior daughter 
must get tarried before her junior ones is no more
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strictly observed. The reasons for this inevitable 
socio-cultural change may be attributed partly t© 
the embrace of Western culture and the modern 
educational development. With regard to the issue 
of monogamy, it needs to be emphasized that majority 
of our contemporary youths now prefer to he monoga
mous rather than having several wives and incurring 
series of insurmountable problems that go with 
polygyny. This radical change may not be unconnected 
with the present economic crunch which, according

tompopular opinion, makes life most unbearable for 
all and sundry. Notwithstanding this fact, some 
affluent people in the society still delight in 
marrying as many women as possible, sometimes hiding 
their faces under foreign religious dogmas and 
teachings.
* The social institution of naming a child is 

also significant in Yordbh culture. In "Ojh la 
rij" the parents of Aklnldwbn are very happy when 
the baby boy is delivered. Therefore, in line*with 
the Yordbh custom of naming, they named the boy 
AklnMwfov which semantically implies that the new
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born baby has brought to an end. the incessant 
quarrels and. mi sunder standings which were earlier 
frequent between the parents. Consequently, this 
explains the YordbS. practice whereby children are 
named according to the circumstances that are prevai
ling at the time of their birth.

ii. The Yordb4., Traditional and Modern Economies 
According to 0. Otite and W. Ogionwo (1972), 

land is a key item in any economic system.^ 
Therefore, in discussing the YordbSi traditional and 
modem economies, it is pertinent to look at 'land* 
as a central theme. It is an indisputable fact that 
Yordbhland is naturally endowed with fertile agri
cultural land areas; hence, one could say that more 
than three-quarters of the traditional Yordbh 
people are farmers. Despite the fact that many 
YordbS. people have now acquired Wester# education 
and can read and write, majority of the people, 
still engage in agriculture. In "iSga padra,"
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bgfcnm̂ lti reminds tie 9t the lortlbSi traditional] occu
pation when he presented DA&a and Qk§ as. professional 
farmers who inherited the art from their fathers.
In "A^oordmh^ika,” the occupation of the principal 
character has been well established at the beginning 
of the play. He brought into focus a typical fanner 
and craftsman in person of Asooremhsikd who, we learnt^

lL Xsettled peacefully in his egdn,  ̂cultivating crops 
and making baskets as pastime business. Al&id&a 
in la ri" was a renowned farmer w&o always kept
himself busy on his farm. Finally, in "SdtirCL Ldgbd̂ ' r
Bdbh 6ri~sd-6k6 was a farmer of repute. We learnt 
this when he was sharing his properties among his 
children. He gave all his landed properties, 
especially his cocoa and kola-nut plantations, to 
Sdfrrd and Qm$.

Ogftnmblh was probably of the conviction that, 
in spite of our educational development, we cannot 
do without farming. It appears that bgCmm$>l& was 
reminding the Yordbh people, especially those who 
have neglected this traditional occupation (farming), 
to go back and start tilling the land. In this case,
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Ogfmm^la seems to have joined several people of his 
days who held the opinion that, without taking to 
fanning, a nation may face the disaster of famine 
in future 1 However, campaigns in support of the 
above view are constantly mounted by successive
Nigerian governments and various projects in aid of this' ■ /*«.

.policy have -been efliba'rk&d upon. Generally, 
schemes seem to have started to yield expected results 
as more people are going back to farming and returning 
to the villages which they had deserted. This, of 
course, reminds us of a popular song which teachers 
in the elementary schools teach their pupils and which 
says!

iw§ klk$,
iMsi $k$>,
Ati ddh,
K6 i p& o
Kd i pfe o
ill Agb£
Nis£ ild$ wa.
Jjlni ko sis§,
A jald.^
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Education 
Without hoes
And cutlasses 
Is incomplete 
Is incomplete 
Farming
Is our indigenous occupation 
Any one who does not work
Will steal.

Apart from agriculture and the opportunities 
offered by the availability of land within 'the 
Tordbb. geographical environment, other professional 
occupations exist. These include, traditional 
crafts-making and designing, traditional brewing, 
warfaring and palmwine tapping, to mention a few.

In bg\lnm£I6i"s play, "Sdtird Ldgbd̂ ,' we also 
discover from the outset that Og&n.i&nd and his father 
are* traditional ar,a professional blacksmiths. The 
actions of the two men establish the fact that 
blacksmithing is one of the major occupations of
the people and the interactions between these two 
men and their customers re-confirm the importance 
of this occupation among the Xonlbh people. The
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word "Xgb$d§" is a derivational word which probably 
evolved from the two root words, 'dgb$" (farmer) 
and '̂ df'' (hunter), which become "Agb^pde". During 
the process of contraction and ellision, the initial 
vowel 'p' at the beginning of the word 'pd|" (hunter) 
is elidei, end finally, this derivational noun 
(Agbfcf**) becomes Agb^dg, which semantically means 
'the smithy* or "the blacksmith' himself.^ Among 
the Tordbh people, bfoacksmithing is basically a 
man"s job. This may be due to the fact that the 
work needs a little bit of energy for lifting the 
heavy materials used in the smithy. Various tools 
and farming implements are produced from raw iron. 
This raw iron is melted in furnaces which are esta
blished in different locations throughout the

njCLYordbh country. Articles produced include diffe
rent types of sliding bolts for keeping doors shut, 
pins, stirrups and horses* bits, chains, bangles 
and rings, amulets and anklets, axe-heads, cutlasses 
and hoes for farming work, swords, and guns foe 
hunting and warfaring, iron rods and traps. Apart 
from farming, the YordbA people usually engage them
selves in hunting, either as a pastime or as a
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special hobby. In "this case, they get the instru
ments used for both their farming and hunting from 
the smithy. This may account for why the smithy 
and the blacksmith are often referred to as Agb$de.

It needs to be emphasized, however, that, in 
spite of the fact that imported iron and steel have 
greatly influenced the technological development 
in Nigeria generally, it is an indisputable fact 
that the traditional Yordbh blacksmithing is still 
a craft to be reckoned with today, particularly 
among the people themselves. Majority of the 
Xorhbh farmers and hunters still make use of the 
indigenous farming and hunting implements.^ This 
is due to the nature and system of agricultural 
production which is yet to be mechanized and 
modernized. In addition, majority of our peasant 
farmers could not afford to purchase even the 
imported hoes and cutlasses because of the exorbi
tant prices put on them. The hunters also are not 
legally allowed to possess modern rifles, unless 
under strict licence. These reasons, among others,
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account for the inability of our numerous farmers 
and hunters today to possess and use the imported
materials/implements for their activities.

Therefore, 6gi£nm61Si seems to believe that the 
traditional blaoKsmiths and their products are still 
relevant and useful in the contemporary Yor&bS. society. 
He probably believed that, if this craft could be 
developed, there is no gainsaying that the majority 
of the Nigerian populace would benefit immensely'
from its technological growth. This is probably 
why he presented before his audience, in '’SilftrCt 
LdgbcLj’ a smithy where 6gdhj§RcL and his father were 
seriously worming as professional Yordb& blacksmiths.

Basket-making is another popular craft among 
the Yordbh people even up till today, £)gfinm$lii 
therefore presented Agooremasikd in "Asoorem&sika" 
as a specialist in basket-making. It should be 
realized that baskets are used generally by many 
Yordbh men and women, either for business transaction 
or to harvest crops in the farm.^

Despite the fact that various types of baskets 
made with different materials are being introduced 
into the modem Yordbh economy today, the
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traditional types which are made with the outer 
cover of the palmtree branches are still popularly 
in use both in the villages and in the urban centres, 
especially by women who sell dgidl, as we have 
seen in "Agoorerndgikd". Consequently, 6gfinm§l& 
seems to hold the opinion that this type of craft 
and others of a similar nature should be developed 
to boost our economy. Apart from this, it will 
provide employment for our necondary school 
leavers who now roam about the streets.

Brewing of different types of traditional liquor 
is another significant occupation of the Yordb&. people
Liquor being produced include emu (palmwine), 6gdr$ 
(raphia wine), g$k$t£ (corn wine) and dgddd-dgldl 
(plantain wine). Meanwhile, emu (palmwine) is the 
most popular and widely taken among these kinds of 
Ixquor, and one could claim that emu is found in 
almost every part of Yordb&land even up till today.

According to information, emu is taken by more 
than eighty per cent of the Yonlbd people, probably 
due to the conception that it prevents and cures some
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K$l&. bghnmblci (right) as Asooremdslkh in his
hut making a basket for one of his customers (left).
Photo by courtesy of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan Photographic 
Division, 1968.

JSi'A •>' *•
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common tropical diseases This might account for 
the reason why ?mu features prominently in some of 
K$lh dgfinm£4h,!s folkloric plays. jtau is even made 
a central theme in The Palmwine Drinkard where the 
central figure is Ldfikfe Qmu.

Looking critically at some of his plays, one may
hold the view that perhaps bgdnm£>ld is trying to
point out the advantages or the disadvantage^
of taking alcoholic drinks excessively. In "Qgb$n
Ju Agb&ra," for instance, bgftnm(>ld used palmwine as
a bait to entice the war captain of 0166yd to his
doom. Here, the intoxicating effects of alcohol
(palmwine) made the ^aptain lose his senses,
"revealing the secrets behind his overwhelming

50success in war." In this case, excessive
drinking of alcohol (palmwine) made the war captain 
fall prey in the hands of the princess from 
Onlk&nfin. Also in "Aj§ ki i gb6;> palmwine was used 
by one of the three robbers to murder his two other 
colleagues when he mixed it with poison. In %he 
Palmwine Drinkard, of course, Lank£ 6mu would 
have met his doom in his adventure to find his

*>■
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dead palmwine tapper. He embarked upon this 
unnecessary and risky venture due to the fact that 
he had been accustomed to excessive palmwine drinking.

Og&nm^lA seems to „ focus his attention on 
palmwine for the fact that it is a brand of liquor 
which has been part and parcel of the Yoruba social 
life. He looked at this, first from the economic 
viewpoint by presenting AldbA before his audience, 
as a professional palm-wine tapper. Aldb£ earned
his living basically from palmwine tapping, and 
was known by all and sundry as a tapper of great 
repute. Also, in the same play, we realized that 
palm-wine is commonly produced and found in almost 
every market and farmstead throughout Yordb&land.
In "A<)§ ki i gb§.," palm-wine featured prominently 
as a popular brand of liquor.
. Although it is necessary to bear in mind and 

note the adverse effects of palmwine on human healuh 
and on the totality of man's social and economic 
life, one should not be so blind as to miss seeing 
the advantages of this primordial brand of liquor 
in the socio-cultural life of the Yordb«i people and
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M  the Nigerian nation in general. Becent research
has revealed that palmwine is therapeutic in nature,

51and that it could perfectly cure peptic ulcer.
It has also been revealed that it contains medicinal 
and nutritional contents and could be a beneficial 
addition to the local diet which tehds to be lacking 
in vitamin B. It is also believed that palm-wine 
is a useful source of Vitamin A, B, and D.

Meanwhile, with the modern technological 
development, apart from the local ones, several 
palm-wine factories are being established within the 
southern states of Nigeria; and palmwine is now 
being preserved in bottles like the imported alcho- 
holic drinks and beverages. However, it would be 
worthwhile if the Nigerian governments could encou
rage and assist in establishing more palmwine facto
ries which would produce and preserve qualitative 
and quantitative wine for local consumption and for 
exportation.

From the remote past, trading has been th£ 
chief occupation of the majority of Yordb& womenfolk. 
Apart from those lew literate ones who are now 
employed as government officials or those who take
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up white-collar Jobs in factories and private 
establishments, majority of the Yordbh women are 
tradersi According to OJo (1966),

Trading grew apace, Yonlbci women being 
the trade specialists, as they always 
had been traditionally. The enterprising 
and astute ones connected one market 
circuit with another on trade Journeys covering up to one hundred miles andj-p 
taking between four and five days...-^

As found in "Asoorem&gikd", some Yonibh women
are noted for producing and trading in $kp/dgidi,
which is still one of the major food items of the
indigenous YoriibA man or woman today. Despite
the fact that several types of local and foreign
foods are being introduced daily, $ko/dgidl is
still found in the menu of many Yomlbd families
up till today. Also, in "AJ6 ki 1 gb^1 Mbjk
Al&w&Jg and ly& AiAwfaJe (the cowpea merchants)
feature prominently. Apart from this economic 

ther§business, is"also petty trading in food and 
food-stuff as observed in the play. Various types 
of foods are seen being advertised for s§le. Among 
these are iyhn (pounded yarn), |bd (one of the
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foods produced from cassava product), diadld 
(cooked eassava or yam flour), and such meat as 
gdki (tripe), if in (intestines of animals) and 
eran igbfe (bus^ meat).

The foodsellers are seen advertising their 
trade or business to boost their sales, and this 
reminds one of the Tonlbh custom of trade adverti- 
sement. Hence, one hears in the play,

?ba rd§,
$ran rd&,
Iyhn Sun gbbnS. wd h bi o.

$b& is available,
Meat is also available,
There is hot pounded yam here.

This type of technique and language employed to 
advertise business or trades is common in the 
traditional YordbS. economy;. Though the 
advertisement in The Palmwine Drinkard where one 
evil spirit dis5̂ r*£sher wares is not true to*life, 
it also portrays the Yorilbd. custom of advertisement. 
bghnmblS. only imitates the plot in Irinkerindo 
— — — ■-Si?-*?- je^5 to terrify the victims.
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Finally, in "Ojft la ri," A,jifow6w# and Ab$bi 
(his wife) trade in tobacco, kolanut, gun powder 
and potash. These are some of the major economic 
activities found among the traditional and the 
modern Yordbh people.

Despite his religious influence and leaning, 
t)ghnm{>l&. did not hesitate to point to the fact that 
the Yordbh pbas (kings) once wielded enormous 
power and authority over their subjects. They 
were regarded as final authorities whose .utterances
carried unlikeable authority. This is probably
why the pba (king) in "Qlbrun 16 mej§6 d&" is 
seen being praised in the following manner.

.. .K&biyesi!’
Orisd kd pfe mfeji,
$kdni'
Ehbiydsii' pba t& ju gbogbo pba lpi'
Iwp lpba ti i g&ni i jp,
T& d gbpd$ mi fin-in
Iwp l$gbdgbd ti h gbard ddhgbd.
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...Almightyi
God without » rival
The leopardir
The Almighty, king who is above all other kings,
You are the king that bites,
And one must not whimper in pain,
You are the saviour.who saves all and sundry.

The above praise poem is similar to those we 
always hear in Yordbh royal palaces. Like other 
YordbA kings, homage is paid to the oba in ."Ql£>run 
16 m£j£>$ d&" in form of praises. The pba is believed 
by his subjects to be the possessor of an unparalleled 
authority and the second in command to the gods or 
the divinities. Whenever disputes or any misunder
standings occur among the people, the pba mediates 
because he was regarded as the equitable judge ,
Inc nances of this are found in "Ql$run 16 m?j66 dhfl 
and "Asooremasikd" where the obas mediate over 
disputes and pronounce their judgements which must 
be unreservedly obeyed. It may be recalled that 
the institution of obaship is still a significant 
one among the YordbSi despite the incessant feuds
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and disagreements among the present day traditional 
rulers. The Obas still play a prominent role as 
the spokemmen of the people at the grassroots level 
and are still highly respected among their subjects.

The Yonlbh people believe in destiny and 
rse-incarnation, and this may be briefly discussed
here. According to this conceptual belief, every 
human being has chosen his destiny in heaven before 
he/she proceeds into the world and that anything 
which may happen to a man/woman in life (good or 
bad) depends on what type of destiny he/she has 
chosen. This is why the pba* s messenger in "Ql£>rup.. 
16 mejbb dh" comments that the purported innocent 
blindman should, in another world^choose a favourable 
destiny. The explanation on the blindman i!s fate 
reminds one of the Biblical rule in Exodus which 
states partly that, God will visit the iniquity of
the fathers upon the children to the third and the

54-fourth generation...-'

The belief in bird familiars and the use Zf 
incantations are also worthy of note. The people 
believe that bird familiars often carry bad omen 
and that whenever these strange birds cry, unfavou
rable incidents often follow. This belief . ' - -
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manifests itself shortly before Laftkfe was about 
to go to the house of Ikh (Death), and , his ojf'io? 
encounter with Ikfi. shows the authenticity of this 
belief. The use of incantation, on the other hand, 
also plays a significant role in the play as it 
deals with the Yonlbh cultural belief in the

fexistence of supernatural beings and the notion 
that their evil machinations can be controlled by 
the use of incantations, which is believed to be 
one of the most potent methods of subduing the 
powers of these spirits.

The custom whereby visitors, may be friends, 
relations, or stxangers, are entertained among the 
YordhS. people emanates from the belief that an 
angel or creatures from the spiritual realm may 
pose as human beings and appear before a man. The 
Y,.mib§i people are usually of the view that these 
strange people must be fairly treated in order to 
avoid future catastrophes. Therefore, the idea 
whereby visitors are entertained in some of 
Oghnmbl&’s folkloric plays may not be unconnected 
with the a?erpM traditional belief. In The 
Palm wine Drinkard. Ldfikfe entertains his guests 
with palmwine but the unfortunate thing is that
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the entertainment is excessive*,-*, abnormal and
uncalled for. In "A;J§ hi 1 gbe.," Bdb&_AjD|wfajji gave 
five shillings to ly& Al&wft,ie for her entertainment,
and this reminds the audience of the YordbA custom 
of hospitality to strangers.

iii. Yordbh Religion and Belief Systems as
Presented in 0gto,ro615.1's Folkloric Plays

Like in some ethnic groups throughout the 
world, studies in Yordbh religion and belief systems 
produce a complex theory. Several scholars of 
repute-" , both local and foreign, have discussed the 
YordbS. religion and belief systems. Therefore, it 
is quite unnecessary here to bother ourselves with 
a discussion of the YorubS. traditional religion and 
r-lief systems, but to look critically at dghnmblh's 
philosophical thought on the YordM religious 
beliefs and cusicms. However, it would be nece
ssary to mention that the Yordbh religious life is 
enshrined in their folklore and folklife.
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As we have been made to believe by past 
writers and scholars, Olbddmard and his primordial
divinities have been in existence since the beginning
of creation. According to Idowu (1962) Ol&ddmar^
was instrumental to bringing into being the
primordial divinities and the spirits who dwell in
the spiritual world, and that all natural phenomena
like trees, mountains, valleys, rivers or streams,
lakes, etc. are inhabited by spirits which may be
either benevolent or malevolent to the human species.
This view is still being held by many Yordblk men

67or women today. According to the I£k corpus, ' 
these divinities and spirits are four hundred and 
one in number, but there are variants to this number 
in some other oral traditions.

In OgCtnmblh's folkloric plays, the Tordbh 
religious practices and belief systems feature 
prominently. For example, River AbddbdtEn in 
"Ojh la rl" was believed to possess a water goddess 
which usually blessed its worshippers, or those who 
approached it, with children. Among the YordbS. 
traditional and contemporary societies, similar 
requests are not unknown. Women who had not
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succeeded in becoming pregnant for a long time 
after their marriages go to worship frsun, §M, 
pya or other river goddesses and beg for children.

In "Ojft la ri" A.jlfowfrwd "s wife who had a 
problem of barrenness consulted the dwdad (priest) 
of river AbdtlbtitSn who assured her of getting a 
child from the river goddess, but warned that the 
child must not be allowed to go near one bank of 
the river throughout his life. The success of this 
couple in getting a male child (Akinldw6n) confirms 
the faith of the traditional YordbS man or woman 
in the omnipotence of these river goddesses in 
procuring children. In "Sdhrd Ldgbd," although
bghnm^lh did not show where 6gfin is being worshipped,
. inhe made it clear that the Yordbh people believeythe
existence of . as a divinity when he gave one
of his major characters (5ryrj£na a name that shows 
us that he was from a lineage that worships Qgftn
(the god of ii'on).

However, bgfmmbla was reluctant in presenting
the spirits found in "he__almwin:.- r dnkard os those
to be propitiated cr worshipped by hum,: beings.
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He just presented them as spirits which possessed 
extraordinary power which could be harmful to the 
human species. They were not depicted as super
natural beings capable of being venerated probatbly 
because the majority of them were malevolent in 
behaviour and action or for the simple fact that 
they were generally inimical to the welfare of 
human beings. The wicked spirits at the town of 
the "evil-doers" can be cited as a typical example. 
On the other hand, it should be realized that 
there are two sides to a coin. There were' also a 
few among these spirits who are benevolent towards 
man. Oltiugbb and the "kind-hearted Mother" of the 
forest whom Ldfikb and Bisi met in The Palmwine 
Drinkard are notable examples,

The Yordbh belief in the existence of spirits
also features in "Ojh la ri." The plot whereby 
Ajlfowbwg hoots to Al&idda at the farm is 
intentionally woven into the play in order to remind 
the audience of the Yomlbh belief that malevolent 
spirits may harm one if one's name is shouted at
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the dead of night or in the lonely forest or jungle.
Apart from the religious belief and faith in the 

Supreme Deity and His supernatural agents, several 
things which form the basis of the Yordbh traditional 
beliefs can also be deduced from 6g{xnm$l&"s folkloric 
plays. For instance, the traditional Yordb& man
believes that Sdftrd (patience) and Iwd P$l$ (gentle 
and good behaviour) are very essential for a 
successful life. This may explain why bgftnm$l& 
chose and personified Sdftrd as a major character 
in "Sdtiml Ldgbdw and made her behave in like 
manner. Perhaps, dgftni»$>lA,'s preoccupation in this 
play is to call back into memory the Yordbh belief 
that patience is the best form of human behaviour 
and that those who possess Sd&rd are always peace- 
loving people and could perform some tasks which 
may. seem difficult to accomplish. This conception 
can be corroborated by a Yordbd proverb which says, 
Onlsdftrd nl 1 fftn wdrd kinntftn (It is the patient 
man who milks the lioness.). Consequently, Ogfijm^ld 
probably re-emphasized the significance of patience 
in Yordbd belief and philosophical thought and
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submitted, that patience is the best form of human 
behaviour. It is also believed among the YomlbA 
people that, with patience, some knotty problems
which may seem insurmountable could be solved.
This is evident in a popular Yordbh. maxim.which 
states that Sdftrfl II se dktita ,jinn§L (With patience, 
one can cook a stone to the point of its softening.).

KIn "Qgb$>n Ju Agbara* ,, then traditional YorilbS. ; 
belief and philosophy which states that wisdom 
surpasses power is re-affirmed. According -to a 
Yordbh popular maxim, Al&gb&ra m&. mdrb, baba die ni 
(AA strong but senseless person is the father of all 
indolent persons.). Meanwhile, this does not indicate 
that one should be lazy and idle but it means that 
some of the major problems in life could be tackled 
with agility, a sense of commitment and abundant 
wisdom. In this case, therefore, the traditional 
Yordb& people are of the conviction that, before a 
man could be competent enough to face the odds of 
life, he must be as wise as the asarun (tsetse rfly)
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and. be knowledgeable like $p£l$ (i.e. Ifji, the 
oracle divinity).

iv. Yordbd Political/Administrative System.

The YordDcL political/administrative system 
is a complex one which needs proper study and 
analysis. It should be noted from the outset that 
the prevailing system of government among the 
traditional Yordbh people was hierarchical., that is, 
it starts from the family unit and moves up to the 
village level, and finally to the town level, where 
the position of leadership becomes monarchical.
The YonlbSi political control starts with the family 
unit where the father is automatically the Head and 
controller of the family. He gives every instruc
tion which must be obeyed by each member of the 
unit, although he may delegate power to another 
member of the family who is next to him in age. The 
father, assisted by his wife, maintains the family 
and sees that there is peace, harmony and concord 
within the unit. This can be corroborated with
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Ajayi''s suDmission which states,
The most basic unit of the Nigerian Society 
is, of course, the family and it is through 
the family that we all first experience 
authority. The concept of authority tran
smitted through family life is fundamental 
to any political culture as it tends to be 
embedded within the deepest level of our psyche.5s

With regard to this, bgCmmbld presented Bdb& Origd- 
dkd in "SilhrCL Ldgbd" as the Head of his family 
and compound. He controls the family with the 
assistance of his wife. Anything he says is final,
and his wife and her children listen and obey his
instructions. None of them was bold enough to
oppose him or his wish when he shared his properties
as he liked among his children .K|yind§, the eldest
daughter, did not oppose her father's wish when she
was given out in marriage to one of the sons of his
father's friends. Probably, this custom was still
in operation within the locality during OgCinm^lA's
time, because there was no one who could oppose 

*Bdb& Orisd-Okd among members of his family.
■m

In "Ojft la ri" and "$rft ydt£ s£mp", 6gftnm$>l&. 
presented A.jlfowbwd and Anlyik&yfe as Head and
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Authority over their respective families. A,jlfow6w$ 
and AnlyikSyb have the final say in all discussions 
with their wives and they dictate their wishes to 
them.

The next level of political/administrative
/

hierarchy is the position of the Head of the house
hold (Bahlb ilb). He may be in charge of a compound, 
particularly in an urban area, or a Head over a , 
village (Baalb abd) usually comprising people of 
the same kinship ties or affiliation. However, 
it should be noted that age was an important 
determinant in becoming a Badle among the Yordbd 
people. They belieyed that an old person or an 
elder who had got series of life experiences must
be capable of solving many of the socio-cultural
and economic problems that might surface within the

p ro bab ly
household. ^)gCmmbl^saw this as the concept during 
his period and hoped that, if this could be main
tained, peace would reign supreme in the society.UNIV

ERSITY
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Unfortunately, majority of the contemporary 
youths do not take elders' advice or wisdom as 
relevant. They do not support the popular maxim 
that says, "The words of the elders are words of 
wisdom;' This, according to some youths, are no 
more applicable in the present jet age. Therefore, 
they tend to free themselves from what they regard 
as the conventional yoke of the elders, and they
are always ready to snatch power from the old men/ 
women as much as possible.

The next rung in the hierarch}7 after the 
Ba&lfe is the position of the compound chief (ijdyd 
ddhgbd). In some towns, these people are known 
as M6gd.il. He controls all the family units in his 
compound, whether they are related by blood or 
otherwise.

After the Mogdji comes the Bahlg of small towns 
who are usually under the sovereignty of another 
bigger town. The Bahlft was directly responsible to 
the Qba, and he pays annual or periodic tributes to

him (£ba). In "Siltm! Ldgbd̂ ' bghn.i&nd1 s father
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(Agbdde-dghn). mentioned, that BdbS. 6risd-6k6 was 
an authority who haa a wide area of jurisdiction 
and that his order must be instantly obeyed.

The Oba was at the apex of the hierarchical
structure of authority. All power was vested in
him, and he is usually referred to as Khbiydsi. J
In "Qgb$n Ju Agbdra^' the Qba of Onlkhnftn and the
Oba of 0166ya were traditional rulers of their
subjects and directed them in all national events.
In "BOlbrun-d-pani-oba-d-ld-pani," "Q16run 16 m̂ ĵ )̂
dĥ ' and "Asoore-md-sikdj1 the ,Qba were presented as
the sole authorities that were omniscient, omnipotent
and they could do anything they wished with impunity. 

%Although Ogfirmfrld agreed that the Qbas of his
days were very powerful and wise, he did not believe
that the Qbas were all-powerful, omnipotent and
omniscient. In a nutshell, dg(mm6l5. disagrees with
the notion that Qbas could be equated with Q16run
(i.e. God) especially in wisdom and impartial
judgement. Therefore, in "Qlbrun lo m£j§6 dfî ';

*Ogtmm§l& pointed out that only God is the equitable 
Judge, and that earthly judges only make efforts;
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also, in "BQl^run-d-pani-pba-kd-lS-pani" and 
"Asoorem&sikdiV dg&nmblh hinted that there is no 
power greater than God's and that only God can 
provide succour for human beings. Here, it was

emphasized that human beings are ordinary mortals, tkctfe
/only God is immortal, omnipotent and omniscient.

However, since the colonial period, several changes
have ojpc^re&^wifchin -thi Nigerian political" ' ' C

**\

culture in general and the YordbS. political tradi
tion in particular. Authority and power had since 
shifted from the traditional rulers, and now the 
government, the judiciary, the executive and the 
legislature wield enormous power. The weakening 
of an Oba' s authority over his subjects is a foregone 
conclusion, and the relevance of traditional rulers 
in the governance of the Nigerian societies is a 
controversial issue. Practically, the Oba now 
reigns but does not rule. They are only representa
tives of their people at the grassroots level.UNIV

ERSITY
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Although, some people, especially among the 
literate elites, are of the contention that the 
traditional rulers are no more significant in the 
political administration of the country, yet the 
existence and relevance of the Obas in the YonlbA 
political/administrative set-up should not be 
underestimated. ■ The government and people of 
Nigeria in general should heed the warning of J. 
Smith who says,

He who attempts to resume the stability . 
which chieftaincy provides without first 
ensuring an even greater stability is 
courting disaster...Present day Nigeria 
can no more do without the chief than the British could.50

In view of this, bgftnm^lh seems to support this 
claim by presenting the Yordbh Qbas as significant 
people in the political and administrative systems.

v. Yorilbh Traditional Science /Medicine

Like any other nations of the world, the 
YordbS. people are a force to reckon with, as 
regards scientific knowledge in traditional medicine.
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Medical knowledge was not unknown among the people 
from the remote past, and the Yordbd man has been 
preventing himself from and curing various ailments 
and diseases before the advent of the colonialist.
In other words, bgtmmblh seems to point out in his 
plays that the knowledge of medicine and health-care 
delivery is not a monopoly of any race or any 
society of the world.

In the traditional era, the Yoruba hunters, 
who also served as warriors for their towns, were 
believed to possess potent medicine and superna
tural powers. They made use of these when occasion 
demanded, especially in battles against neighbouring 
towns or villages or during hunting expeditions. 
Therefore, evidence abounds in Ogtmm&ld's plays, 
showing that the Yordbh people have developed a 
Mghly sophisticated medical technology prior to 
the arrival of the European Missionaries who first 
introduced the Western medicine and medical system 
in their colonies.
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0gCinm£>l&. shows that the Tordbd, like other 
people throughout the world, use various -herbs and 
roots for medicinal preparations. Therefore, the 
use of roots and herbs for therapeutic and curative 
purpose is hereby brought into the limelight. As 
we have observed in "Ojtx la ri," D&w&dd goes into 
the forest in search of inabiri (plumbago zeylanica) 
root for the preparation of some medicines. Although 
we are not told in the play what inabiri root is 
used for, the present writer discovers from, another 
source that, among the Yordb& people, indbirl root 
may be used as a tonic while its leaves may be 
manipulated to cure intestinal worms (,ardn). The

< 1*seeds are also used by circumcisers for tattoos and
f i 1facial marks. Also, in The Palmwine Drinkard, 

when L&ftk£ Qmu was approaching the house of Ikti
(Ddath), he started to chant some incantations 
which thereafter mide Ikfc become unconscious and 
submissive. The chanting of incantations is a 
common incident in this play. Another period worth 
noting was when Ldfikl Qmu chanted some incantations 
to free Blsl from the wicked spirits of the forest
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who could have killed her. With these incantations, 
Ldhk£ Qmu was able to cast a spell on the weird 
spirits, and they could no more talk but went away
dumbfounded, leaving Bisi unhurt. It is also 
pertinent to note, in "pgb£n Ju Agbhrh,if the efficacy 
of traditional medicine and magical objects^especially 
during war periods. During this period, magical 
charms are displayed and manipulated with the belief 
that they would work wonders for their possessors.
In this play (Qgb£n Ju Agb&ra"), we discover that the 
Olbdyd war captain was able to have an edge over 
his opponents probably due to his magical power. 
Unfortunately, however, the secret of his magical 
power was disclosed to the OnikhnCin warriors as a 
result of his : (Olbd^d. Captain's) carelessness 
and drunkenness. In this case, the dhs& (the 
coiffure consisting of hair plaited into horn-shape) 
on the head of Ol66yh captain which served as his 
protector against the enemies, was rendered impotent. 
Also, it is the general belief among the Yonlbh*
people that everything or everyone has one taboo
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or the other being associated with one. In the 
case before us, the d£s6 on the head of 0166yd's 
captain must not be hit with the ds&pdtu (sida 
carpinifolia) plant. Otherwise, it will become 
impotent and this may adversely affect the. posse
ssor of the magical object. The Qs6p6tu plant Was 
therefore used by the people of Onlkdnfrn to hit the 
0166yd war captain on the head and this rendered him
impotent, and he was immediately captured.

% 62Ldhkfe Qmu and Bisi also used egb§ to
save themselves from the hands of the "evil spirits" 
who wanted to sacrifice them to 6gfin (god of iron). 
Ldfik£ Qmu was also given a magical egg which could 
turn ordinary water into palmwine.

Although some people may argue that incanta
tions belong to the realm of magic, since the 
spiritual forces are occasionally involved, it should 
be noted that, sometimes, the physical and the 
spiritual intersect and cut across each other's 
planes. This is one of the mysteries of life which
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even Western sciences have not been able to decipher 
or explain.

Now, the majority of the YonlbS. people embrace 
foreign religions, and therefore reject the traditional 
norms and practices. They are embracing alien, cultures
to the detriment of the indigenous ones. Some who 
embrace Christianity or Islam, which are the two 
popular foreign religions in Nigeria today, are so 
fanatical in their faith that they do not take 
traditional medicine or patronise/consult traditional 
doctors whenever they fall ill. Some even reject 
both the Western medicine and the traditional one 
due to their religions convictions.

Be that as it may, there are many people today, 
particularly the so-called Yordbd Christians and 
Muslims, who secretly consult the herbalists or 
traditional healers, especially after they had made 
unsuccessful efforts to get cured by Western medical 
practitioners. Despite the fact that some Western- 
trained medical practitioners are always in the 
habit of criticizing the potency of traditional 
medicine, the Yoi-ub& traditional healers are making 
a headway and projecting the age-old cultural heritage.
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Moreover, it has been discovered that studies in 
traditional medical practices have now been entren
ched in the curricula of several higher institutions 
of learning in Nigeria and in Africa generally. 
Research works by renowned scholars in traditional 
health-care delivery are in progress, and it is 
expected that useful reports will, in the near 
futurejbe got from these research works.
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CHAPTER POUR

LANGUAGE AND OTHER COMMUNICATION MEDIA 
IN KOLA OGUNMt)LA'S FOLK LORI 0 PLATS

Language is an integral part of a people "-s 
cultural heritage and a medium of conveying thought 
ideas or feelings by means of the spoken word.
It is the most intimate and pervasive of all human 
creations which reflect in their totality the ways 
of life of a people. It serves as a vehicle for 
the transmission of societal norms and values from 
one generation to the other, and each ethnic group 
is identified as a distinct entity by her language. 
According to Sapir?

Language is a guide to social reality....
human beings do not live in the objective 
world alone, nor alone in the world of 
social reality as ordinarily understood but are very much at the mercy of the 
particular language which has become the 
medium of expression for their society...
The real world is, to a large extent, 
unconsciously built up in the language 
habit of the group.-1-

In this case, language remains the pivot upon which
the identity of every group of people and their
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cultural heritage rests.
In his plays, 6gtmm§l& showed his expertise 

in using the YordbS. language. He had a good 
command of the language and manipulated it to get 
his message across to his audience. These plays 
were produced in Yordb&, and this accounts for their 
wide acceptance by the indigenous people for whom 
they were originally conceived. The dialogue is, 
in part, sung, bringing out the aesthetics and tonal 
characteristics of the Yordbh spoken word.
Through an effective manipulation of the Yordbci 
linguistic medium, dgftnm£>l& was able to forge a 
mutual relationship with his audience. He used his 
Yordbh linguistic artistry to enhance the performer- 
audience relationship and the entertaining and 
communicative aesthetic values of his performances. 
The language is manipulated to show a considerable 
degree of linguistic artistry that explores the
rhetorics of Yordbh, his indigenous language, 
thereby giving his audience the didactic and p*hilo- 
sophical messages he originally intended to infuse 
into their minds.^
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The above appraisal emanates from our critical 
study of Cgfrnmblh's stylistic use of the Yordb& 
language in his folkloric plays, and how he had 
artistically manipulated the language to achieve 
his aim. Apart from a study of the spoken word, we 
have also delved into how dgCmmblci employed some 
other communication media in his productions. These 
various media of communication are discussed and 
analysed. For the sake of clarity of expression,'
we shall categorize them as follows:
Proverbs, Riddles, Praise poems (orlki), •
Characterization, Folksongs, Figures of speech, 
and other media of communication.

CD PROVERBS (OWE)

Despite the fact that <3gtmrn£>l£t was a very young 
man when he started his career as a dramatist, he
had a good command of the Yordbci proverbs* However, 
it should be recalled that the use of proverbs is 
common among the elderly people who have acquired
a vast knowledge and experience of the cultural 
environment. According to Ddpd Adelugba in his
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study of Ama Ata Aidoo's The Dilemma of a Ghost,
"the degree of ease in the use of traditional saws, 
proverbs and imagery is determined by the age of 
the users.". ̂ This observation hold equally good 
for dgtinm61h"s dramas. Knowledge and experience 
of one's traditional environment is highly necessary 
for one to be competent in decoding proverbs. This 
j s why a YordbA adage says, »' Qmodfe 16 lorin, dgbd 
16 ldwfe.'* (Songs are primarily meant for children 
while proverbs are for the elders.) No youth is 
competent to tell proverbs without permission from 
the elders. According to Ben Amos, "YomlbS. 
etiquette dictates that a younger person's use of 
a proverb in the presence of an6—d-8r^  person must 
be marked by a prefatory apology."4 Therefore, 
before a young person tells a proverb in the midst 
of elders, he would first acknowledge their authori
ty and experience and thereafter beg for their 
approval. In this case, the young person can only 
proceed to tell proverbs in the midst of eldera 
after he/she has been duly permitted to do so.
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This is because he has to acknowledge the elders 
who are believed to be the custodians of- the 
traditions.

'bgftnmt>l£i, though a young man, was capable of 
using proverbs effectively because he was said 
to have moved very close to the aged people 
around him.^ With utmost respect and politeness, 
he associated himself with elders and shared from- 
their wealth of experience and their vast knowledge 
of the Tomlbh language and culture. This is in 
harmony with a Yorilbh proverb that says, ^Bi pmpdfe 
b& mp owfr w£, y&b bk dgbd jgun." (If a child or a 
young person knows how to keep his/her hands clean, 
he/she would be allowed tomdine with the elder.)
This connotes that, if a young person could be 
respectful, humble and polite to the old and the 
ag$>d people, he/she would be nurtured with their 
deep knowledge and experience, and this is one of 
the effective means of imparting knowledge into the 
minds of the youths. Proverbs are also pieces’of 
wisdom or wise sayings which traditional judges 
used in their arbitration or settlement of disputes.
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Th.ey are community property which perhaps started 
with one man, and then was transmitted through the 
community and eventually came to be accepted by 
all. In this case, a proverb is an entity which 
in itself sometimes speaks volumes.

In The PaLm^ine Drinkard, for instance, 'the

drinking companions of Ldhkf Qmu, after the death 
of Aldbh, told him.^Bi a b& ti h fdp&rl isu han 
dle.id, dwe il§ t66 lo ni." (When it reaches the 
stage when the yam-head has to be shown to a 
visitor, it is an indirect way of telling him/her 
to go home^ Since the only source of their 
palimwine is blocked due to the sudden death of 
Aldbh, their professional palm-wine tapper, these 
people realized that nothing would be more befitting 
to them than to disperse from LAhk|1s house.
This reminds one of a lorilbd maxim which says, 
gs$ girigiri nilfe dh,i<Sf£, dft.jbfb tah, es$ d£.

(Many people usually assemble where free food and 
drinks are available, but as soon as everything 
available is consumed, they disperse without notice*)
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In like manner, the drinking companion of L&fikfe 
left him even without considering the agony of 
his palm-wine tapper who died on active service.

But before they left, they communicated their opinion 
to their host in a proverb which is a direct but 
disguised way of expressing their feeling.

It should be recalled that, in Yordbh socio
cultural life , the use of proverbs during important 
discussions plays a very significant role. For 
example, proverbs have always been an important 
source of African law because they embody the moral 
truth and ideas of justice of a given community.
This is why they are brief utterances with didactic 
intents. Moreover, proverbs are a restrictive form 
of communication, the message of which can be 
deciphered only by people who share a common frame 
of reference. Aostract opinions based on familiar 
ideas taken from the immediate environment are 
expressed through proverbs. Afolabi Ojo confirms 
this claim when he says that the Yordbh people are 
adept at spinning philosophical and poetical
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proverbs around ordinary things or natural pheno
mena.6 Meanwhile, hundreds of traditional proverbs 
are still with us, and through this medium, one 
can see the picture of the environment that contri
buted to the moulding of the people"s thoughts.
In "Sdfinl Lhgbdj' Bdbh Origd-dkb confirmed that 
Kfeyxndl (nicknamed SdurU) is a well-behaved and 
responsible child when he says, A Ki 1 m$w£ il$ 
k6 kflni nlsu.(One does not know the nature of one's 
land and get thin yam out of it} Here, he stated 
that K^yindfe is a reliable, well-behaved child.
In all the folkloric plays produced by Oghnm^lh, 
proverbs, maxims and adages abound.

It is also pertinent to show that Oghnm^lh 
uses the title of his^folkloric plays as proverbial 
themes which have deep and figurative meanings, 
and which only the wise can explain or decode. For 
instance, "SMrd ldgbd,*' "^rh ydtd s£m9" and
"Ajb ki i gbfe" are proverbial. These titles have 
given us brief information and have presented,the 
basic idea behind each of the plays. Here, 
bgftnm£lh has drawn inferences from the Yordb& socio 
cultural beliefs to express his philosophical ideas
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In the real dramas,however, he presented these ideas 
in practical terras. The performances therefore add 
new dimensions to the messages conveyed by the 
plays.

In other words, the late K61d 6g(xnm&l&. used 
several Yordbd proverbs in these plays to comment 
on Yordbd socio-cultural life. Some of these proverbs 
talk about the Yordbd family, the relationship of 
parents to children and of husband to wife, the 
position of elders and the individual's duty to the 
society. They concern manners and customs, and the 
vices and virtues of human beings. They are occa
sionally used as statements for the wise to think 
about.

ii. RIDDLES (ALQ)
The etymology of the word dlfr may be difficult 

to explain but the word is probabfq derived from the 
combination of the morpheme /d/ and the verb 
(to twist). Thus, /d/ - /1£/ becomes the deriva
tive noun /dl§/, a twisted statement or a riddle.
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A riddle is a type of puzzle often rendered 
partly in poetic language and partly in a prosaic 
form. The Yordbh likened dl& to something naturally 
put in a pod and which should be carefully broken 
to know its content. Someone who is knowledgeable 
in the way it is broken must handle it to avoid 
waste., This is why they use the Yordbd word £a 
before dlfr or Owe. Hence, they say, Mo_ 
dlfr (I want to ^reak a riddle) or Mo f£ pa Owe 
(I want to break a proverb). This shows that dlfr
and 6we cannot be decoded by unintelligent beings, 
but by people who are culture-conscious, and who 
have a wide knowledge and experience of their social 
and cultural environment.

m . is a form of evening entertainment prelimi
nary to the telling of stories usually accompanied 
by songs. In the traditional days, d!6 was usually 
told after the daĵ i work when people were relaxing, 
prior to the evening meal. It was then a taboo 
to tell riddles during the daytime, except in the 
evenings or at night. This is why a Yordb4 adage 
saYs» jjSul r$l$ nl 1 p&lfr Qs&n (Only an idle man tells
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riddles during the daytime.) But nowadays, this 
is no longer the case. Telling of riddles is no 
more limited to evening or nights; riddles are told 
at any time of the day, especially by school children 
in their classrooms or during organised television 
or radio programmes. The traditional practice 
whereby young children and few adults assemble 
before or after the last meal of the day to tell 
riddles is fast diminishing. Except in the rural 
villages and hamlets where few children can still 
be found, childrem in urban settlements do not keep 
late nights to tell riddles. Instead, each child 
of school age reads his or her note-books or faces 
the assignment or homework given to him/her by the 
school teacher. They only read the riddles in books 
or hear them in classes during the school periods,

Telling of dlfy in The Palmwine Drinkard reminds 
us of the age-old YordbS. tradition used to educate 
children (and adults alike) in quick thinking and 
intellectual skill. Ldhk£'s first riddle is*.

16 wd 16rl dkun ti kd si 16ri ild?" (What is it
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that appears on the sea but cannot be seen on the 
ground?). To decode this riddle, one needs deep 
reasoning and a working knowledge of the cosmology 
of one,!s geographical environment. Without this 
experience, no one could solve or decipher the 
riddle, no matter how wise he/she is, L&fik$ probably 
told this riddle, in order to give his drinking 
companions a preliminary entertainment to open the 
drinking spree. From daily experience, it is disco
vered that the moon usually mirrors itself in small 
or big waters and people see it both in the sky and 
on the surface of water while it is impossible to 
get its mirror on the bare ground. This is why this 
type of riddle is woven to make people think deeply 
of what they are conversant with within their 
environment. Ldhkfe also told several riddles which 
were decoded by his friends. In some of these 
riddles, the nature of people's behaviour was delved 
into. For instance, Ldhk£ continued his riddles 
and said, Iydwb onlkbbb kau dbb tl li£ onigba 6kfe „jhde 
(A bride got with one and half kobo who drives out 
that who is married with a hundred naira). The
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solution to this £1$) is emu (palmwine), a liquid 
substance personified here as a "bride". Therefore, 
it is discovered that the telling of riddles 
involved the projection of human characteristics 
to non-human and sometimes abstract objects or ideas. 
Often, it involves personifying inanimate objects 
and making them behave like human beings. The 
peculiar and irrational behaviour of drunkards over
taken by the alcoholic effects of grou is drawn out 
from this riddle. For instance, the physical- appear
ance or alcoholic action of fresh palmwine can be 
likened to that of an aggressive human being who 
is taken up by annoyance. The emu foams exceedingly 
and its appearance looks like someone in an angry 
mood. If such wine is taken in excess, the effect 
on the drinker may be likened to that of a possessed 
person.

Therefore, Edhk$ being a 'drinkard' of no meam 
standing was able to visualise and personify palmwine 
as an envious and aggressive bride 'married" with an 
insignificant amour 'r of money (as bride price) who is 
able to influence the expulsion of the legitimately
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wedded wife with a wave of the hand. This idea is 
borne out of a common experience among palmwine 
addicts or drunkards, who, after a drinking bout, 
have disputes with neighbours and friends and 
especially with their wives. Due to the alcoholic 
effect of emu, some of these people often flog 
their wives or even drive them out of the matrimo
nial homes. In other words, the action of fresh 
palm-wine has been likened to the behaviour of an

aggressive bride who is after her neighbour or co- 
wife with the motive of pushing her out of the home.

Another riddle worthy of mention is found in
"Sdftrti Ldgbd". Here, Qghn.iAnA asked Is61h, his
friend, whether he knew the best part of an animal
and the worst part of it. The answer to this riddle
is ahfrn (tongue). Deciphering this quiz, dghnm^lA
explained that the tongue is always used to sing
the praises of people while it is also used to
slander them. The father of Isdlh was really excited , .1 , , jOmaUps

ahoat-’this ̂ itosophtcqL/jmd therefore commended him for 
the wisdom. Here, OgDnm^lS. showed that he had been
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in the company of elders for a long time and had 
benefited immensely from their wisdom.

Meanwhile, it should be noted that the 
language of riddles is sometimes said to be archaic 
and certainly often contains apparently meaningless^ 
words.^ But, like proverbs, riddles represent a 
concise form of conventionally stereotyped expre
ssion, and most significantly the imagery and 
poetic comment of even the simple riddle are

Qclearly part of the general literary culture. 
Therefore, we can see clearly that Oghnm^lS. 
employed the use of riddles to serve dramatic ends.

Oriki among the YordbS. people has psycholo
gical and socio-cultural functions. It is often used 
as a succinct end oblique way of commenting on those 
addressed. They contribute to the literary flavour 
of formal or informal conversation, adding a ciepth 
or a succinctness through their meanings, overtones,
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or metaphors.^ According to S.O. Babay^mi,
"Oriki is an all-embracing form of Yordbd genre.
It forms the bedrock of all Yonlbh. poetry." ^
In this case, oriki (praise name/poem) gives 
insight into the socio-cultural events among the 
Yordbd people.

Meanwhile, oriki in dgCmm£>l&' s folkloric plays 
can be classified under the following headings.

(1) Personal Oriki; Personal oriki serves as 
subsidiary names for the bearer, particularly among 
the $y§ Yordbh people. These oriki carry specific 
messages and communicate socio-cultural information 
which can oe used as historical data. For instance, 
in "Sdhnl Ldgbd,M IsdlS. is a praise-name (oriki) 
which traditionally depicts someone born of a royal 
family.^ Isdl&1s royalty can be deduced from the 
discussion between him and his friend bgfrn.j&nd.
Here, he spoke like someone who came from an 
affluent family, but in ^Khn.j&nd's case, it is quite 
the reverse. This can be detected from the * 
pronouncements of Ogtm.l&nd's father who, when 
advising his son as to who he (Ogfrn.j&nd) should
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choose among the three girls of BAb& 0rigd-6k6, 
said,

Ki lo 6 fi SMrti. se ?
Ki ni elbyii ti bn lb fbran pmo ?
5 $ mb pfe owb ldgbd gbogbo <§ ?
]£ni tb bh lbwb lbwb
6 ti ni shhrd.
6 si ti l$m9
Nitori nhh elfeyii ti 9w$ r $ ya owb 
Ti bd kb owb W9lfee wa.
Oun ni ki o m(i tk.a bh d^hhn-bn o. . .

What will you do with Sduril (Patience) ?
What benefit will you derive from that one who,

they say, loves children ?
Don't you know that money surpasses them all ? 
Anyone who has owb (money),
Has got Sdftrh (Patience),
And also Qmo (children).

Therefore, the girl who is blessed with money 
Should be your choice when we g&t there. *UNIV
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In the above quotation, we see how ^ghnjhnd's 
father strongly advised his son ( Qgfrnj£nd) that 
he should choose Tfeyewd nicknamed 0w6 as his 
bride-to-be.

Ayink£, the praise name of Bdbh 0rig&-6kd’lls 
wife in.this same play, depicts someone who is 
worthy of praise and favour. Ayink§ is seen as a 
responsible mother who.is blessed with good and 
reliable children of whom one can be proud. What 
"bghnm^lh probably tries to teach his audience is 
that peaceful and responsible families contribute 
immensely to the building of a virile and progressive 
nation. Unlike many.families in the contemporary 
period, the family of Bdbd Oris^-ok§ is peace - 
loving and of good comportment. This is deduced 
from the pronouncements, actions and behaviours of 
the, children and their parents. The children are' 
respectful, humble and obedient while the parents 
are simple, accommodating and responsible. There is, 
indeed, deep affection, love and understanding \±thin 
the family. Consequently, Ogftnm§l§i believed that, if

318.
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the Nigerian families and lineage groups could 
borrow a leaf from Babh-Orisd-dkd1s family, we 
might be able to make Nigeria a better place to 
live in.

(ii) Naturally-derived name and oriki

One of the techniques used by the late K$l§. 
dgftnm61§. in his folkloric plays is the manipulating 
of naturally-derived names'and oriki to bring out 
his ideas and his philosophy. For example, in 
"STlhrtl L&gbd^ dgftnm$l§. gave us the names K|yindfe, 
Thybwd and Iddwft which are names resulting from 
extraordinary births. These names, according to him, 
symbolize Patience, Money and Children respectively. 
The names are not initiated by the parents of those 
who* bear them because they are naturally derived. 
K$yind& and Thyfewd are names given to twin babies 
among the Yordb& people. While K^yindfe is the last 
to come down from his/her mother's womb, Thy&wd is
the first to be delivered. Ironically, however,
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Thy§w6 is customarily assumed to be the younger 
while Kfeyindb who is delivered later is taken to be 
the senior.

An oral tradition states that, when these two 
babies (twins) are preparing to come into the world 
of men, it is K|yind§ who usually sends his/her 
younger brother/sister to see and inspect the suita
bility of the universe into which they are to be born. 
Getting to the world, Thyfewd will signal back to 
K^yindfe whether to follow him/her (if he/she finds 
the world to be suitable to live in) or to :go back 
to the spiritual realm or heaven (if otherwise).
If T&ybwd's signal is a negative one, K|yindfe will 
come as a stillbirth.' or fail to come out of the
mother's womb, thereby causing the death of such

12unfortunate mothers. T&yfewd on its own will later
fall sick and return to meet Keyindb in the abode
of*spirits. However, the word /K§yind§/ semantically

uconnotes "one who comes last, while Thyfewb connotes 
"one who comes to taste the 'sweetness' of the world*1* 
This customary belief in twins is not peculiar*to the 
Yor&bS. people alone. There are similar phenomena of
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this kind world-wide. For instance, the Biblical 
record shows Esau and Jacob as twins. While Esau
was the first to be delivered, Jacob came later but

13was taken as the elder of the two.
Also in "iigd Qd&rd", M d a  and Qkf are naturally 

derived praise-names. While M d a  is a child bora 
with curled hair on its head, Qkfe is a baby wrapped 
by a net at the time of birth. The above two names 
are used in this play probably to show that bearers 
of such extraordinary names are not easily subdued 
by the malevolent actions of spirits or human beings. 
M d h  and 0k§ could have beaten' each other to death 
in the farm before the co-incidental intervention 
of one of their women customers who separated them 
and settled the misunderstanding for them.

It should also be noted that all these naturally 
derived Orlki or praise names have some peculiar 
praise poems attached to each.of them. For example, 
in*Esd Odara", M 1' s father showered chants of 
praises on Mda, his son,:s friend, when he sa&s,
"M d a  Awuru, onlmOgannd11 (Mda Awtirft, a wonderful 
child). We also see that Esd Oddrd in this play
has his own oriki which he chahted by himself when 
he says,
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femi ilsd Lkdlk
Onile Orita
gni m$ §n, kd kd 6
$ni kd 6jkd m$ £>n
A-ko-l$nd s$nu pdmd pdmil
Qba al§.de ink
Qba alkdfe $gbun....

I ,  E s t i .  L & d l t i .

Possessor of a house at the .crossroad*(
Those who know him do not come across him
Those who come across him do not know him
Someone who is met on the road with firmly 

shut mouth.
King, possessor of a spacious crown....

The above orikl of iigd Qddrd depicts him as a dreadful
being who is always full of evil machinations.
Although we should note that Ogunm^lk had earlier in
this play given to some of the attributes
and praise poems of Ogftn (the Yordbk god of iron)
when he credited ]£sd Qddrd with the praise poern̂

Onild k&ngunkdngun l£run 
6 16mi nllfe fdj£ w^.1^'
Possessor of innumerable houses in heaven
One who has water at home but bathes in blood,
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This practice often occurs in drama.
fn The Palmwine Drinkard, Aldb& is another

naturally derived praise name. For example, 5n the
funeral dirge chanted by Ldfikfe Qmu to commemorate
the death of this professional tapper, he (Aldb&)
was referred to as AldbA of gd&(or Aldbh, native of
gdu). jldu here shows the lineage from where Aldbh
comes. Often, lineage poems are used as historical
source material and, in some cases, woven round
divine providence. Here,AldbA has been turned into
a hero and has Joined the ancestral realm. Meanwhile, 

\it seems that Oghnm^lA is warning his people to look 
back to their past since a river that forgets its 
source will dry up.

Another example worthy of mention is the
derivational orlki being given to Asoorem&gikd In
"Agoorem&gikd". Due to his kind deeds and philan- • •
thropic behaviour, people started to call him 
"Agoore-bi-$ni-g$" (He who does good like a stupid 
person or a fool). Here, bgCmm&lh reminds hisv
audience of people's reaction to issues. He empha
sized that doing good does not always free a person
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from people's reproach because evil-doers will 
continually envy such kind-hearted persons, and call 
them ugly names, and would shower unhealthy comments 
on them. However, Ogtmmblh re-emphasizes in this 
play the Yordbh be|ief that, no matter what people 
may say or do to the innocent persons, such people 
would always come out victorious.

(iv) THE APPROPRIATE USB OF NAMES IN K&LA
OGHNMQLA1S FOLKLORIC FLAYS

Apart from the spoken word, 6g1inm£>lh makes 
appropriate use of names to communicate his idea 
and his message directly or indirectly to his 
audience. He gave the major characters in the 
plays names which portray their roles at first 
glance. In this wise, he saved many members of 
his audience the trouble of identifying who a 
character is and what role he/she is intended to 
perform. In "SMml Ldgb^' bghnm$l&. personifies 
Sdftrd and gave her a naturally derived name 
(Kfyindfe) which symbolises patience. In this
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play, Kfeyindfe or Sflftrd behaves as a true symbol of 
patience, endurance and perseverance. Also in the 
same play, Bab6 6risd-dkd behaves in conformity with 
his name. For instance, we discover in this play 
that he is an old man who controls power and autho
rity in his domain. This is probably why he has 
SMrd, 0w6 and Qmo as children. With all these 
children, he commands respect, and honour among his 
r»eople.. Semantically, 6rigd-0kd means "god of the
sky", bgfinm^lh probably created this name.for him 
in order to show the extent of his authority in his 
domain.

In "Ojft la rî ' . the principal characters are
A.jlfow6wd, Al&id&a and Aklnldwpn. A,jlfow6w$ 
symbolizes someone who is rich. However, the 
traditional Yordbh people share the belief that 
the wives of those who are very rich or those 
who have too much wealth often face the problem of 
barrenness. Here, Acjlfow6w£ is a typical example.
The name connotes that he "swims" in money, 
many people, particularly among the traditionalists, 
would believe that the acquisition of tob much wealth 
has contributed to his problem. On the other hand,
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Al&ld^a depicts someone who is dishonest, mischievous, 
wayward and irresponsible. His hypocrisy and way
wardness has been unveiled even from the genesis of 
the play, and this dishonest behaviour of Al&id&a 
is seen throughout the play. Aldid&a semantically 
connotes someone who is not good in behaviour and 
actions. Therefore, immediately Ogdnm^lh brought 
this man into focus, everyone knew what role he was 
designed to play. Finally, the name Akinldw&n is 
given to A.jlfow6w$ * s child due to the conditions 
prevailing before his birth. This name emanates

from the Yonlbh cnstom and the proverb which says,
"Il£ lcL k wd, lch t&6, somo lbrtiko" (Children are 
named in accordance with the prevailing circumstances 
in the family.) Therefore, Aklnldw&n here symbolizes 
a male child who, by his birth, removed the indigna
tion and reproach between his parents, caused by a long 
period of barrenness.

Another reference worthy of note can be found 
in“A<jb ki i ghfe'8 where 6ghnm£>lh gave the principal 
characters such appelations like Al&pard. J£ldkdn-$
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and From 'tiie outset, these names have
revealed that these men would play no other role than 
that of rogues. ~uch appelations are not uncommon among 

person* of dubious character even in our contemporary 
period. Shmo-hgongo in "&sd £>d̂ r&" is made to 
behave like jisu $ddr&. He caused trouble between 
2k£ and Ddda who are intimate friends. He also went 
to Qk£"s father to perpetrate his evil deeds. In 
these two incidents, Bsi\ Qd&rd could have succeeded 
in his nefarious activities had it not been for the 
quick intervention of a woman customer who ‘settled 
the misunderstanding between D&da and Qk£, and in 
the case of father, his wife (jyh Qk|) quickly
drove away the disguised jisd fldhrd from their house.

Symbolic names used to communicate some ideas 
or opinions, as we have seen above, are prominent in 
bgfmmbl&'s folkloric plays. Names given to these4
symbolic characters serve as a communication device 
to reveal from the outset the roles such characters 
are bound to play in the drama. OgfrnmblS. probably 
adopted this method in order to make it easier for
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his audience to follow the trends of events as keenly 
as possible. This device contributed in no small 
measure to the artistic appeal of the plays.

(v ) FOLK SONGS AMD OTHER MEDIA OF COIvMJN I CATION

Folksongs which are also a medium of communica
tion found in these folkloric plays are fruits of 
traditional culture. Occasionally, people who have 
gone against the norms of the society are warned 
through folk songs and this serves s a means of 
social control. They are very significant in the 
daily lives of any community and are often used as 
a medium of communication throughout the world.
They are used in every aapect of human activities, 
particularly during important occasions including 
ritual celebrations, religious festivities, social 
engagements, wars or eorom^tions*3- There are songs 
in praise of chiefs or Qbas while some songs are used 
to convey a general idea or to express one's 
sentiments. These claims can be substantiated by the 
way 'bgtinm̂ lS. used folk songs to drive his points 
home. Therefore, songs in 6gtmm§l&"s plays deserve
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careful study and critical analysis in order to 
understand the message they are meant to convey to us.

Firstly, dgCmm$>lA adopts the use of the "Opening 
Glee" and "Closing ; Glee.*?" (songs) to introduce 
his plays and conclude his performance. From these 
songs, he quickly "brings out his aims, beliefs and 
philosophy. Apart from using these songs to communicate 
his opinions to the audience, AgCmmblS. also employed 
the use of fo3k songs to remind the Yordbh people 
of their cultural heritage and their religious beliefs. 
For instance, in "Asooremhgikd", dgfrnm&lS. remmcis. the 
Yordbh of their traditional belief in re-incamation 
and retributive judgement. Therefore, he says,

? m& sdkd lhyfe,
Tori a 6 r$run 
Bh a b&. dfe 'bodS,
A 6 roj$.^

Do no wicked acts on earth,
Because we shall all go to heaven.
Getting to the gate of heaven, . *
We shall all account for our past deeds.

ihe above song may be seen by some people as ordinary 
speech utterances, yet its form and contents give an
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insight to Yordbh cultural and religious beliefs.
It contains cultural materials worthy of analysis, 
and warnings which can bring a society to sanity 
are highly accentuated in them. Therefore, apart 
from the aesthetics of these songs, they, function as 
verbal communication which reflects both personal 
and social experiences within the cultural environ
ment. In the above song, the Yordbh belief in 
re-incarnation is brought into focus. It also 
reminds the audience of the Tordbh belief in retri
butive justice and emphasizes the repercussions of 
wickedness and evil acts. Like every traditional 
Yordbh man or woman, bgOnmblh believed that man 
would automatically reap whatever seed he/she sows, 
and that there is a reckoner at the mythical gate 
of heaven who is always ready to pay everyone back 
in his or her own coin. It is also pertinent to 
note that this song is sung seven times, indicating 
a very serious warning to perpetrators of evil.

Another warning song worthy of analysis is
*

that found in Esd $d&r^” Here, bg{mm£l& concludes 
the play with the song!
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M6 m'Egd o,
M$> m'Egd
^ni rere, mh mlilgd gerd 1 
M§ m'Egil oi'
M£> m'E^dl1 
Eni ibi ni

16M$ m'Ê ti. ?erer

Do not play with jisill
Never play with SgOJ
Good man, never play ..with Bsd }
Do not play with Jisdi 
Never play with Sgdl'
He is a bad- being!'
Never play with Esdl

In this concluding song, 6gftnm§l&. warned the
\ \Yomlbh people generally to steer clear of Egd Qddrd

and his followers. He noted that there are people
who may disguise themselves to seem harmless but
who are wolves in sheep'!s clothing or rgreen srfkes .under
the . gre’en grass .

The folk song found in "Ojft la ri" can also 
be cited here. It gives us the information about 
the whereabouts of the missing Akinldwbn. Thus we—1 .mi
hear,

stb-
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Lil&: Akinldw^n ti d9m9 ol6w6 
Akinldw$>n ti d9m9 9ba 
KdiLgbd yin h fr? nigbdri dkun 
dkun lolbri omi 
§sd laldgbalilw$
B§9 bh dfelfe
K$ 9 S9 fhr&a'lfe 
P ’Aklnldw^n m$ h sawo £wd 0

^gbe: Tokinni, tokinni1^

Solo: Aklnldwbn has becomeaa child of the rich^ 
Aklnl&wbn has become a prince^
Xour gourd is at the upper edge of the sea? 
The sea is the biggest of all waters^
While the lagoon is extensive.
When you get back home^
Tell everyone in the household
That Aklnldwbn has joined the cult of the 

spirits.
Chorus: Tokinni, tokinni.

Apart from the fact that the whereabouts of 
Aklnl&wbn are known, the song also carries other 
information or messages worthy of note. Aklnldwbn 
is said to have become the son of the rich one. 
This reminds us of the XonlbA belief that anyone
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who dies a good ^ea-thwould be prosperous as soon, as 
he/she leaves the world of men. AkinldwQn left the 
world of poverty and went and became a prince whose 
life had been completely changed. ,Ve also hear 
that Aklnldw6n had been admitted into the spiritual 
realm. In this case, the Yordb&. people believe that 
the dead who performed good deeds on earth go to 
heaven where they enjoy themselves abundantly. , 
Nevertheless, they are not always happy to miss any 
member of their family, whether old or young.

In The Palmwine Drinkard. Bisi was enticed by 
the beauty of the spirit in human posture. She 
jumped at him and followed him and insisted that she 
would marry him. Knowing Blsl1s intention, the spirit

rted to sing this warning song

Lil§ t Oniyhn ddyin l$yin mi 
Tfetd d£yin

Bgb<§: Sin-inrinkhnsin
Lilfel B6 & b& d$yin

0 o kodd kan ar6
ilgbd: Sin-inrinkhns in
Lil§ B6 d b& dfyin,

0 6 kodd kan fj£
Egbe: Sin-inrinkhnsin.
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Solo; pounded yam seller, leave me and go back 
Quickly go back.

Chorus:Sin-inrinkhnsin 
Solo: If you fail to go back

You will get to an indigo coloured river
Chorus: Sin-inrinktmsin 
SoloC If you fail to go back

You will get to a river of blood
iqChorus: Sin-inrinkdnsin. '

Unfortunately, this warning fell on Blsl|,s 
deaf ears. It needs to be recalled that Blsi had 
ignored former warnings from her parents.
She proved to be a stubborn child who would not 
listen to any advice or heed any warning. Likewise, 
she was too obstinate to listen to this warning; 
consequently, she found herself in "a land inhabited 
exclusively by all sorts of grotesque spirits who 
make it a point of duty to kill any human being who 
discovers their abode and their secrets." 20 
Consequently, Blsi was tied to the stake, but”, 
fortunately for her, she was about to be killed 
when Ldfike 'Qmu arrived at the spot, put a spell
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on the spirits, loosened the ropes with which 

Blsl was tied and escaped with her.

In the above song, valuable lessons can be 
drawn. Blsl got herself into trouble because she 
was a stubborn girl. She failed to heed simple 
warnings from the spirit in human posture, and 
this could have led to her death if Ldhk| Qmu had 
not keen opportuned to be there. In this case, 
Ogunmblh is probably emphasizing the notion that 
ancient voices should not be allowed to die 
unheeded. He probably believes that, if our 
contemporary society can heed simple warnings 
and listen to the elders" advice, it would not 
be like the fabled dogs, who got lost because 
they did not listen to the hunter's whistle 
which was bloiOvi to guide their movements in the 
r;'known forest.

Other media of communication used by OgfinmftIA 
in his bid to give aesthetic beauty to his perform 
mance script are hooting, invocation, prayer *uad 
ritual language. For instance, in "Ojft la r^" 
A,jlfow6wd hoots to Al&id&a in order to locate

his whereabouts on the farm. Also in "Elsti $ddrd"
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Qk$ hoots to his friend, Ddda, to inform him that 
he had already got to the farm, and to locate the 
spot where his friend was on the farm. It should 
be recalled that hooting is a common medium of 
communication used especially by farmers and 
hunters to call one another on the farm or in'the 
forest/ field* This idea originated probably due 
to the Yordbh belief that it is improper to call 
people"s names in the forest or at the dead of night 
so that malevolent spirits might not seize the 
opportunity to harm the bearer of such names. There
fore, hooting to each other is believed to be the 
ideal method of calling a person in the farm, forest 
or at night. Although this practice was common among 
the traditional Yordbh farmers and hunters in the 
past, the practice is still found in some Yonlbk 
local communities, especially in the ountryside, 
up till today.

Besides hooting, invocation and prayer, ritual 
language often used to communicate requests to

i

the spirits. These statements may not always be 
understood, especially by novices, because they are 
directed to the spiritual world, and only the
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priests who are close to the gods are capable 
of decoding the messages. bgi£nm§l£i used this 
medium in his folkloric plays. For example, in 
"figd bd&rd," bgfmm£>lh invoked Eipfr bddrd. one of 
the Yordb&. primordial divinities, when he said,

Eriwo ooo, . Egd Qddrd •'
Eriwo ooo, Esd $ddrd ' *'
Eriwo ooo, Esd £>ddrd IT

Hail ^gd Od&rd j1

Hail Egd Qddrd IT
Hail Epd Qdard i IT

Firstly, we must note that iisd £>ddrd is called 
three times here. This number is symbolic and it 
communicates a piece of information to the hearers. 
It is worthy of note that spitits are usually 
called three times during an invocation, or, in some 
cases, seven times. This indicates that a 'dread£ul 
being/spirit is about to approach. Consequently, 
all those who are close to the spot must keep “silent 
and make themselves reverent because the spirit
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must be venerated.
In "Ojft la rV  the spirit of Iwinmi (water 

spirit) was invoked in the same manner.- It was 
called three times after when the dwdrd (priest) 
shook his s£6r6 (small medicinal gourd) and said,

0166 mi,
<pi$w£> gbpgbpro 
Ti i yqmp r# l$>fin

My Lord,
Possessor of very long hands
Used to save her children from troubles.

Here, the priest of iwinmi pays homage to the river 
goddess with a shower of praises. Therefore, he 
appealed to the goddess to be merciful and to send 
AkinldwQn back to his parents. This request was 
granted after some rituals had been performed.
This is in accordance with a Yordbh maxim which 
says, "Agbd nq^ta 16 m$di gfta, dkhta m§ji 16 
mddd dkdrft' (Secrets are known by the cult/ 
parties concerned, two stones understand the’ 
language of the palm kernel*) In other words, no 
one could understand the process of bringing back
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AklnldwQn except the dwdr<S who knows how to cornmu-
2.1nicate with the "Numinous".

In The Palmwine Drinkard, 6gCmm&15. also 
manipulated the language used by the spirits to 
create humour. Here he exploited the associational 
power of words, symbols, expressions and images 
drawn from the human, natural and supernatural worlds 
Through the use of comic characters, he was able 
to build tension up to a very high point. The 
invention of a special language spoken by the spirits 
also captured the tense mood of the audience. 
Believing that human beings are incapable of compe
ting with the spirits, he created a technique whereby 
the language of the spirits could only be understood 
by them, but the spirits could understand any 
language spoken by both human and non-human beings. 
The interpretations of the dialogue between 01ftugb6 
(king of the forest) and Ldhkfe bmu are full of 
sensations and emotions which brought loud ovations 
and rounds of applause from the audience.UNIV
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In our discussion above, we have endeavoured 
to illustrate how the late K$l& bgHnm$l& had practi
cally shown that the Yordb& language can be skil
fully manipulated to serve dramatic ends. Through

the effective and imaginative use of mythical- and 
cosmic characters, lessons are drawn from nature, 
satire is driven home, and the inner workings of 
the mind are explored, while riddles, proverbs, folk 
Songs and other genres of the Yordbh oral traditions 
are used to stress the dramatic significance of the 
performances.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Recommendations And Conclusions

A. CONTRIBUTIONS OF KOLA QGUNMQLA1S FOLKLORIC 
PLAYS TO AFRICAN THEATRE

The life and philosophy of the iate K£lh 
Ogtmm^lh,. as read in this dissertation, reveal that 
he was a responsible director/manager, a renowned 
playwright and actor, a competent manipulator of 
the Xorhbh language, and a major figure in modern 
Yor&bh performing arts. bgftnm^lh excelled many 
of his colleagues in this field when we talk of 
rigorous acting and language manipulation. In 
fact, OgCmm^lh has contributed immensely to the 
upliftment and development of the modern YordbS. 
travelling theatre and drama in particular and the 
African theatre in general.

Oghnm^lh's expertise in organising his theatre 
group successfully has been reported upon in 
Chapter One. As we have pointed out earlier, he was
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one of the best managers of theatre companies 
during his period and he was regarded as a pace-r 
sei;t%r in this regard. With a sens.e of
diplomacy and responsibility, Kbli bgftnm̂ lfii was 
able to control, with utmost success, members of 
his troupe without much difficulty. This is one 
of the good lessens which K£l& 6gdnm(>l& had taught
several people of his r .. day and which future 
theatre practitioners should emulate.

It is also worth noting that, with the late 
K61& bg<inm61&, the distinction between a presenta
tional and a representational approach to acting 
becomes academic. According to Jeyifo (1984), 
as Adblfekd in Iffe 0w6 and Ldhkl in ̂ muti,

bgtinm£l§. created the most memorable roles the 
Yordbi Travelling Theatre Movement has thrown up to 
date. It is also spoken in his credit that "he worked 
by extensively cultivating and exploiting the mental, 
physical and emotional resources of the acting art 
and engaged the audiences directly by the intensity 
of his stage realizations, not cheaply by throwing 
gratuitous cliches and gags to the audiences,
Perhaps the of most actors in the Travelling
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Theatre performances.1,1
%

It is further stated that it was Oghnm§l& "who
fostered perhaps the most important acting development
in the evolution of the Travelling Theatre movement,
that of casting roles in terms of a troupe member's
technical resources, capabilities and experience,
not on the basis of his or her presumed standing

2within the troupe."
In this context, 0ghnm61§i is seen to be a humble 

leader who led by example. His special talent as a 
creator/innovator was not obsessed with the modern 
ideology of service to self. D&16 dg(mm$l&, during 
my personal commnication with her, said that, while 
many people praise their husband, OgCmm§l&'s 
humility was taken for stupidity by some people of 
his time, but members of his family later realized 
the significance of this conduct when people started 
to reward them with series of gifts and assistance 
in appreciation of Ogfrnm&l&'s humble behaviour.

Meanwhile, comments, remarks and submissions of 
distinguished scholars on the probable origin of
African drama .and theatre traditions have been thorou
ghly reviewed. While some of these men postulate

that African drama/theatre traditions evolved from
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traditional religious rituals and festival/celebra- 
tions, some added that the evolution of dramatic 

arts was a natural phenomenon that emanated from 

man's spontaneous acts and imitations of nature.

In the same vein, it is submitted that the 
Yorftb&. Travelling Theatre evolved from the traditional 

masquerade drama, first as a court entertainment, 

and later taken outside the court by a guild known 
as Efegfin Al&r§, which subsequently became Ebgfrn 
Alhrin.jb, and which was popularly believed- to be 
the first professional Yomlbd Travelling Theatre.

It may be recalled, however, that the activi
ties of the new Yordbd performing companies came 
about as a result of the artists' cultural awareness 
and a bid to create an indigenous theatre and drama.
At first, their productions in the 50s and 60s were 
based on Biblical themes or stories adapted to the 
indigenous Yordbd socio-cultural setting. Later,
these artists started to explore the rich Yordbh■«*
oral traditions and adapt the Yordbd folklore in
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their performance scripts. They manipulate^>-thse 
Yordbd folktales, folk songs, proverbs, riddles, 
drumlore and other communication media in replace
ment of the Western material, thereby creating an 
indigenous modern theatre and drama.

dgund£>who started it all^was famous for .his 
innovative plays, majority of which are based on 
political satires, while the late K&15. dghim£l£i, wto.was 
seen, the & by some people as 6gdAd£'s "second in 
command", was renowned for his folkloric and ethical 
plays. The late Dvlt6 Ladip£> was noted for legendary 
and mythical plays, as evidenced in MorSmi, Qba Kd so 
and jidd, to mention a few. Oyin Ad^jobi, for his 
partjis interested in social and ethical plays based 
on contemporary events.NAs said above, Oghnm^ld was interested in 
Yordbh folklore. He therefore used various genres of 
Yorilbh oral traditions to effectively get his message 
“cross to his audience. One can even categorically 
submit that 0gCmm61& was a pace-setter with regard to 
the use of Yordbd folklore in Yordbd performing arts.
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Making a comparative analysis of the tradi
tional theatre/dramatic performances, one realizes 
that artists like Hubert 6gtiM£, Dhr6 Ladip£ and

Kfclh Oghnm^ia had, through radical innovations

and new creations, integrated the old with the new

to suit the yearnings and aspirations of the contem
porary period. While there are marked differences in

some respects, similarities abound either in performance 
techniques or in the productions and the motives 
behind them. For example, the basic objectives behind 
the performances are usually to entertain and teach 
morals or ethics. They may also serve as a techni
que to relieve tensions emanating from the socio
cultural problems of life or to uphold the cultural 
heritage of the people by reminding them of their 
traditional past.

On the other hand, there are marked differences
in the techniques of stage management and methodsthough
of performance, even/^ome of the objectives of these 
two traditions slightly differ. For instance,, unlike
the traditional dramatists who were lineage
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professionals, and were not keen on monetary reward, 

the modern performing artists have much interest in 
the amount of naira they could get from gate-takings 
which have now been formally institutionalized. The 
contemporary artists live on earnings accruing from 
tbe proceeds of their performances. Therefore, 
instead of staging their plays in public places like 
the open markets or the king's palaces, the modern 
dramatists hire big halls or large theatre buildings 
where fixed admission fees are collected at the 
entrance/gafces or at the box office.

Like his colleagues, dgdmm&lSi wrote his plays 
to suit the contemporary social needs. At times, 
modern-day theatre troupes may not follow the 
traditional pattern whereby homage must first be paid 
to members of the audience or to some elders who 
might be present. It may be recalled that failure 
to pay homage within the traditional communities 
might incur the wrath of the malevolent spirits of 
the aggrieved elders, and this might consequently 
draw calamity upon the troupe leader and his retinue
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of actors. The paying of homage, they believe, 
was to solicit for the protection and security 
of the artists through the mutual co-operation of 
members of the audience. For example, reference was 
often made to past experiences in history when 
artists/dramatists who failed to honour and pay 
necessary homage to deserving people were humiliated. 
One particular point of reference was that of legen- 
dary Qtj$ Lbrlnadk^ of the Bgtingftn Alhrin,j6 fame on 
whom, out of sheer wickedness, some people -omong 
the audience inflicted a great blow, after he had 
transformed himself into a big boa-constrictor 
in a magical performance. The effect of the charm 
was so tense that he (L&rlnndkh) could not change 
himself back to his former human form. Consequently, 
he was made to crawl into the river to join the 
company of reptiles.^ Although this indident may 
portray the perpetrators of the evil act as barbaric, 
devilish and unprogressive, one should realize, 
however, the significance of paying homage and’a 
acknowledging elders in YordbA culture. It also 
shows the extent to which the traditional Yordb&
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society frowns at pride and disrespect.
There are other features of both the tradi

tional and the modern YordbA travelling theatre 
traditions which have been discussed in Chapter Two 
of this dissertation and which show striking simi
larities or differences. Our main pre-occupation 
here is to note that the modern Yordbd Travelling 
Theatre is being greatly influenced by socio-cultural 
changes and contemporary events in the society, but| 
since culture is not a static phenomenon, the African 
Theatre Movement is bound to adapt itself to 
contemporary societal changes.

Apart from his active participation in dramatic 
performances and in the production of plays, K$l& 
t)gftnin§lci also contributed immensely to the advancement 
of the modern Yordbd Travelling Theatre and African 
drama through creative publications. As a * 
playwright he composed several plays which earned 
him much credit among the contemporary performing 
artists and theatre practitioners. Among the plays 
he produced which were later published are 
The Falmwine Drinkard. They are Enemies and 
vw6. The late K>,>ia bghnm^lci and his group had

551 .
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also staged more than fifty plays and several 
television programmes on various themes based on 
both traditional and contemporary events. .Like 
his colleagues and pioneers in modern Yoruba drama, 
he also produced some plays based on the Biblical
stories and the Judaeo-Christian folklore.

♦Ogftnm$l& was an ambitious man who struggled 
relentlessly to create an enviable position and a name 
for himself before his demise, and his life .was, in„,a sense,

w.S " ~ -......  ~~ .

replica of what transpired in The Palwine Drinkard.
With adventures in life, Ogunm^lh encountered several 
problems which nearly put a stop to his early career 
and ambition, but with courage, dedinatioh and 
perseverance, he was able to achieve much within a short 
period of life. Thus, Ogtinm^l&'s life may serve as a 
good practical lesson for many, and those who believe 
that a good name is more desirable than gold or silver 
should emulate Ogftnm^lh's good behaviour and noble 
deeds. This is a great contribution which neither gold 

nor silver can provide.
The socio-cultural and economic messages of «» 

Oghnm^ih's folkloric plays have been highlighted 
and discussed. Here, it is shown that Ogunmplh was 
culturally inclined in his folkloric plays.
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He showed practically that he was part and parcel 
of the Yordb§. society and that he had been interested 
in the culture of his forebears from his youth.

With regard to language manipulation, bgfmm&ld 
had indicated how an educated or literate dramatist 
can portray with veracity the different generations 
and levels of education in present-day Africa. In 
all his plays, 0gCmm61d had practically demonstrated 
how language could be manipulated to create humour, 
tragely and comedy. He has proved his mettle in 
the various genres. For example, in The Falmwine 
Drinkard, OgCmm^ld created some comic characters 
whose appearances, actions and language created 
humour and emotion among the audience. The dialogue 
between the human and non-human beings was introduced 
here to the delight of the audience/readers.

b«’dnm61&,s folkloric plays also contributed 
greatly to the development of the Yordbd drama through 
an effective use of oral history and traditions, 
bgftnmbld adapted some Yordb& legends and folktales 
for the effective teaching of moral and socio

cultural ethics and beliefs. These folktales and
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other integrated genres of Yordbh oral traditions

are adapted and fused into plays in order to remind 
the people of the age-old belief that everyone will 
reap whatever he/she sows, either good or bad. They 
also try to show members of the society that hypo
crisy is a cankerworm which must be got rid of in 
our society if we really want progress and harmony.
In this case, it has been realized that dgftnm̂ lS. 
was one of the few performing artists who adopted 
the use of oral traditions in their plays. Apart 
from his folkloric plays, 0r*<mm615. also showed the 
richness of the Yordbd proverbs, maxims, riddles and 
other communication media in other plays he produced. 
They are used to express abstract opinions based
on familiar ideas taken from our immediate environ-

o f*ment, while folk songs are used as a mean^popular 
appeal.

The folkloric plays of dgCmmblh have been 
produced to portray a clear trend towards the
revival of memories of the Yorilbfi' s past, the 
sustenance of her values and the affirmation of the
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relevance of this past and its values
to the contemporary scene. Therefore, one can say 
that dgftnm̂ lS. had done perfectly veil to challenge 
alien culture and practices through expressive forms 
like proverbs, riddles, narrative arts, praise 
poetry and music which he integrated into hiŝ  folk- 
loric plays.

B. THE FUTURE OF THE AFRICAN THEATRE AND DRAMA. '

Meanwhile, it should be realized 'that the
African drama and the YordbA theatre had been
established long before the advent of the Europeans
into the continent of Africa. We also discover that
they are being adapted to socio-cultural changes
through time. This claim was supported by Atta Annah
Mensah when he stated that I

Evidence from later days has shown that 
while some of the institution® requiring 
and promoting these arts have endured or 
merely gathered new features, others have 
either become defunct or progressively 
weakened, and the arts they sustain are 
steadily atrophying. At the same time, 
new incoming institutions have generated 
new performing arts and produced new men 
of arts whose creations reflect wider ftuman 
spheres of thought, behaviour and 
technique.4
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In the above submission, while Mensah has 
remarked that there are evidences of integration 
and socio-cultural changes in African art forms 
generally, he has also stated that this cultural 
heritage is on the verge of decadenoe and collapse. 
Therefore, something must be done urgently to rescue 
this situation. Since African performing arts are 
not merely for entertainment, but are also processes 
of edification, upliftment and the cleansing of 
mind and body, and for the fact that they grow out 
of images, symbols or ideas which express inner 
forces and impulses, they should not be neglected 
but be revived for the sake of posterity. They 
should be seen as forces that are themselves stimuli 
from the African environment. In this case, our 
contemporary society must take it as a matter of 
concern to put the developing African theatre and 
drama on a sound footing by striving hard to see 
that the modern artists, theatre practitioners and 
dramatists are given their proper place in the 
society. In other words, they should be morally 
nnd financially assisted when necessary. Many of
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the present-day performing artists who could have
performed creditably well and contributedto the.•
upliftment of the African cultural heritage are 
financially handicapped from fulfilling their 
ambitions. This assertion can be corroborated by 
Mensah's remark which says:

... the currents of 20th century artistic 
scenes have thrown up luminaries and 
significant works that reflect prevailing" 
influences, thoughts and actions.5

In Nigeria, notable among these African giantsthe
and luminaries in^performing arts and î n. the! tr^vellin^ 
theatre movement are the late Hubert 5gdhde, the 
late K$lh 6gtmm6l&, the late Dhr6 L&dipd, Oyin 
Ad&jpbi, JinKjh Aljiu, Moses .Oldiya 'Adejilm$ and a host 
of others. The troupes of these naturally talented 
men should be assisted and encouraged in the 
smooth running of their theatrical business and 
also in producing plays that would ' . inculcate
discipline into the hearts of our youths, and 
instil a sense of responsibility and good behaviour 
into the minds of old and young alike.
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The decadent state of Africa's cultural heritage 
must be revitalised and African “xpressive ideas 
which usually brought peace and harmony within the 
traditional society should be made to survive.
In fact, one may submit that Africa's future exis
tence may probably depend on this cultural survival. 
Therefore, we should not allow our rich cultural 
values to become mere passing points of reference 
within the confines of alien imbibed culture and 
practices. As a matter of fact, we should heed the 
Yonlbh proverb which says, 0d6 t6 b& gbdgbfe orlsun 
r6. Kblgbe ni y66 gbe. (A river which forgets its 
source will certainly dry up.) We must use our 
traditional values to build our society and train 
our youths in such a way that they would be able 
to identify themselves with their cultural heritage 
and be groomed to a point where they would be proud 
of their traditional heritage. The contemporary 
society must seek stabilising and reassuring 
elements in the African performing arts which^are 
rich in oral tradition capable of being manipulated
to inculcate discipline in the minds of our youths.

J
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However, the contemporary and future perfor
ming artists must possess all the wherewithals 
that would make them competent to deliver their 
messages successfully. This is why Mensah submits 

that,
the new African performing artist of worth
is the one who preserves and attains full 
command of material and technical resources 
inbued with the African essence and capable 
of scaling the heights of artistic expression g 
for black peoples and for the rest of mankind.

The future of the Yordbd Travelling Tneatre as a 
medium of encoding the philosophies of lif-e for 
onward transmission to posterity must be given due 
recognition and proper attention. In this case, 
every organ of the Society - be it religious, 
social, political, economic or cultural - must be 
harmonised in a way that would bring African virtues 
and values together. In the same vein, the modern 
Yordbh performing art-must be actively manipulated 
to capture and codify the society's impression of 
the people and their cultural environment. Our 
contemporary artists who consciously mould the 
thoughts and behaviour* of the people, especially 
the youths, should be accorded maximum co-operation
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and. necessary assistance in their activities.

The extraordinary talents and the innate ambition 
of these great men of virtue should not be allowed 
to rot away carelessly, for the fact that the 
impact of their activities is being felt with 
regard to ethical development and moral upbringing 

in the society.

C. EECOMtflMDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

(i) Recommendations
Governments in all African countries should,

as a matter of urgency, look into the activities
and the problems facing these seasoned and
ambitious theatre practitioners with the aim of
giving them necessary incentives to boost their #•
morale and ego. They should b.e assisted morally 
and financially by both the government and the 
philanthropists alike in putting their productions 
in filmsjtapes and books for future preservation 
in our arhives. In addition, governments should 
give artists adequate freedom to give free rein
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to their creative urges. In this wise, the 
sayings of the elders which are regarded- as sayings 
of wisdom, the elliptical proverbs and maxims which 
are fruits of thoughts and sentiments, folk songs 
and music, riddles and jokes, legends and myths and 
other forms of oral tradition or folklore which are 
part and parcel ofe^ F 7 ^ $  African speech, and which 
formulate the rules of conduct or behaviour should 
be properly documented and preserved for posterity. 
This would continually mould the conduct of indivi
duals within the society and effect a harmonious 
and peaceful co-existence among its members, both 
now and in the future.

The YordbS. theatre and drama should be adapted 
to the socio-cultural needs of the people to 
protect its substance from being weakened by alien 
culture. It should be embraced by the people in 
as much as it is something that gives vitality to 
the psychology of existence and society. However, 
the theatre practitioners should be given adequate 
protection and freedom to manipulate their good 
ideas for the benefit of the society. There is a
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general consensus that "organised theatre (contempo
rary and traditional), in the hands of dedicated 
and knowledgeable practitioners, has great potential 
for playing effective roles in contemporary African 
Societies. But to be able to do this, i# must be 
given a good measure of opportunity, autonomy and
protection.iby the modem government in which now

7rests the traditional powers of the society.' 
Finally, to achieve a great measure of success in 
this way, there is need for co-operation from all

' t'and sundry. The current African governments, the 
performing artists or theatre practitioners and 
members of the public must therefore be committed 
to reviving and advancing the ideals of the 
African heritage through the effective utilisation 
of the unique attributes of traditional and modem 
African theatre and drama.

Finally, scholars from various disciplines ‘ w 
should, as a matter of concern and utmost urgency, 
start making efforts to study the works of the 
past and contemporary performing artists in order
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to encode the language and the philosophical 
messages they contain for the benefit of our 
society. As narrated earlier, the governments 
should also endeavour to assist these creative 
and ambitious men morally and financially. The 
lesson taught by the folkloric plays of the 
seasoned playwright and creative performing 
artist should not be allowed to lie fallow. Our 
cultural heritage should not be left to decay.
Bach succeeding generation should renew the 
struggle to uphold our socio-cultural legacy so 
that we would not be like those never doo-wells who 
point to their father"s house with the fingers of 
their left hands.

(ii) CONCLUSION

K&lh dgfom$l&“s folkloric plays have been the 
major point of fccus in this dissertation, and we 
have attempted to show how he consciously used the 
TordbS. folklore to send his message across to"the 
generality of the Nigerian populace and the Tor&b&
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people in particular. He hasolearly proved that 
this medium can still be successfully manipulated 
to infuse moral and good comportment into the 
contemporary decadent society. 6gunm$la has made 
use of the folk narratives to uphold the Tordbh 
traditional heritage whereby oral traditions are 
used to educate both the young and the old through 
the socio-cultural experiences of the elders.

It is emphasized that all genres of the 
Yordb& oral traditions are effective media of 
communication used by the elders as methods of 
social control whenever there is a tense conflict 
within a homogeneous family or between two 
different lineages in the community. Where one 
party fails to make concessions to the other or 
both parties remain adamant, the apportioning 
.of blame to either offending party is usually 
done through the use of proverbs, maxims, 
folktales, folk songs, riddles or other genres of 
oral traditions. In like manner, 6ghnm$>l& vsed 
the Yordb&. folklore as an effective means of 
modifying people"s behaviour or as a method of 
deterring others from evil practices and acts. 
Through this medium, people who have gone against
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the norms and ethics of the society are usually 
called back to their senses. Though the folkloric 
plays are primarily meant to entertain the audience

folklore genres are used to teach morals • Within 
stories, for instance, parents infuse discipline 
into the hearts of their young ones, condemning 
all that is evil while recommending those things v 
that are good. For example, in la rl,"
Irvypocrisy is condemned when Ai&id&a was punished 
for his acts of waywardness and dishonesty. Also, 
ip. "A'̂ oorem&.gikd,*1 the good behaviour of ,

a-' •• • <*»*'*"*»
AigooreiB&gikd was highly commended when he was 
offered several valuable things by the king i« 
compensation for his past good deeds. In the 
same play, the thief was punished for stealing.
This is why C.C. Okonkwo remarked that the telling 
f'f folktales is an effective means of imparting 
morals to members of the society since stories are 
hardly forgotten due to their re-narrative , 
quality.^
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In K$l§. 6gtrnm$l&,s folkloric plays, it is 
proved that YorCtbd folklore is still relevant as a 
means to inculcate discipline into the contemporary 
and the future Nigerian societies. therefore
effectively manipulated Yordbd oral traditions to 
teach morals within the society.

It is practically shown that 6ghnm§l& had gone
of

into the archives/the traditional Xordbd past to 
remind his audience of their cultural heritage.
Ee was probably of the contention that the people 
need to explore their past and bring out the useful 
materials from their traditions. Therefore this is 
in harmony with B$>lh£.lfe Aw§'s view which says that 
before the African man could survive and progress, 
he must "hearken to the ancient voices,"^ Bassey 
Andah10 also warns that there is the need for the 
African man to appreciate and appropriate his 
cultural values. He says further that it is pertinent 

that the African man shouibd trace his roots and the
course of his journey from the past to the present 
so as to achieve self-reliance and make meaningful 
progress in the future.
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The folkloric plays of Ogftnm^lh therefore 
portray >• a clear trend, towards the revival of 
memories of the Tordbh past, the sustenance of the 
people's values and the affirmation of the relevance 
of this past and its values to the contemporary 
scene. Like other renowned African scholars,' 
composers, playwrights, authors, choreographers and 
performing artists, Ogftnm^lA integrated smaller 
expressive forms like riddles, proverbs, narrative 

arts, praise poetry, maxims, songs and music, within 

larger musical and verbal dramas.

As we have already discovered, bgCmm$l& was 
deeply interested, and involved in the culture of 
his people. Because he was born into the tradi
tional community and was nurtured by experienced 
elders of the society, he knew several aspects cf 
the customs, beliefs and practices of his people 
and practically manipulated these in producing his 
folkloric plays.

The late K61& 6g(mm£l& had an innate ambition 
to propagate his people"s cultural heritage, *ven
from his youth. This is in harmony with a Yordbk
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proverb which says "Quo tl .y66 ,i6 dsAmfr, l&ti kfekerj 
ni y66 ti a&a .ieau shafts&m& Ip" (A child who will 
become/rare gam in life would be recognized! early 
from his/her youth.). 6gftnm$>lft"s ambition had 
revealed the sort of person he was to become in 
future. Within a few years as pupil teacher, 
bgftnm$lft"s activities had proved that he was to 
become one of the most popularly acclaimed performing 
artists' and a teacher of a larger audience in 
twentieth century Black Africa. Therefore., we 
could say that dgftnm(>l§. started his teaching career 
in the small classroom and got to a peak when he 
taught thousands of his people how the society could 
be made peaceful and harmonious through good conduct 
and comportment. £part from moral teaching, Og&nm&lh 
also delved into the Tordbft cultural past, dished 
cut useful materials in the Yordbft culture in a bid 
to contribute his quota in reviving the Tordbft customs, 
philosophy, beliefs and practices which are of
■’mmense benefit to the contemporary and future” Nigerian 
venerations. Therefore, "for as much as the Nigerian
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theatre reflects the people's aspirations and appeals 
to them aesthetically, the initiative to entrench

it must be backed, and its progress supported by 

Nigerians themselvesi'11 6gttma$l&'s folkloric plays
are*andoJatediy* an impressive contribution to the

* *
contemporary African ntrama and may serve as an 
indispensable tool for bringing the decadent modern 
society $® a state of normalcy.
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APPMDIA 1: 5H77
PROBABLE SOURCES OF INSPIRATION FOR K0ll t)G{JNM<5lX IN THE

MATERIAL CULTURE.
TRADITIONAL FARMING AND HUNTING IMPLEMENTS 

PRODUCED BT TRADITIONAL BLACKSMITHS

Different types of Cutlasses and 
Knives

Different types cf r.ce
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Medicinal/rcagic al instruments
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OTHER TYPES OF t vr.? r ♦ n *ti • «.t j ■*>■*-*- *> •*+ <
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Axe used for tilling the

Axe used for breaking fire-wccd

harvesting palmnuts
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